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ABSTRACT

Psychiatrists' decisbns regarding disclosure of lh8 diagnosis o l
schizophreniahave implicationsfor social work practice as well as for
patient and family treatment. Ongoing controversy4iii exists on how
disclosure ot this diagnosis should be handfed.
This descriptive study examines Newtoundlandpsychiatrists and
sociai woters who work in psychiahy as to what they report on their
practices 01 disclosure, their opinions, and the various factors that
influence them In this area. Sixty-three respundents representatived
both populations were given personal interviews utilizing an open-ended
semi-structured questionnaire. There was one hundred per cenl
participation.
The study reveals that the practice of disclosure is mt uniform
among psychiatrists and sociai workers. Some psychiatrists generally
disclose to ail 01 their patients, some to a portion, and a few are refraining
from revealing the diagnosis. Similarly, not all social workem disclose
the diagnosis of schizophreniato patients. Dver hail ol the workers
require participation in rdalion to disclosure from psychiatrists when
working with uninformed schizophrenic patients.
Some notable examples of the many factors which influence
psychiat~stsand MCiai workers inciude: the certainty of the diagnosis.
patients requests for the diagnoses, the degree of sociai stigma, the
activity of the psychosis. the patienrs ability to understand, and Individual

patient characteristics.
A diversity of issues were raised relatingto disclosure: some of

these inciude: h e patient has a right to know hisher diagnosis, there is
more than one illness lumped under the classificationof schizophrenia.
some patientsprefer euphemisms to the t e n schizophrenia, knowledge
of diagnosis allows patients and their families to increase their

educational and therapeutic opportunities, social work's role is aflected
when patientsdo not know, Iis important, when revealing, to consider
"where one's client is at", revealing often reduces the blame for patients
and their famiiies. and revealing can at certain times be
countertherapeutic.
Overall, the psychiatrists and the majority of social workers
bolieved that under most circumstances the psychiatrist should be the
individual who reveals the diagnosis of schizophrenia but that this does
not preclude other INsled individuals (includingsocial workers)
revealingor being present when disclosure occurs.
This study concludes that disclosure is a complex phemmenon
end is only a small part of educating patients about their schizophrenic
illnesses. Ultimately, each case needs to be examined individually as to
whether disciosure should owur, how it should be handled, and who Is
the moot appropriate person to disclose lhe diagnosis and lollow up the
disclosure.
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Whelher or nol psychiatrists disciose the diagnosis of
schizophreniato patients Itas Implications lor social work p r a c h and
intervention. This study explores Newioundland psychiatrists' decisions

to disclose and huw their decisions affect the practice of social work.
Psychiatrists' disclosure ofthe diagnosis of sti~izophreniahas
been observed as not being uniform. Certain schizophrenics are not
being told their diagnoses of schizophrenia (Green. danuery 1984; 8
Applelon, 1972). (For the sake of clarliy and readability. the term
'schizophrenic" has been used as a noun even though the author has
diswmfort with this usage.) There has been wnaoversy over the subject
of disclosure in the pmfess:on of psychiatry (Kudimr.1 W),and there
have been no specific guidelines for reveallng the diagnosis of
schizophrenia in Melloh (1980) explanations and elaborations ol the
Canadian Medical Asmiation Code of Ethics for psychiatriststs.
The decision to discioss the diagnosis ol schizophrenia has
implications for patient treatment. Having psycniatric patiems believe
they are sufferingfrom %ad nerves", or 'nervous breakdowns", for
example, may result in keeping them unawareof their diagmses. If
patients are unaware and social worhers do not disclose the diagnoses
then the opprtunily for the social workers la engage in patient education
is diminished. Knowledge of diagnoses can also be essential for

individuals who require cenain resources (Green. Januarq.1984), for
example, 'Friends of Schhophrenim'. The decision to disclose the
diagnoses also has implicationsfor the lrearent team, including social
workers. if psychiatristsdo not tell patients of their diagnoses then the
entire treatment team that is involvedwith the patient may be required to
engage in this nondisclosure. Nondisclosure could entail social work~m
having to engage in much circumlocution in discussing pmbiems
symptomatic of the syndrome. At times, with more confrontational
patients, this can be adiflicult task. it Is also possible that dealing with
patients who am unaware of their diagnoses at times requims special
Skills.
Dilemmas exist wfihin the decision to disclose the diagnosis of
schizophrenia. Schizophrenic patients' diagnoses can he shared with
community agencies at the time of the referral into programs. if patients
are unaware ol their diagnnses then this situation raises ethical issues
end places social worbrs in a dilemma. Other dilemmas arise when
social workers anempi to "loster maximum satMeterminationon the part
of their clients" (Canadian AssociaUon of Sooial Workem.1983, p. 108):
nondisciosuraruns contrary to this vaiue.(The term psychiatric social
workers is not being utilized in this study since not all sodai wofien
intelvlewedhad mcelvbd specialized academic training in psychiatry.)
in deciding whether or not to disclose the diagnosis of
schizophrenia,psychiatrists could be faced with vainus treatment-

related, legal, culhlral, ethical, and slualional questions. For example,
Will patients understand the diagmsis? is the diagnosis of schizo~renla
always clear? Will disclosure be traumatic to some patients?Wiii the
patient sufler additional dklress from the stigma a-iated

with the

disorder? Should the therapeutic privilegebe exercised? Could the
diagnosir at a later date be proven Inaccurate?Do patients have a rlght
not to know? Will the diagnosis convey hopelessnessto the patient? Wiii
not revealing deny patients access to resources, deny them the abiily to
be sell determining, and diminish their trust in psychiatrists? Based on

the above considerations, psychiatristsmake decisions regarding
disclosure. While psychiatrists' disclosures impose cenain constraints on
Social workers' interventions with patients, psychiatrlsb' nondisclosure
necessitates a decision by social workers as to whether or not they
shculd disclose. Their deolsions regarding disclosure also have
associated constraints on their interventions.
HOWindividual psychiatristsresolve the issue of disclosure has

implications m t only for themselves but tor the profession of psychiatry.
the patients concerned, their families, and the other professions and
agencies who deal with people with schizophrenic illnesses. Knowing
how psychiatristshave resolved this issue may enable sUcial workers
and psychiatrists to bener work together and to provide more effective
service to schizophrenic individuals and thelr families.

LITERATUREREVIEW

Backgroundinformation

Schizophreniais a mental disorder from which one out of every
one hundred individuals wiii suffer at some point in time (Seeman,
Linman. Piummer, Thornton, & JeHries. 1982). In 1986. the global
estlmate of the number of individualswith schizophreniawas 40 million
(Confronting Myths,1986). In Canada in 1978, the prevalence of
schizophrenia was 200,760 (8.55/1000 popuiatlon); the prmlence for
males was 120,941 (10.3BH000 population) and for females was 79.819
(6.7641000 population) (Bland. 1984). The Health Research and
Statistics Division of the Department of Heakh. Governmentof
Newfoundland and Labrador, has collected data on the numbers of
patients discharged from ail hospnais in Newfoundland and Labrador
who were given the pdmary diagnosis of schizophrenia. The
ciassilicationsystem on which this data is based is the W d d Health
Organization's International CiaJsification of Disease, Ninth Edition (ICD-

-

9). At the time of this study in the one year period of 1986 1987 there
were 540 patients discharged with the primary diagnosis of
schizophrenia d which 362 were males and 178 were females. lmiuded

within these ligums were 2 female residents of Newfoundland who were
treated and discharged outside of the province. 1
The illness occurs in b d h sex-

and makes ib appearance most

commonly when indivlduaisare in their early twenties (Seeman, Liman.
Plummer. Thornton.& Jeffries. 1982). The illness occurs in all walks of life
and has shown ltbeif through symptoms that may be acute or may remain
lor long pe&ds (Seeman, Litlman. Plummer. Thomton, 8 Jenriss, 1982).
Schizophreniashows cultural variability in its manife~atlons.There is
considerablevariability in the outcome d this illness.
Schizophrenia: a b u t onequarter of ail persons having a
schizoohrenic first eoisods recover and never have a recurrence
(despfie caret" d#agnos.s)and an a0o.tlonal qdarter haw a
lavoraole 0UICome: lhus a w u t na.1do qdlte u e i A'
10.20%
have a 'verv unfavorabs-o~tcornean0 an aoolt!on? 10.20%
have an "ur;favorabis" outcome for a total of a b u t 30% with an
'unlavorabie" to 'Very unfavorable" outcome (Bland. 1984, p. 244).
Schizophrenia is a costly illness both in terms ot heallh care
expenses and the e n a l o u s loss of wageeaming capacity in aliecfed
individuals. For example, the appraised costs ol prsons with this illness
living in the United States in terms of hospltailzations. loss of income,
expenditures on welfare benefits,etcetera lie somewhere between ten lo
twenty billion dollars p r annum (rorrey,l983). it consumes "mom
hospital beds than cancer, heart disease, diabetes, and anhritis
combined' (Walsh. M. 1985, p. 39). Demographically it is the most
expensive out of any of the chronic diseases, since the individual

remains well throughoutthe years of rearing and education, then
becomes ill and often depndent on m.ety just at the point where
helohe would bewme a contributing wage earner" (Tonev.1983, p.3).
This illness presents no small health problem, is the sour- of a
great deal of suffering for afflictedindividuals and their loved ones, and is
of great signHicamefor professionals working in the field.
U~sedto Define&&&&e&
The definitions of and diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia have
been numerous: examples are: Schneider's Rrst-Rank Symptoms.
Feighneh Criteria, and Research Diagnostic Criteria. The most highly
recommendedclassification system was that of the "Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM.111)" (MezzichB
Slayton,1%84). DSM ill has now been revisedto ~7SM.ift.R which has
been in circulation sin-

1987. Jvnak (1983) mnducted a study of the

diagnostic classificationschosen by psychlathb and found that 42% of
psychiatrists Ehose DSM Illas a system that shwld be used in the future
while 16.3% chose the International Ciassilioation of Diseases. Ninth
Edition (ICD 9). At the time of Junek's (1983) researchthe Canadian
Psychiatric Association had not chosen any par(icuiar classification

system for psychiatrists In Canada to we. A varbly of classification
systems have been in use in Canada lor diagnosingschizophrenia.
Newfoundland, according to Junek , has authorized the use of the ICD-9.

OYer the years there have been numerous theorles and

hypotheses generated about this very enigmatic illness. Knowledge
about schizophrenia has been gmwlng and in recent years it has not
been uncommon to find some professionalsfalling behind this
knowledge (Torrey ,1683).
Toney (1983) s~lmmarizedthe current state of knowledgeon
schizophrenia, stafing that it is a brain disease(s), that there are
qualitative differencesIn the brains of those individuals suffering from
schizophreniaas compared with normals, that the limbic system and its
connectionsin the brain appear to be the areas affected, that there is a
familial trend to the illness, and that the Insuk(s)responsible in some
cases may be fDllowed by a lag period of several years before symptoms
appear. In recent yeam. B has become more apparent that schizophrenia
represents several diseases wlth varied causes, manifestations, courses,
and outcomes (Torrey, 1983) which are herein for convenience'sake
subsumed under 'schizophrenia'.

Etiologic explanations of this illness have produced a spectrum of
oflen overlappingtheories; these include: psychoanalytical, familyinteractional, social, diathesis-streqs, biochemical (dopamine and
nutritional theories), genetic, infectious disease (viral), and structural

(hypofrontality) theories (Torrey. 1983). In addition, a current theory
which has particular relevanceto this study has been that of Expressed

Emotions (EE). This theory operates from me viewpoimMa(
schizophrenic patients have delk'ls which result In weir being senslM
to particular environmentalstresses. High levels of certain expressed
emotions in familims have been shown to increase relapse rates of
recently dischargedschizophrenic patients (Kanter, Lamb, and Loepr,
1987). (For more information on the theory ol Expressed Emotions, refer
to Appendix A).
With Me recent advances in radiologic imaging techniques and
other research tools such as the CAT Scan (Computerized Axial
Tomography). MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging), CBF (regional
Cerebral Blood Flow). PET scan (Positron Emissbn Tomography), and
BEAM (Brain Eiechical Activity Mapping), mere has beer, a
mrresponding increase in the understanding of abnormal brain functions
in schizophrenia and a strengtheningof the positionthat it represents a
biologicalentity (Taylor. 1987). Thus, psychiatrists' and social workers
have ahifled away from the viewpoint of schlmphrenia as a problem in
patients' psychosexualdevebpments or as an outcome of family
systems. Rather than providing "psychotherapeutictreatments for the
victims" (Taylor. 1987, p.118) and l h e r a torthefamllies,
~
mental health
rmrkers have been providing rehabilitation for afflicted individuals, with
the assumption mat others canrwt be talked out of physical Infirmities,
Only supported with information (Taylor. 1987). Wm the present theoriss
and factual information about schizophrenia, it is possate that more

intormatlon is cunentiy shared with patients and thelrtamllles by
pmlessionals and that this Includespatients' diagnoses. Schizophrenia's
eHolDgy is not clearly known but is thought to imlude a "variable
combination of genetic predisposition, biochemical dyslundion. and
psychosocialstress' (Bellack.t984, p. &). Despite controversy about the
etiology of schizophrenia, some agreemem exl~tsabout two aspests
prtalning to its etiology: that it is probably not a single clinical entity and
that it is highly unlikely there will ever be one method of treahnent for the
disorder.

As varioun etiological views about the disorder evolved so did
various ways to treat the disorder. The many treatment approaches for
schizophrenic patients include: 'psychophannacology', inpatient
treatment and 'community support programs' (dmpin centers.
transitional tivlng programs). 'social skills training'. Problem solving
training', 'psychotherapy'. 'gmup therapy'. and Yamily therapy'
(Bellack.1984). 'pychoeducatlon', and 'vocational rehabilitation'.
(Anderson, Rebs 8 Hogaw, l986), or a cwnbinatlon ol some or all of
these.
The psychoeducationalappmach is a model for Intervention with
patients and familles which has been somewhat successful In reducing
relapse rates by providing more education, support, and partnership with
the families and paNenls than other forms of family therapy. The

appmaoh aims to educatefamilies on the best ways to lnleract wlh Ill
family members (Hatfieid,Spanoil, 6 Zipple, 1987). They are taught the
theories and known factual information about the causes of
schizophrenia. the signs and symptoms of the illneas. the various
treatments, and practical suggeatbns for wping with the disorder
(Kanter, Lamb. Losper. 1987). Because all individuals pmviding cam are
subject to similar emotions, some professionals are using the
psychoeducationalapproach with care-providers In resldsntialsettings
such as gmup homes. jails, et eelera (Drake 8 Oscher, 1987).
The psy~hoeducanonal
appmach of Len and associates (1982).

anempis to directly reduce families' high levels of Expressed Emotions
(EE); that of Failoon and assmiales (1985). indirectlytackles families'
levels of EE, pmvides education, suppwl, and omer interventionswith
the aim of facilitatinga bener understanding, less criticism and frustration
(cited in Kanter, Lamb. (L Loeper. 1987). The psychoeducational
appmaches have demonstratedwmparabie results (Kanter, Lamb. L
Loeper, 1987) and have been provided by a range of pmfessionais
working in the field of mental health, including psychiatristsand social
workers.
Work with schizophrenicsand their familfes has now taken the
form of providing "psychosocialeducation, socia skills training, lhe
resolution of grid and guilt, communily assessmsnts, advocacy, and the
acquislion of resources, ail of which constitutethe rehabilitation moder

(Taylor, 1987, p. 118).
In summary, there is a wide range ol available treatment
approaches for schizophrenic individuals with a Wtential tor
muMipmfessional invdvement.

A comprehensive treatment approach lor schizophrenia requires
muitidisciplinary coliaboraUon ol the various mental health pmfesions
(Beilack,i 984). Patients initially may mms to the anention of varbus
professionals and be referred to a psychiatrist with admining privileges In
a general andlor a psychiatric hospital. Most psychiatrists operate fmm
the medical model, diagnosingthe patient so as 10 guide their
therapeutic approach (Appleton.1972).
According to Eliot Freidson, withln the health care system the
medical profession has been 'dominantF and the dher pmfessions have
not been allowed, without medical approval. "to communicate anything of
signilicanceto the paient about what his illness is. how it will bt, treated.
and what the chances are for impmvemenr (Freidson. 1970. p. 141). The

ancillary team members have handled patients' questions about their
illnesses by suggesting that they approach heir physicians. Physicians.
for various reasons, have not always given their patients extensive
informationeither a b u t their illnesses (Freidson. 1970) or about their
diagnoses (Appieton,1972:Anderson, Reiss L Hogarb. 1980). However,

in the remanheh revlew of the literature, a trend has appeared over the
past ten to nneen years indicating that physicianshave bssn givlng
increasingmnsideration to the release of informationprtaining lo
patient$ diagnoses, Including disclosure of the diegrmsis of
schlzwhrenia.

in deciding whether or not to disclose the diagnosis of
schizophrenia, psychiatristshave no specinc established guidelines for
disclosureof this and other diagnoses: auihoritles in thls matter have
been the World Psychiatric Associalion's ethical guidelines, the
"Declarationof Hawaii' (British Medical Journal.1977), the Canadian
Medical Associatlon Code of Ethics (Canadian Medical Apsociatwn,
1982), or Melloh explanations and elaborations of the Canadian
MBdlcai Assaiation Code of Ethics for psychiatrists(Mellw, 1980).
Bleich (1983), in a " L m r t o the Edito?, maintainedthat
psychiatristsare supposed to share aN of the fa& about patients'
illnesses but that Vlis does not Include mnfronting patientswlh
diagnoses if these am not specHicaliy requested. He advocated
physician discntf'on in these metlera because different cases n w d
different awroaohes and thus dilferent decisions as to whether or not to
tell diagnoses. While psychiatrbtshave resolved this issue to suit the
situation, there are several facton, namely: urnsent, thenpuWe

privilege, and patient$ right to k m , all of which play an importam role In
dmiskns about disclosure of diagnoses.

!AmQut
Consem Is an issue b situations lnvolvlng a Ylduclary' relationship
where acomractforpmfessional service exists (Cuiver, 6 Oeh 1982). A
patient's consent to any treatment given by a doctor is a very basic
human and legal right. Various aspects of consent applicable to the area
of disclosureof diagnosis must ideally be present in order that the
consent can be consideredvalid: ' [it] must be voluntary' (wlth
exceptions), "the patlent must be told the nature and risks of the

treatment, of not having treatment and of any altemaUve treatments [if, in
fact, any do exist]" (informed consent), and "the patient must have the
mental capacity" (competent and able to understand the outlined
treatment) (Rozovsky. 1980. p. 34.36).
m e cases that have been presented before the Canadian courts
where consent has besn questioned have operated on the premise that
the dootor should have told the patient what'a reasonable prson'.
defined by the Judge,would want to know (Rorwsky. 1980). What this
implies is that the patlent must be informed ot anything a rational
individual would want to know and as well of anything that migM affect
hidher personal decisions (Culver, 6 Gert. 1982).
PaUents are not seen as incamptent solely on the gmunds of

mental illness (Lilz, Meisel. (L Rolh. 1977). Culverk Gert(1982)
maintainedthat the overwhelming majority 01 psychiatric patients,even il
psyehotic,are quite oompetent m give intormed amsent can aFwciate
that there b something wmng with them, and are capable d
understanding lha nature of their illnesses and available treatment
ailematlves.

An exception t o the complete disclosure of information that is
required by informed consent law has been the legal doctrine ol
physicians' 'therapeutic privilege'. Thls privilege has allowed physicians
to disclose or underdisclosebased on whal they wnsider "sound

medicaljudgment" (Beauchamp, 1983). Thus, psychiatrists havedecided
whether or not to reveal schlzophmnio patients' diagnoses based on how
lhey felt their patients would read to this information and hence whal was
best for patients' welfare.

Thls is the "age of consumerism" (Hoflman,l981) and an important
principle in medicine is the patienh rlgM to know about hislher Illness
including hislher diaynosis (Green, Jan. 1984). Thls rigMto know Is an
ethical, moral, and, i n cenain circumstances, a legal rigM, although the
ianer is diflcun to enforce. Canadianshave been advocating for a

document similar t o The [Amerkan] Patienh Biliof RighV whkh Is
supposed to act only as a guide but uses legal jargon and mkibe
enforced in a murt o l Isw (Rorovsky. 1980). The American bill
recognizes that a personal relationship betweenthe patient and hisher
psychiatrlstis essential for the provision cd "good cam"; It spedlies Mat
the patient or, when indicated. "an appopiate p r s o n on his behall" has
a right to receive from hisher physicianunderstandable,updated
informationpertaining to ail aspects of hisher illness, including hislher
diagnosis bafom any diagnostic or therapeutic intervention (Rozovsky.
ISSO. p 2)
Given the medical and psychiatric codes of ethics, the wnsent
laws, the physician's therapeutic privilsge, and lhe 'Patient's Bill of
RigMo'. the psychiatristcan use discretion based o n hislher medkai
judgment in determiningwhether or not l o disclose thediagnosis of
schizophreniatothe patient. If the patient is incompetentor temporiiy
incompetent then, according to the (American) 'Patient's Bill of Rights'.
lhe psychianiot must disolose the patient's diagnosis to 'appropriate
b p i e ] on his behair (Rozovsky. 1980. p. 2).

R

e

p

Social workers who work in psychiatryd e n lunction as members
of multidisciplinaryteams wmin general and psychiatric hospitals.
in 1905, Dr. Riohard Cabot, a Boston physician. first assignsd a swtai
worker to work in a hospital. The dvtles of the early social workers

correspondedto what physicians believedpatientsrequired (Adeison &
Leader.1980). Thus, hospitalsociai work had Its beginnings by having to
rely completely upon the aoceplancs and support of physioians (Adelson

8 Leader,tgBO). This fact "has created a lignificant legacy which actively
affects currant practice [of social work]" (Mizrahi 8 Abramson. 1985).
The Second World War reduced the numbers %?
psychologists and
psychiatrists, giving social workers the opportunity to provide
pycholherapy. Social workers in large numbers practiced in psychiatric
hospitals beginning in the early 1940's. 'Their anaiyticaily-oriented
graduate school training was acceptable to the psychlatrio pmtmslon
and their proven competence as practitioners in the private fanlily
agencies underscoredtheir value to psychiatric hospitals" (Adeison &
Leader, 1980. p. 777). After the war, socialworkers emerged as
necessary members of the mulBdiscipiinarlteam, of which the
psychiatrist was the leader.
Over the last few decades, psychiatrists' hesitan~yto become
invobed with families allowed social workers lo expand in this realm
(Adeison 8 Leader, 1980).
Affeding soolai workers' approach wlh paNents has been the civil
rights movement (Adeison 8 Leader.1980) and more recently the push
for the Patients Bill of Rights in the United States. This has led sociai
workers and other professionals to give more acknowledgement and
respect lo patients' rights lo be active in the decisions which affect and

infiusncetheir oourser ol treatment (Maluccio,l979. Pmger 6 Tenaka
1980 cited in Gmb. Eiren & Edlnburg 1983). mere are other inlluences

on the mle 01 soold wornsrs in the hospital. For years, medical and
psphiatnc gaff have approved and recagnized sooiai workers but a
gmd po6ion ol the adminisIralivedecisions In hospitals have been mads
outside of social work departments (Adelson 6 Leader. 1980:
Falck.1978). This is. In part, an outwme of ~ o c l aworkers
l
having been
ernplayed in an "mcillary service" in a "host remng' whioh 'ereales
c~mplexitlesand conflictsto the roslai workefs mle". Therefore the
social w o M r muat funstion within an authority system that tends M place
hidher pmfession in a subordinate posnion and forces it lo constantly
anirm the professional rerponsibilleh It has a dght to assume" (Chan.
Ostmv 8 Yaji. 1976. p. 15).
Sooiai work has acmmmodsted m the medical selling by allavlng
the physician to have the primary mntml ot the patient. by tolerating the
medloal modal, and by Iunclioning in a highly specialized mode utilizing
cdaio intervemions (Mizrahi 6 Abramron.1985). Sootel w K s autonomy
has been affected not only by the limltatlms pieced on wotkers by
physicians and adminimtors, but by the way social workers deflne their
lundlons.
Carrigan (1978) suggested taking outside forces that infiuence
social workers' roles into wnaideration and accepting that

n ia imperetive

that social workers educate others as m what they are oapbls and

deslmus d doing. Falok sherisedthe Importams of social work clinlclana
having an accurate understanding of what thelr pmtessionis about and
hen-

the nature of their mle, mr "If one does not know his disolplme, he

has nothing m be inldissipllnary aboutl" (Falsk.1978, p. 399).
The purpwe ot sa;lal work in the health system has been to
expand me mplng abllltles of patients and thelr tamlllss as they
emounter life-threateningand pmblematio health mndHirms
(caputi.l982). Social workers in hospitals, whether they work in medical
01

pSychlalrl6 erean, have pmvlded the llnk behvsen patients and the

mmmunlty (Adebon h Leader. 1980). Diseharp plannlng has always
been viewed as one d the primary mles of hospital aoolsi workers

(Mailick & Jordon. 1977).
The mle of social work lo Illuminatedwhen It is examined against
that o l medicine. Falck (1978) dsscrkmd the dlnsrence beween aDEial
work and medicine as being one d d b r i n g emphasis: soda! work
emphasizes persona in thelr envlmnmentsrather then m l r illness.

I l h e s ~Imm
.
a social work perspadive, is a social mane,, not a medical
one. Social workers are trained to perceive indlvldvals ae persons who

suffer from illnesses as only one of many potential problems
(Falck,l978). Social workers are m ensure that equal anention is given lo
social and psychologicalfadotors In pallenla which are influencedby
illness and which lntluence Illness. Soda1 workers employed within
psychiatry may interview patients by themselves but pameive patients in

tsnnr d their lntaracfions wNh other individuals,their family. m i a l
network. and the mmmunilq; this appmach is less indlvidualisnc than
medicine. Psychiatry may have ovezlawing features with sooisi work and
medicine. Felsk suggested that wending to the soda! situations d
persons is really doing social work. The "pmblem tormulation and
intelventloru rest on clear understandingd social osurer, social
manifertatians, and social intervenllcn as gmup phenomena" (Falck.
1978, p. 395). Social workers mexlmlre their patients' functioning
abilities in their social situation (Falok.1978). Thls oan be dons through
s d v ~ ~ s t i nbehalf
g
d the patient a more munded approaoh(Qerhart B
Bmoks. 1983).
VBriOU8 a ~ t h o l shave maintainedthat social w o h k mle should
imlude assisting patients to access the services of physicians psychiatric
or otherwise. Bartien (1861) niso maintained that noclal workers should
strengthen the patients' relationships with their physicians and the other
team members. She advocated that social wh should enhance what
other professionshave to ofter. An article wmfen by S. Blanerbauer. M. J.
Kupsy. and J. Schulman (1976) suggested that Eonsumenof the health
care system need to learn how bener to deal with physl~lansand, when
physicians are Inaccesribla,how to access the other prolesoion*. Social
workers have been seen as able to educate there mnrumerr as lo how

to best utilize the system.
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advocates need m understand the mentally ill and h w patienb' illnesses
ener their abilities to make decisions. O m a n and Bmolu (1983) also
made the exbeme remmmendationthat social workers besome
knowledgeableabout antipsychotic medications, tradnionally the realm
ot physioianpsyshiamss, so that they can advocate on behaw 01 patients
the types of medications patients should be receiving. There authors'
view of the social wmk mle differs fmm that of Banien (1961) who
maintained that social workerr should not become overconcerned w l h
technical medical knowledge. such as symptoms, ditferential diagnoses.
and techniques 01 treahsnt, but mat they should be more conosrned
wnh aspects d the general counrs of illnesses. their major causer,
mannenr of pmgresslon, pmgnorss. and how these aspem awed the
plyChO80ClaI faC1018 01 patients' lives.
Prevailingtheories of mental Illness &so influenoe the mle of

social workers In horpitels. The shinfmm the prychosooid to Ule
biologl~alview of schizophrenia has alfected the practice of clinical
woial work. Taylor (1887) suggestedthat social workers must have u p
todate information psnaining to the practice of biological psychiatry
since

,I

Th s informaton pantcuiaoy~mmnantto sosal rrorken who
m ~ bone,
t
psychosocoal edLsatnon lo tamil .a. pmlopat. in
a agno~tooWOLIP.I
and develop treatment plans tor tamilisr ano
inaw~auaE wth rchizopnren a ASS sting tam~ler to reifeve the,,
-.Y it, unaemtand the I ness. reduce the stress tney ewmr e
n=..

and to mobilize heir resources are major t a s k of social workers
(Taylor 1987. p. 116).
The remmmendatlonhas been made that social workers
enmurage families b continue to be lnwlvsd with schhophrenb petients
and to pmvide 'parental" support and svpswlaory IuncUonstor them
(Taylor.1987). He statedthat famllier are most d e n h e be* resources
b r the pmvision of diligant care tor patients;one rearon for that has been
the lim8ted community resources far schirophrenia. Furthermore. Taylor
proposed that patiems should reside In lhrations which optimize quality
of life tor both them and their families and whloh allow tor necessary
suppon from families to assist in the redudion of hospltallratlons. Most
families are willing to impmve their adepmsss In helping family membem
and to augment their home envimnmentr; however, Creer, e Brltiah
smlal worker, found that mental health dlnidans rarely a d d upon
fam111e8' apeals for detailed education to asoiat them wim their
interactions with their eehirophrenic lamlly members (cited in Taylor.
1987).
Citing the accumulating evidence against puychotherapy In
schizophrenia. Taylor recommended that sosial workers should assist
with patlent8' and families' rehabilitationtmm the itlness, s mmponent of
whloh should be pychoroclal edueatlon. The psycheeducational model
di30~s5edeedier operatea on h e premise that the more information
famillea have about aohlzaphrenk b course, symptoms, management.
long term o h k , e l cetera, the bener they will m

~(Anderson.
,
Hogarty.

a Relss.1080).

This model has advocated the dimlosure ot the diagnosis;

it has b e e n used by social workers in assisting families ot schizophrenic
patients to cope (Gann a Gmn.1985: Andenon. Relss. & Hogrrty.
1986). Gann and Green (1985) found that social vexken had pmblems
implemsntlng the psychoeducationalmodel sin-

they were rsivctentto

tell diagnoses to patlenh and families.
Although social workers in hospitals are mainly wncemed with
the pychosocial aspects of patients' mnditions, some work In psychlatrlc
emergency settings where lhey utilize the classification system outlined
in the Amedcan Psychiatric Plssodation'a ~iagnoslicand Statisticel
Manual, Thwd Edition (DSM ill) to assess, dlagmae, and arrange
appropriate treatment under psychiatric rupeNlsion (Waish. 5.. 1985).

Because, in these situations, they are diagnosticians of me whole range
01 psychiatlio Illnesoen. lnsludlng sohlzaphrenia, molr mie could
ooncsivably encompass releasing diagnoses to pattentr. The practiceof
aosisi workers revealing the diagnosis 01 schizophrenia when they
themselves are not me prlncipill fonulstors of me diagnosis raises
question8 regarding nrkr and bsnefita. This issue b-mew

wntentious 1

?loclalworkers are to be the tid professionals to war tell patienle their
diagnoses. This study d l l attempt to provide more informlion on these
winto.
In summery. social work has evolved In the haspitat system where
the scope of what social workers can do lor patbnta and thelrlsmlliea

has been broad: asslaHng with dischargee, ensuring mat wktnts are not
seen solely in terms ot their ilinerriss. emphasizing psydmsooial aspects

ot the cere 01 patients and their families. and. in the cese ot
schizophrenia, arsisting mentei health teams in sducating patients and
families about Ulb illness and in %me -8

diagmsing the illness and

giving emergency sere.

An important change In the care of psychotic patients hap been the
advent 01 the sntipaychatiodrugs which have enabled more panems to
reside in me communily and for longer periods. More ereas where socisl
workers could iintewene with patients opened up as a consequenceot

me deinstitutionalization movement whish emerged conoomltmlly (elGuebely.1984). Team work grew out ot an evoivlng mental heam field
and is a oonoept that. according m el-Guebaly. psychiatry bornorredfmm

Child Guidance. Along with other developments, psychiatristsbegan to
Intend With YBIiOu8 oher pT0(88sion8 which then began filling the
demand lor sewice. Psychistrirtshad the foresight to see the demand tor
other health pmfessiona, enabling them to 'flourish' (Robens.1985).
Where psychiatristsbegan U,a d as mnsultnnb. stan ratios changed with
en increase ot other pmteaslonal gmupa (el-Guebdy.1984). The
leadership ot the team hae ttadltimaliy been assumed to be the rme ol

the physician (Low and Henanen. 1978: Bartlell,1961). Various
viewpoints have existed as to the usefulness ol teams: some have
propowd that team work may even further discombcbulate care and
make ils avamplirhmentsdlHicullwhile others have countered that
better use of team work is required in the face of the fragmentationof
existing service (Dyer,1977: Feiger and Schmitt, 1977; Kane, 1975: RaeGrant and Manuse. 1988: oiled in Lowe. 8 Herranen. 1981).
Naomi Brill defines the team as a gmup ol people each ot whom
possess pan cular expense, eacn of whom 0s rsspons*blefor
maknng roo b,J.al oeclsmns who togetner hold a common
pdrpose ~ h meei
o togetnor l o commdnlcate colaborate, and
consoi~oateKnowleoge, from when plans are made, action
determlneo and tbt~redecn ons nfl~enceo(an. 1976, p 22)
Teams are used dinerently depending on environmentalfactors.
their leadership (Lowe and Herranen.t981).VIeirpurpMes, et cetera.
Psychiatrists' relationships with other professionals could be
"supewlswy, administrative, consultative. collaborative, or lnstrudlonal"
(el-Guebaly ,1984, p. 164). Psychialry has a close association with a few
professions and social w o k Is one ol t

h professions (el-

Guebaly.1984). Team membws, in order to be eHedive, need to deal
with the pmblerns of the patients and " m t to ensure the appropriate
place in the sun for various pmlessions"(Roberts. 1S35, p. 149).
Eflediveteams must rely on the knowledge and skills of their members
and must be able to orchestrate in a productwemanner to set and funill
the speclflo goals through good leadership. Team members must be able

to communicate~ l v e l me
y k m i s d g e they have that b not available
to me aher member8 (RoberU.19BS). Ciinidans are requitedto 'step in
and o l of a variety of mies' (Maitick and JoFdon.1979. p. 450). Wfihin
teams the roles and tunctims of the varlous pmfessions from time to time
overlap. This blurringd the division of labor can create conllist (Lowe a
Henansn. 1978).
In relating lo me purpose and to reach goals, team participants are
inii~emed
by thsir own'intenrai expectations" about the funstions o l
other members and in hrm they are also influencedby their team- metes'
expectations as to h a , eaoh gmup member shautd operate (L-

a

Herranen.3978). The dmerem profession8 wRhin health oare teams view
~dmcatlngon behalf of patients as thsir primary mle anhough
psy~hlattilribt~'
choice9 or expe~tatlonsas team leaders =any more wsigm
(Abramson. 1964). Teams cannot function with individual members
funnioning indepndently; their etfortr must be modinelad (elGuebaly.1984).
In the "Position P a p H wrinen for the Canadian Psychiatric
ASSOOlatbn which outlined a protmd for IntsracHngwith "allied nonmedical" pmlessionab, ei-Guebaiy stated that the
diagno* s 01 a patlenl.~mmmnon la a mandatory pereq~.lsne loo
propar tnatmant The psychsan.rt thmvpn nta rnsdlca aduoatbn
and tmnm .e the onlv one cornoeten! to iormuists s d.nsrentla!
diagnosis &d from thie to dsveibp a pmloool for the i&esdgit/on.
rational therapy and rshabisatlon of each patient (ei-Gusbaiy,
1964. p. 166)

lhe position paper wem on lo state that
in medical seflingr. such as hospllab, the physisian-psyChiaMSt
rmalnr the ptimaty medical responriblllty, bared on hie training
and establishedlaw and oustom, tor the admiasion. disgnosir.
treatment, rehabilitation,and dlsoharge of pet~snts.In non-medical
senings, rush as social agencler, the poychlatrist retalno the
ultimate psychiatric and medical re~ponssbllityonly tor thoae
patients whom he serves as primary caretaker P-Guebaly. 1984.
p. 166).

The posnlon paper suggested that psychiatristsshould work only
with allied mental health pmiessionals who will keep them .adequately
intormed' of patients' treatment and pmgress and also cautioned
paychlatrists to trust their patients' care only to thoae allied PmterSionalP
who demonstratecornpence. Thus, payshialristawould exped lo have
up-to-date intormationon the services other professionalsprovide tor
their patients fmm team meetings or thmugh other ewectlve channels.
Mizrahi and Abramson (1885) mmpared thasr Ihyskians who
work in internal medlsine wlth social workers on several famrr. They
exploredthe various areas where 'stress and strain" exists between the
pofessions ofrnedidne and social work. One area which is ol relevance
lo this research is physicians'and wsial workers' appoachss to the mle
and tights of patients.They speculatedthat social work and medicine
function from two diverse stances. Phyaioians' traditional prastlcea of
dlscl~um
01 Informaltonare based on how that Informationor lack o l
information will best benetlt patlents while social workera snemm to

facilitate patlent autanmy in amas relamd to heanh. The possibility

exists at times that.

H soslal workers are (ocusing their lntewonaorn

towade paUl)nt aulonmy, thm pychlatriaU may be challenged In their
approaches with patients (Mimehi & Abram~m.1985). Mlrrahi (($84
cited in Mirrahi & Abramscn. 1985) found residentsand interns eWer
had shallow ulMerataMlngo of the rights of patients or M r e aomewhat
contempluous of the idea ot patlent dghts. Thew +isation
rights (-used

of patient

more amund inbnnsd consent. Madison (1975). Miller &

Rehr (1982). N.A.S.W.

(National Association ot Social Workers) in their

Health Policy Statement (197% a i n n & Somsrs (1974; cited h Mirrehi
& Abramson.1985) found that nurser and aooial workers ber;ame more

involved in enforcing patient rights.
Abramson (1984) described an ethical dilemma for sceiai workers
in the area of diagnosis disclosure, namely the pull beween patient
autonomy versus preventionof ham. Abramson related e dlbmme whish
has spedfic relevance to the diagnosis ot schizophrenia:

...

how much doeathe social worker concede tothe team's
decision 10 withhold inf~lmation
fmm a pallent because the team
balleves that the patient might be harmed by the imomanon, when
the S O C ~ ~worker's
I
code ot ethm says mat the -ial
workefs
primary obligation is to the patient, that in me social worksfs
responsibility to max~mlrethe patient's self-determmation and the
patient wants to know what lo happnlng? (Abmmron. 1984,
P.39).
Non-disdosuroot me diagnosis ot schizophrenia to patients andlor
familiesmay have mare ethical ovenones tor -la1
plychiamem.

workers man

In aummav: teams h a w evolved In psychiaVy R which
psychbatriels pimatily act as leaders btlssuas they are pimarib
rsaponsiblefar patient care In the hospital sening. Pryohiatrlslawanl
oompetemteem members who pmvlde them w l h up-todate informanon
8s 10 the on-going care W n g pmvided. ContlM can o n u t as a result of

ovsriap of the mlep of team memben, and with members having dinerent
expectations of their functlonlng. m u s s of the dinerem goals and

reaponaibllltler ol the team members, ethical problems can be more
pr~nouncsdfor one pmfeaslonthan another.

DISCIDOU~~
01 Dlagnosls
There has b w n a pauolty of research regaming prychlatrlstr and
social workers' disclosurepractlcea of the dlagnoals of schizophrenia b
patiem and their famillee. n is veluable, however. to examlne other
disclosure practicesonwhlsh there is ~nlormatlon,as with other memal
111ness81and oanoer. Schllophrenla lo onen wen as the 'cancer of
mental Illness' (Green. January.19W). In 1953. Fma 8 Ravdln (sled in
Green 8 Gann, 3987) found

of physicians not revealing to palienle

their dlag1088S ol cancer. Twenty-six yeam later. Novack (1979)
discovered 97% of doctors preferringto tell paheme Vme diagnosis of
cancer (cited in Green 8 Gaml.1987).

Gann and Green (1985) found that social worken In medical
senings frequenuy shared diagnoses with meir patisnta and lmllleo

whereas it was n d common practice b r wcisi workers in psychiatric
settings to disclose these diagnoses and their implications. in thelr study.
these authors surveyed psychiatrists. social workers, and psycblogists
with regards to sharing six different psychiatric diagnoses with patients
and families: manic.depression, schizophrenia, unipciar depression,
borderline personaiity, organic brain syndrome, and obsessive
compulsive personalily disordw. The authors asked the professionals if
they revealedthe aDove diagnwes to their patients andior their patients'
families, and whether they approved of another profession telling the
diagnoses. They found that social workers were revealing diagnoses
although they were less inclinedto disclose to schizophrenic, borderline.
and obsessivecompuisivepersonality disordered patients. Psycniatrists.
in general, were predictably more likely to disclose this information but
also were disinclined to do so with schizophrenics, borderline
individuals, and obressive-compulsives anhough in absolute terms they
did so more frequently than social wwkers. Approximately 25% of the
social workers tended lo tell the diagnosis of schizophrenia to families of
patients whereas only 15% Wid it to patients. 01 psychiatrists, 56% told
families and 37% told patients a diagnmis of schizophrenia.
The researchersfound that 53% of social workers preferred
disclosure to be carried out by andher pmfessionalwhile 59% of
psychiatrists had no objectionto amlher professiondiiiging this
information. The pmlessionaissurveyed were disinciimrd to be the

"bearers of bad news" although they agreed that patients and families
should have complete knowledge of the illnesses, ineluding diagnoses
(Gantt and Green. 1985. p. 108). One problemthey idsntnied was that
Social workers may not have the necessary informationto assist patients
and families in comprehending psychiatric illnesses and they wr'uld have
problems in the context of the multidisciplinaryteam. The overwhelming
reluctance of social work staff to engage in this form of information
sharing deserves further exploration" (Gantt and Green, 1985. p. 106).
There are differences of opinion between sociai workers and
psychiatrists and within these professions as lo whose role it is to reveal
diagnoses to patients and families. A study of the role expectations of
various health professions, including sociai work and medicine, revealed
that, even though social wolkeo were perceived as the professionals
who work with families, ail thirteen professions surveyed fen revealing
the knowledge of a terminal illness to families was the responsibiiityof
physicians. Half of the mciai worlrers surveyed believedthis task was
their role while the physicians saw the revealing of the illness as their
role (Lister. 1980). In a similar study conducted in Hawaii, the social
workers made a distinction between discussing as opposed to revealing
terminal illnesses with families while the physicians did not make the
same distinction (Chan, Ostmv. 8 Yaji,1976).
Green 8 Gann (1987) in another study surveyed 246 Americsn
psychiatrists and rewived a 90% response rate; they were interestedin

the disclosure ol schizophrenia by psychiatrists. Psychiatristswere asked
It they always, usually. sometimes, rarely, or never disclosed the
diagnosis of schizophrenia to patienta and their families. m r e e q u a m
(76%) of psychiatritfis always or usually revealsd the label to famiiies and
58% always or usually revealed the diagnosis of schizophrenia to
patients. However. 10 to 15 %'rarely or never 'informed patients or their
families of the diagnosis. Psychiatristsgave their varlous explanations for
their disclosure practices. mose psychiatristswho w*hheid the diagnosis
did SO because d a lack of assurance that schizophrenia is in lact an
illness, because of concern that the diagnosis further alienates patients
with a stigma, and because of a feeling that patients would be incapable
of understanding the illness or that disclosure rmuld only iu~hmr
dishearten palients and their families. Psychiatrists'reasons for telling
Included: explanations of etiology reduced the families' sense of guilt; the
psychoeducationalmodel provided the patlenls and families with vast
amounts of informationabout schlmphrenia, increasing families' feelings
01 prowess with the illness and decreasing the stigmatization; revealing
to families and patients enabled them b joln seitheip pmgrams;

Patients' increased knowledge could increase wmpiiance with
treatment; finally, families who are bener educated about schizophrenia
could assist in reducing the recurrence of acute symptoms.

DIs~Ios~re
as a ProMem
Aiihough the disclosure practices of psychiatrists to schizophrenic
patierds have received little study, various lettsrs-to.the-editor and
anecdotal case discussions addressiw aspsots of the dilemma 7 0 tell or
not to tell" have b w n published. DiRerent authors' suggestions range
from telllng every patient to telling mly cerfain patients. Wilhin psychlatry
the controversial issue of disclosure of diagnosis centers around
schizophrsnia, the "cancer of psychlahy. (Green. Jan. 1984). For
HoHman (198l), a strong advocate of revealing to patients, it was not a
matter of whether to tell but when, what. and how. Hyde (1902) implied
that all schizophrenic patients should b e informed of their diagnoses.
Green (January.1904) maintained that A is "good practice"lo tell patients
thelr diagnoses. Appleton (1972). Adams 8 Paris (1979). Bleich (1983).
Green (June.1984). Kondzlela (1983). Kuder (1984). Masnik (1974), all
maintained or implied that not all schizophrenic patlents should be told
their diagnoses. Shackle (1905) conceded that, althoughdisclosure Is
associated with positive and negatives asp*,
know so they can have

patlerds have a right to

..."the key to the act that has brought about this

state of aflairs" (Shackle. 1905, p.133).

h practice, all psychiatristsare not telling all patients thelr
diagnoses of schizophrenia (Green, January 1984: ~ l e l o n . 1 9 7 2 ;
Anderson. Reiss (i Hogarty.1986) nor are they telling families (Anderson,
Reiss ,& Hogarty, 1986: Walsh, M.1985).In a study conduoledIn Berlln

where 52% of the samp4e (85 patients) were aware of their diagnoses.
49% 01these rec8ived this inbnation fmm sources other than their
psychiatrists(Linden 8 Chaskel,t981). 01 the psychiatrists studied by
Ganttand Green (19851, only 37% stated thatthey revealed the
diagnosis of schizophreniato their patients. In Green & GanWs 1987
study, 58% "always or usuallymtold patients; these authors also found
that 76% "always or usually" Intoned families. Hence, not all
psychiatristsrevealed the diagnosis to patients and their famiiles.
Shackle compared the revealing of the psychiatric diagnosis with a "royal
baby at a christening: the good fairy is there with her blessing and the
bad fairy with her curse" (ShacYe.1985, p.132). The'blessing' is the
understanding rendered by disclosure possiMy reducing suffering and
the 'curse' is the stigma which can remain thmughoutthe patlenYs life.
damaging career and other life aspirations.
The arguments tor and against revealing a diagnosis of
schizophrenia are many and complex.

Disclosure can help schizophrenic patients become more involved
in their treaiment: it can give them mare Inlorn?atian on which to base
their luture decisbns (Masnik, 1974: Appleton.1972: Green. January

1984; Hoffman. 1'381). When diagnoses are made known to patients.
they can then be educaW on how to watch for exawrbatlonsor
returning symptoms in order to shorten relapses (App!don.t972; Green,
Januaty 1984). PsychiaMsts' roles include helplng pavents live with their

illnesses just as physicians would wlth other chronic illnesses (Adams B
Paris.1'379. ,den 1982). Research completedby Hogarly, Goldberg. 8
Schooier in 1974 (cited in Adams & Paris, 1979) indicated that chronic
schizophrenics can be given help mainly through social rehabilitation.

Disclosure can allow patients to anend various programs in the
community lor schizqhrenics and their tamllies (Green, June 1984)
which can asrlst with this social rehabilitation.

Disclwure, acmrding to various authors, can improve patients'
therapeutic oulcomes. Bebbinglon & Kuipers (1982) claimed that
revealingcan assist patients to be mmpliant with all lorms of treatment
and simplity counseling. Shackle (1985) maintained that, unless patiems
are told, therapeutic relationship suffer because not having access lo
the same knowledge about the illness puts palienis in dependent roles.
Shackle stated that if patlenis am nol told their dlagnoses, they am
treated as objeds acd not as persons.
Appleton (1972) maintained that many schizophrenic patients
already know their diagnoses and that revealing it to them increases nust

in their psychiatrists. Hyde (1982) proposed that iackot trust can occur
when alternate terms for this Illness am used as these are misleading
and can make patlents expect a faster recovery than is probable, thus
resulting in disappointmentand. consequently, a siomrr reeovary.
According to Adams & Puis (1978), many patientsalready know their

diagnoses through what Mey term "middle knodedge" and as a result
never ask for it to be revealed. When psychiatrists reveal ail to their
patients, they open up many avenues lor discussion which may
unimately help build therapeutic alliances and ald Watment. Patients
are then tree to discuss their fears (Green, January 1984) and
psychiatrists are freed tmm feelings of dishonesty. Holfman (1981)
suggested that one should go so tar es to confront patients by asking why
they have not requestedtheir diagnoses: they may give reasons that are
valuable from the point of view d treatment.
Colin Tudge (cited in Vaisrub,tlO) recountedthe Importance of
revealing diagnoses in general lo patients. Patientodo not see
diagnoses solely as precursors to treatment but possibly as the most
important part of treatment. Patients with chronic iUnesse8 are onen
satislied with a diagnosiswithout elaborations, so much so that
"According to Tudge mwh of the touted non-compliance may be due to
the patient's complete satisfaction with the reassurance provided by
having his dire-

named" (cited in Vaisrub. 1980. p. 1931). "Just as

healers of the past recognized the importance of laying on d hands's0

may their modern counterparts appreciate the value of laying on of
diagnostic labels' (cited in Vaisrub,t980, p. 1932).
Fookes (1983) found that patients rsmunted feelings of relief
when told their diagnoses making their unusual experiences
understandable and oflen loosening their deiusbnal explanations for the
events. Until some of Fookel patisnts were told their diagnoses, they feR
skeptical that professionalsknew what was wmng with them.

~~
Many families know very linle about schizophreniaand
consequently sufferfrom guiit (Walsh. M. 1985). Families and patients
oflen find not knowing more difficult than knowing when something is
wmng (Seeman. Linman. Plummer. Thornton. & Jeffries,1982:
Hyde.1982). Sometimes, when the diagmsis is not revealed, families will
se8k Other forms of therapy of questionable value such as megavitamln
therapy (Hoffman.198t; Hyde.1982). Adams a Paris (1979) found that
when psychlaMsts gave the illness a label and declared a prognosis
there was a reduction in the family's guilt. The MetmpoiitanToronto
Chapter of the Ontario Friends of Schlzophrenkssuggestedthat the
diagnosis should be revealed to families as soon as possible so that they
can adjust to the illness and its ramifications. They also have asserted
that nondlscbsure of the diagnosis adds to families' "bewilderment and
fear" (McLaughin.1981).

Revealing diagnoses to schizophrenic patients can enable psyohiatrisk
to get their thinking "channeled" (Appieton.1972). The disclosed
diagnosis pressntspalled5 and families with a succinct statement of
payohiatrists' understanding (Hoffman,i¶St).

seeman. LHtman. Plummer, T h o m n . 8 Jenfles(1982). Green
(June.1984). Hyde (1982) and Masnik (1974) felt mat some psyohiatrisk
wen mncerned that some schizqmenic patients might be deeply
disturbed by the information. Kondzieia(1983) maintainedthat wih
certain patients a rapid deterioration could result. Some dodors felt that a
message of haplessness would be cunveyed by reportingthe diagncsls
to patients (Green, January 1984; Mesnik.1974; Adam6 8 Paris. 1979;
Seeman, Linman, Plummer, Thornton, 8 Jeflries, 1982; Anderson, Reiss,
8 Hogalty, 1986). Appieton (1972) maintained that psychiatrists were

concernedthat, ifthey revealed the name of tho Illnes* some pattents
wou,d stop tvlng to cope. Bebblngton 8 Kuiprs (1982) pmp~sed
that
potentlai for insight should be consaered in making the decision to
disclose the diagnosis of schizophrenia to patients.
Whether or not patients wish to know their diagnoses is a factor

some have said is worn considehg. Gadow (1981) argued that patients
have the right to know or not lo kmw based o n the autonomy prindple;
this wsitlon goes against the extremes ol .traditionalpaternaesm", in
whlch disclosure is based on what physicians decide. and "modem
paternalism1consumerism"which dispenses infarmation, desired or not.
to patients so that they are able to make t b i r own decisions. M e n have
Stated that no one has the rlghl to refuseinformationh a u s e this would
go against deonlological and utilitarianethlcs (Ost. 1984).

a
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Psychiatrists are reluctant lo tell schizophrenia patients of their
diagnoses where there is no absolute certainty (Seaman, Liltman,
Plummer, Thornton. 8 JeHries.1982: HoHman. 1981; Adams 6 Paris.
1979). They feel uncomfortable with disclasurefor many masons: the
knowledge base, the fact that the illness is not well understmd, that its
course can be unpredictable, and that the cause(@are unknown
(Seeman, LitVnan, Plummer, Thornton, 8 Jeffries, 1982; Appleton, 1972).
No single diagnostic test exists to determine that what is seen is in facl

schizophrenia (Toney. 1983). Them is also no one clinicai feature which
is present in all sohizophrenios: thus the diagnosis is based on the total
scenario (Torrey. 1983). The view at the National instituteof Mental
Health has been lhat Mere may be as many as 12 brain diseases
presently called schizophrenia (Wabh, M. 1985). According lo Kudier:

DSM.III dennes sckizophren~sin Mrms of L manifestalbnsrather
than anemptcng m provaae an inlegratedpsyshopatnobgkal
understandfnp ot scnirophrenla as an Ilness. Wnnle DSM4II does
srpply some d s e t ~mtormatonon course and prognoe s, the
d agnosts does not convey any greater explanatory va ue than the
simple enmerat on of symptoms anc associated s gns It doesn't
he'p patrenlr (or the,, Ihe'apns) to concept-a re sch ropnrenra
as tnef mlgnt other r ncs of I ness (K.dler. 1984. p. i32,
Some psychiatrists would prefer to be caullous about labeling
patients or telling patients and theirfamllies about the diagnosis until the
second bout with the illness (Atkinson,lSBS). The second episode is
seen as diagnostic.
Great uncenainty exists about the illness of schizophrenia which
some have felt is significant enough lo make them hesitant in revealing
this diagnosis t o paUents.

Psvchiitrio MoQal
Appleon (1972) su~genedthd some psychiahists do not disclose
h a u s e the psychiatric model does not focus on illness ss does the
medical model bul rather aligns itself with the healthy pallo of patients'
personallliw: it is than up lo patients to change within Ms therapeutic
rdationshlps. Thus, since thls model does not locus on illness, it may
justify those psychlatrlstswho, with lheir schizcphrenb patients, do not
particularly a d h r e to the medical model ol r w a l l n g diagnoses.

It is possible that psychiatrists may give great considerationto the
adverse social consequences ot revealing diagnoses ot schizophrenia to
patlem and their families. Seeman, Lhlman, Plummer, Thomton, &
Jenrles (1882) and Hyde (1982) viewed some psychiatristsas being
hesitant in revealingthis diagnosis because of the stigma that is anached

to schizophrenia in our society. As a result, other tens are substituledfor
the disease: nervous breakdown, bad n e w , nerves, mental condiiion,
nervous episode, emotional upset, depress:on, emotional depression.
emotionally disturbed, functional psychosis,et cetera.
Social labeling theory has purported that people are labeled "ill"
as a result of an Interactionalprocess between patients, doctors. families.
and others which is influenced by social cirournstancer and the nons of
society rather than solely on the signs and symptoms ol the illness
(Geyman, 1983). Labels are difficult to remove from people (Waish. M.
1985) and Levene has adwoated the avoidance of labels of mental
illness and mle assignment (Levene.1971).

h a study of four coasta fishing viilages (outpwls) in
Newfoundland. Dinham (1977) showed how a label of mental illness has
particular connotations to communily members. Those studied viewed
the mentally ill as "unpredictable', "violent", 'disruptive", and "a potential
threar. In revealing past accounts of the individuals labeled, rewandents
would onen change the details ol the stories to fit their view ol the lablo.

Those judged as mentally Illwould probably fa-

phyploalremoval or

being avoided o r ignored by the wmmunity. Labeling Individuals as
mentally ill, aocordlng to this author, is a Swlal statement about the
lndivldual's behavior. Behavior viewed as mn-threatening Is
normalized.
There may exist a range of cultural aiiernatlveconceptions of
deviant behavior between the wlar concents of normal and
rnsnlally ill Terms sucn as .nervous.. or "ietamed. may be Med to
oenole ~nd.vaJa~s
whose behav.0, s unus-al D L sll
~ predlclable
trow olner convent~ana6aenIIes (Oinnam. 1977. p. 771
Persons perceivedas suflering from "nerves" are viewed as relatively
harmless and as more acceptable to community membsrs Man those
labeled as mentally Ill. Psychiatrists may In fact be concerned about this
reaction.

Kondzlela (1983) did no1 want lo sea any rigid rules regarding the
disclosure ol mental illness to patients, for he believed that MISwould not
allow considerationof Individual differences. H e asserted that one did
not have to torce dlagmses on patients in onler to help them llve with
their Illnesses. Kudler (1984) postulated that "uncond~tionallruth telling"
wuld, in certain situations, go against onectthe basic medlcal
prlnclples: 'prirnum non nocere' (above all do n o harm). DiDclosureat
times oould be mom insensilive than overhklng patients' rights to know.
Kudler maintainedthat a complete discussion of the lrnplkations of the

illness can %cur without revealing the diagnwis

DlSClOSur9 practices with schizophrenic patients are diverse.
Masnlk (1974. p. 457) suggested telling those patients 'who have
SuMciently observing egos wilh the motivation to achieve more insight".
Kudler (1984) recommendedgiving answers that are geared to patients'
motivation to know their diagnoses. Adams 8 Paris (1979) gave two
indicators for disclosure: when patlents specifically ask for diagnoses
and when patlents' denial of their illnesses is such that they need
confrontation.Hoffman (1981) suggested that it doctors a m only
considering the diagnosis of schirophrenla t h y should tell patients and
their families. Since the diagnosis is usually derived in stages he
rewmmendedtelling patlents what k known along the way beginning
wilh broader terms. Kondziela (1983) suggested determining whether or
not patients would be able to process the disclosed infondion
regarding their diagnoses in a'constnntive" or "selidestructive" manner.
He advocatedthe use of "appropriate terminology" for certain patients
whom he felt should not be told. The diagnosis of schizophrenia is
incompatiblewith some patienb' mental piclures of themselves.
Bebbington & Kuipers ( 1982) suggestedthat patientsbe inlormed
of their diagnws In a way that reduces their hopelessness. Thsy
recommended that time be spnt educating families about the illness to

avoid the stlgma d labeling and patient dependency on professionals.
Boverman (1982) felt physicians wght lo a~sessthe pros and
cons of disciosure on the basis d faciual knowledge rather than
avoidance of their own uneasiness. Bovermanmaintained that the
physicians must examine the ratio of" risks and beneliC before making
their decisions. Sheldon (1982). on the other hand. rebuttedaoverman
by concluding that physicians should not focus too much on the risks and
benefits, thereby using science as a way of avolding an ethical decision.
It is evident that there are reasons for and against r(isciosure.
Psychlatrim and social workers am not utilizing the same approach
when intervening with patients and their families. The issues surrounding
the practice of dipdosure are cwnplex and it is evident that there am
numerous reasons for and against this pradice. This chapter has
anemptsd to provide background informationon the subject and reasons
undedying psychiatrists and social wohera' discksure practices.

METHOD

Ovelview
This chapter provides a dsscrlptionof the methodology employed
in this study. Sections describe the m i n g and study populations, the
operational definitions, and the procedures hctuding the design, the
instruments,the pretests, the informingof subjects, and the analpis.

The Setting and Study Population
The setting of the study was the pmvince of Newtoundland.
Canada, and predominantlyb capital city. St. John's. Most ot the
respondents lived and worked in St. John's. There were two
professionalgroups and hence two populadons.
The study was limitedto sociai workers and psychiatrists who
warked with adul schizophrenics. issues relating to children and
adolescents are different fmm those relating to adults. An example of
the difference is that children and adolescents may not be seen as
having the same rights to know their diagnoses as do adults.
The population ot social workers included all those social workers
with a Bacheioh or Master's degree in sociai work, who were hospltai
employees in Newfoundlandand were functioning as social workers
having regular mntact with psychiatrists and with patients who were
suffering fmm schizophrenia Many workers tundioned as psychiatric
sociai workers without spcialired training in psychiatry. Many

graduated trod generic programs and obtained knowledge of psychiatly
on the job. Therefore, throughout the sfudy, when social worken are
mentioned. the referents is M those W l a l workers who w o n in
psychiatry; lor it may not be accurate lo refer lo all of them as psychialrb
Social workers. SDoial workers who work in psychiatry and are based In
a hospital have similar constraints i m p d on them because in a
hospital Selling they function where the physician or psychiatrist is the
leader of the multidisciplinaryteam (BarUett.1961). One social worker
was employed by the hospital but worked primarily In a community
Setting where the psychiatrist would still have been seen as the head of
the multidisciplinary team. The population consisting of all sodai
workers in such positions in Newfoundland in August 1986 numbered
twenty.hvo.

M

these 22 respondents, 73% had a Bacheloh Degree in

Social Work and 27% a graduate degree In SDoial Work. Eighteen
respondents(82%) were of female gender. The majdly of resp~ndents
(82%) were employed in St. John's hospitals: eighteen per cent were
employed in hospitals with poychiatrlounits in other parts of the province.
The hospitals included in St. John's were the Waterlord Hospital, the
General Hospital, the Salvation Anny Grace General Hospital, and the
St. Clare's Mercy Hospital. Around the province the hospitals were the
James Paton Memo~~ri
Hospital (Gander), the Central Nwloundland
and Regional Health Centre (Grand Fails), h e Western Memorial
Regional Hospital (Corner Brook), and the Charles S. Curtis Memorial
Hospital (Sf. Anlhony).

Six Newfoundland hospHals (Dr. Chales A. Janway Child
Health Centre, the Miller Centre, the Cabnear General Hospital, the
Twillingate Hospital. The Sir Thomas Roddick Memorial Hospital, and the
Dr. Charies Legmw Centre) are exoluded fmm Uiia study tor one or more
of the following reasons: a) the hospitals did nd have psychiatric units, b)
the hospitals did not havs visitlng psychiatrists, and c) the social workers
did not work with adult patients suffering fmm schizophrenia.
'The social workers' length of experience in psychiatry working
with patients who smered from a schhophrenlc illness ranged from two
months to ten years, with a mean of five years. Wo&ers' case loads of
schizophrenlo patients varied In sire over a year period with s range fmm
0 to 95 and with a mean of 23.4.
The population of psychiatristsIncluded all practicing physicians
(excluding psychiatric residents) who heated schizophrenic patients and
were functioning as psychiatrists in October of 1986. Thirtyone
psychiatristsmet these criteria and ail were intewiwed.

M the ma1

number of psychiatrists' Includedwithin this study 90% are male. As can
be seen fmm Table 1 the majority of psychiatrists (71%) were trained In
foreign medical schwls.

Table 1

Place

Percentageof
psychiatrists

n

Canada (Newfoundland
8 Daihousie. Novia Swtia)

29%

9

British Isles

32%

10

India

26%

8

Other(Spain. South Africa
8 Phliipplnes)

10%

3

At the time of the sludy the range of years sinca these psychiatrists
graduated fmm medical school was fmm 7 to 41 years and the median
was 20 yem.
The psychiatrists wen asked to estimate the number of patients
with schlzophmnic illnesses that they had treated within the last year and
the range Is fmm 3 b 150 patients with the mean of 47.2.
Table 2 shows the psychiatric quaiiiications of the psychiatrists
within this study. The information used b oonsrmdthis tali8 was taken
from the Canadian Medical Direotoly ,1986. Some of the pychiatrists
whose psychiatrkc qualifications are not listed were wailing to take their
feiiowshiD examinations.

Table 2

Degrees

Percentageof pychiahists

n

FRCP (C) Psycha

71%

22

Foreign psychiatric qualification

10%

3

Psychiatric qualification not listed

19%

6

=FRCP (C)Psych stands for the Fellow of the Royal College of
Physicians in Canada. Psychiatry.

Bdh prolesstonal groups were interviewed in their oftices except
lor one interview whioh was conducted in the reseamhds residence
because 8 was convenient for the social work respondent.
The f a d that 100% of both poputaUonswere intewiewedobviated
the necessity of sampling.

-

Operational Definitions

Schizophrenics are defined as those patientswhom social
workers and psychlahlsts identily as psrsons wlth schizophrenia. The
criteria for defining schizophrenia vav greatly. A number of classiflcation
Schemes of criteria exist. Examples of the classlication systems include
the World Health Organization's intsrnatlonalCiassiflcaiions of Disease.
Ninth Edition (ICD-9); the lnternatlonai Classitication of Disease. Ninth
Edition, with Clinical Modiicatiins (ICD-SCM): the Diagnostic and
StatisticalManual of Mental Disorders. Sewnd Ediiion (DSM-11); and the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual ot Mental Disorders. TMrd Edition
(DSM-Iii) (Junek, 1983). Psychiatrists are the ones that predominately
diagnose schizophrenia and thereforeuse these critsria. The study
determines which classification systems the psychiatrists in
Newtaundland are using as this may have some bearing on their
disclosure practices.

.Another definition that requires elwidaton is that of diagnosis.
The Websteh Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary (1984) states that "it is
the art or act of identifying a disease from its signs and symptoms'. It is
more than just a labd, it is the wnciuaion reached about etiologl fmm
which treatment is guided (Appleton, 1972).

Dkhute
Disclosure is the act ot making the diagnosis known lo patients
andlor their familie- f is closure for the purpose of this study means
revealing the diagnasis at lea4 once. Whether patients or families
understand what the diagnosis means is mat the issue in terms ofthe
delinition; this study is concernedonly with whether tile psychiatrist and
the sociai workers disclose the dlagnosls to patients and their families.
Words that will be used interchangeablyfor disclosure will include.
revealing and telling, and will refer speclicaliy to the diagnosis of
schizophrenia.

NorrD*olasure
Non.dlaclosum means not telling patients and or their famliies the
actual diagnows.

Procedure

Deaipn
The research design was a descriptive survey using face-to-face
interviews to gather data. A predetermimdset ot openended qwstions
structured the interviews. Two insbumenls were used for gatheringthe
data, one for social workers and one tor psychiatrists (see Appendix 8).
Taping all of the interviews was possible with the exception ol two social
workers and one psychiatrisfs Interviews:these individuals were mom
comfortablewithout the tape recorder. The study approximated acrosssectional one tor the focus was a 'single time description' (Babbie.
1973). Pretesting of the instrument itsen and the interview techniques

occurred prior to commencing the data gathering. The reasons for the
research being conducted in this manner are elaborated upon below.
A suwey is a "relatively easy way to obtain data about anltudes.
opinions, motivatblls, and other characteristics that are not directly
observable' (Dijkstra, B van der Zouwen.198P p. 2). The survey method
suited obtaining informationconcerning the social workers' prceptbqs
on the eflects of nondisclosureof schizophrenia on current social worh
practice and on the psychiatrisri' perceptions, anitudes, current practices.
and the situations emuntered when faced with the issued disclosure.
A participant observation design was not feasible becauae it would have
been dlfllcult to arrange, would have required more time from the
respondents than they were wililng or able to give, and would also have

had ethical implications. The lenglh of the interview was in tad
predeterminedby mnsuitalion with represmlative. of the psychiatric and
social work pmfassions and proved to be as long as feasiMe.
The mapr tows ol this project was descdptive and explwatory
(Babbie. 1973). The descriptiveeiemenh include Me classification
systems used, the typea ol patients treated, the types of pmblems
encounteredwith the issue ol disclosureto schizophrenics, the ways in
which these problems are resolved, and the way In which the problems
are viewed (frame of reference).
A face-to-face interview has several advantagesover other
methods, such as mailed questionnaires,self-administered
questionnaires, or telephone interviews. Because the two populationsin
this study were small in number, face-to-faceinterviews with all the
respondenh was practical. Also, an interview survey usuaily has a
higher response rate than a mall survey (Rabbie,t973). Mailed
questionnaires are reported as having a 10 to 505h return rate (Kidder.
1981) and Mered no p t i i u l n r advantages tor this sNdy. It is doublfui
that all ol Me sooiai workers and psychiatrists would have mmplsted a
mailedQut questionnaire becaum ol the volumes 01 p a p woa they are
already required daily lo mmplste. This study had one hundred per cent
prilicipalion. The advantages of the face-btaca interview include Me
likelihood of obtaining a higher response rale, the opportunity ol gettlng
indeplh answers by seeking clarification and by pmbing. the owtiunity
ol establishing some rapptlil with the psychiatrists would assist in

obtaining more accurate and complete responses, and the opportunity
lor correcting misunderstandings should any arise. The researcher
asked tor clarifications. Anempta were made ral to idluence the answecl
ol the subjects. The advantage to h e method employed in this sludy of
audiotaping the inkview and typing the interviewsv e b t i m is that
distortion o l responses did not occur (Kidder. 1981). With the taped
intewiewsthe researcherwas able to assess it any leading pmbes might
have been asked under the pressures of the intenriew and to deal with
them appropriately.
0pn.ended queslbns rather than flxed alternatives were used
because knowledge of the complete range of responses did not exist.
Ouestlons which are open.ended elicit salient responses from articulate
respondents. Salience is useful when the full range 01 responsesis rat
known and can tell the researcherwhat are the maat important
perceptions ol the respondents at the time the questions are asked.
Asking social workers and psychiatrists some similar questions allows tor
a comparison as to how lney handle the matter under study. Coding was
time-consuming but not problematic since there was a small number 01
respondents.
In order to obtain frank and complete responses fmm the
psychiatrists and social workers the investigator attempted to display a
non-ludgamental altitude and employed the usual safeguards for
preserving &jejectivity in the construction and delivery 01 the interview.

lnauma6
The researcher designed two questionnaires. Ttm questions
pmided rich data and were the most eflichnt way to DWain intmatlon
due b the limilations on the lenght d the intewiew. The questions
incorporafedIdeas from the researched Iheratum and fmm the
researcheh own experience as a social worker working in psychla(rl.
The instruments obtained descriptive data on the respondents and
their perceptions as to whether or not they disclose the diagnosis of
schizophmla and their reasons for so doing the same. Areas explored
included the problems encountered In dlsclosing or not disclosing the
diagnoses of schizophrenia, how the professionals handle the issue of
disclosure,the extent of not diiciosing th8 diagnoses of schlzophrenla.
data on the circumstancesthat come to bear on the area 01 disclosure,
and the respondents' rewmmendaHonsas to how this area could be
best handled. Both questionnaires appear in Appendlx 6. A few
questions Were not repolted in the results because they did not yield
useful information.

eta&
Three social workers who had psychiatric experience but who
ware not pad of the populationd social workers working with psychiatric
patients completed a pretest 01 the sooiai work questionnaire. In order to
improve the qualily of the psychiatrists' quedonnaire, implementationof
preteds occurred with three general praclibners who worked in the

Waterlord (psychiatric) Hospllal in Nevlfoundland having similar duties
as psychiatric residents, and with a third year psychiatric resident Those
who wmpleted the psychiatrists' pretest were knowiedgeable about the
issues involved in treating schizophrenic patients. The pretests aiiowed
an examinanonof a fsw dinsrent appmaehes batore finally choosing m e
and becoming oomlorlable with the same. Those who patilcipatedin the
pretests gave the researcherfeedback on the instruments. The pretests
permined a testing of the comprehensibllityof the questions, the
appropriatenessof the ordering of the questions, the relationship
between the items, and the length of the questionnaires. The pretests
also assisted the researcher to prepare for some of the subjens'
responsss and helped identity what probing questions were required.

The researcher sent a letter (see nppndix C) to all of the sccial
work sub]ects formally intoning them of the study and advising them that
telephone contad would occur to set up Individual interviews. The
Director of the Schwi ot Soclal Work at Memorial Univetsi!y sent a lener
of introduction to the out-of-tom soda1 workers informing them of the
study (see Appendix E). Telephone wntacl and wnvenient scheduling
of interviews subsequently occurred with the wclal work subjects. In t h
interview itself the researcher informed the social worker that the
interview could either b% taped or hand-written verbatim. The social work
interviews began in August 1986 and were completed In January 1987.

Prior to commncing lhe schedulingof Interviewswnh the
NewfDundlandpsychiatrists. the investigator sent letters In advance
informingthe psychiatrists of the study and b obj.eetives (see Appendix
D). Sending the letters in advance gave the psychiatrists some lead time
to think about the area in question. The Director of the Schwi of Social
Work aiso sent an introductory letter informingthe psychiatrists of this
study (see Appendix €1. The Di;ectorsent the letter lo the 0ut.d-town
psychlatrlstsand to those the researcher had not met. The researcher.
by telephone, made appointments at the convenienceof the indlviduais.
Delays resulted from some psychiahists being heavily booked or having
arranged holidays. Weather was aiso sometimes a delaying factor. The
psychiatrist interviews began in Oclober i986, and Un, completion 01 the
last interview occurred in February 1987.
The social workers and psychiatrists received addiional
informationabout this study in the beginning of the interviews. The
advance letters to the psychiatrists explained the researcheh preference
tor taping the interviews to shorten the time required. The investigator
took notepaperto each interview in case the respondents were more
comfortableproceeding with a handwritten Interview. The researcher
ended all the interviews wim the psychiatrists and social wo&ers by
asking the respondentsif they had any questions about the study. #I the
participantssigned a consent form just prior to beginning their interview
(see Appendix F). Confidentiality exists tor the individuals who

PaAcipate in this study. The investigator numberedthe interviews rather

than Identifying them with names and then ensed the audiocassette
tapes. Efforts were made io try to make pawpatbn as interestingand
appealing as possible. The duration ot the inteNisws was from 25 to 45
minutes with the social workers and from 25 to 60 minutes with the
psychiatrists.

BnnlrPlP
Qualnative analysis was appropriate for this study. The researcher
typed verbatim on a word processor the psychiatrists' and social workers'
responses. Analysis of the open-ended responses from the
questionnaires occurred question by question, wlh the typing of data
from each questlon onto a word pmcessor so that the data cnuld be
organizedinto categories and then coded. lndex cards were used when
the questions were analyzed so that relevant data not related to the
specific question could be organized and iffiludsd i n appropriate
sections at a later date. Data written on Index cards which specifically
reiated to the questions asked of the respondentswas included as
addendum to the questions. Because the entire populationsot
psychiatrists and social workers who work in adult psychiatry are being
studied. "descriptivestatistics" (Nutter & Nutter. 1977) assist in describing
and summarizing the data.

.

Questions elicited respondents' repom on

their behaviours, auiludes and opinions. Because of the small numbers
and h e nominalnature of most of the data, tests of associationwere not
necessary. Thus, tlte categoriesfmm the responses will be represented

and Summarized using the mode, percentages, and trequeffiy tables.
Sinn, many of the questions allowedfor numemus responsesfrom the
respondents, not all the percentageswill add up to 100. The use of
rounding procedures occurs In the reporting of psrcenlags and as a
result some questions do not equal 100%.
Because these are open-ended questions, the responsesthat
SOcIaI workers and psychiatrists have given to questions are what is most
salient to them. Percentagesare used when the researcher believed
they were meaningful, and when several respondentsmade the same
comments.

RESULTS

The findings Imm the interviews with the psychiatric and social
work pmfessionals concern the practiced disclosure of the diagnosis d
schizophrenia in Newfoundland, their behaviorsand opinions in relation
to disclosure and nondisclosure, and the circumstancesthey encounter
which influence their disciosure pradices. A comparison between
psychiatrists' and social workers' behaviors, opinions, and circumstances

they encounter dl1 be made.

Not Ail Patients were Being informed
Not all schizophrenic patients were being informedof their
diagnoses and the extent of this was evident through an examination of
the number of informed patknts on psychiatrists and social workers'
caseioads, the numbers that understood their diagnoses, and how each
professional group defined patient understandingd the illness.
The psychiatrists reportedan estimated759 of the combined total
of 1466 treated schizophrenic patients were aware of their diagnoses;
this is 52% of the tota1.2 The soolai workers estimated 514
schizophrenic patients on their combined caseioads d which 285
patients knew their diag %rticlabels, which is 56% of the total. Thus, an
estimate fmm Lmth pmfesslonalpopulations revealed that just over half
of their patients knew their diagnoses d schizophrenia.

Psychiatristsand social workers repolled on the numbers of
schhophrenic patients who knew their diagnos. Psychiatristsgave an
estimated range which was from all to no patients knowlng; 29% were
unable to specify with numbers or percentages;thus a mean statistic was
not possible. The range given by social workers was also from all to no
patients knowing. Scoial wolers estimatedthe number of patients who
knew their diagnoses and understood what their diagnoses meant as
128 whioh is 25% of the total number of patients in their combined

csseloads.3
What constitutes an understanding ofone's schizophenic illness
was defined by individual psychiatristsand social workers. Psychiatrists'
definitions ranged from patients having a thorough understanding to
having almost no understanding.Psychiatrists, in contra* to social
workers, were unable to estimate the numbers of their patients who
understood what their diagnoses meant. The range was illustratedwith
these comments: from 'understanding b very limited". '...Ipatients who
suffer from schizophrenia]live in a diflerent ozone layer to the average
person and they are constantly w t of twch wUh realky", to "knowing as
much as the psychiatrist knows a b u t what constitutesthe disease".
The psychiatrists'and social workers' definitions of schizophrenic
patients' understandinginwived knowledge of the components listed in
Table 3 from most to the least frequently mentioned.

Table 3

Psychiatrists' detinlions

Social Workers' definitions

Knowledge of signs and symptoms

Knowledge of symptoms

Able to relate the signs and symptoms
to oneself

Able to relate the symptoms
to oneself

Knowledge of causes of the illness
Knowledge of the duration of the
illness
Knowledge of what is involved
In the treatment process

Knowledge that one requires
medication and treatment

Knowledge of the Implications of
the llhess
Knowledge that one is R I
(insight)

Knowledge that one Is ill
and when one is relapsing

Psychiatristsand social workers were asked about their revealing
practices with mpct lo the diagnoses of manb depression, unipolar
depression, borderline personality disorder, schizophrenia, and organic
brain ~ y n d m m eThe
. ~ percentagesof psychiatrists and smial workers
who generally revealed ihe above diagnoses to patients and families is

illustrated in Table 4. With regards to revealing the diagnoses to
families, a good ponion of psychiaMsls qualified that they would need
patiens consent before they release diagnoses to lamilles.5

Table 4

oses- to P
Disclosure
Psychiatrists
to
patients

Social
Workers
to
patients

Psychiatrists
to
families

Social
Workers
to
families

(n-31)

(n-22)

(n-31)

(n-22)

97%(30)

SO%(I

oa

90%(28)

55%(12) t a

94%(29)

55%(12) 0a

97%(30)

€4%(14) o a

Schizophrenia

74%(23)

45%(10) 0a

77%(24)

68%(15) o a

Organic Brain
Syndrome

42%(13)

27%(6)2a

94%(29)

5O0A(11)ta

Borderline
Personality

19%(6)b

14%(3) oa

35(11]b

23%(5) 1'

Diagnosis
Unipolar
Depression
Msnic
Depression

a These numbers indicate those social workers who could not
remember what t h y had done, or those who worked with psychiatrists
who had already informed patients and their families.
b included within the affirmative responses for borderline personalily
disorder were those psychiatrists who disclosed to patients and lamilies
the words "personality disorder" rather than "bordelfine personality
disorder".

As can be seen fmm this table. M e two diagnosb categories
where psychiatrists dM not disclose as ollen were t h e ot borderline
personality disorder (with paliinis and families) and organic brain
syndrome (wllh patients). Psychiatrists elaborated on why they
answered the way they did. The most frequent r e a m s given by them tor
not revealingto paHents the diagnosis of bodedine personalitydisorder
were as follows: they were not convinced of the diagnosis (19%), it was
dilflcult lo explaln to patients (16%), they rarely diagnosed Me disorder
(16%), there were more posittve terms in use to explain the condition
(10%), it was too compllcabd tor patients to understand(10%). there was
iinle value in revealinglo patients the term (tL%), and consensus wllhin
psychiatry was lacking regarding this disorder (6%).6Less frequent but
similar reasons were given by psychiatrists as to why they did not reveal
the diagnoses of borderlineprsonaliiy disorder to families. The most
common explanations by psychiatristsfor not revealing to patients their
diagnoses of organic brain syndmme were that this syndmme covered a
wid* range 01disorders and it Merelore depnded on the disorder in
quesllon, that psychiatristsdid not think patients would be able lo
understand the term, and that they preferred Instead an explanationof
the symptoms.
Psychiatrists revealed lo sehizophrenlc patients 1% less otten
than to manic depressive patients and 23% less onsn than to pauenls
with unipolar depression. They disolosed to families with sohizophrenlc

members 1% l h s frequently than to families with mank depressive
members and 13% less than to families who had members with
unipolar depression. It is lnterestlng to note that tnro addhlonal
psychiatrists spsclically mentioned that they would reveal the diagnosis
01 schizophreniato patients when they were asked for that information.
plus an addnional four psychiatrists would reveal this diagnosis lo
familles when asked by ths families to do so: these particular
practitioners generally did not disclose the diagnosis of schizophrenia to
patients and their families.
Social workers more often disclose patients' diagnoses to
familles than lo patients. Almost all soolal workers qualiRed that they
would reveal to families only with patient consent to discuss these
matters. The biggest discrepancy in woWrs revealing between patients
and their families existed in the categoriesof schizophrenia and organic
brain syndrome. It was interesting l o note that social workers Informed
families of schizophrenicsmom than familles of manic depressives. A
few social mrkers speelRcally dated that they did not reveal to patients
the five dlagrostic labels becaum they felt it was the doctors' role to do
SO.

Few social workers elaborated as lo why they did nd disclose lo
patients or families the diagnoses of borderline prsonaiity diswder and
organic brain syndmme.
Within each of the five diagnostic categories, some of the Mclal

workers qualified mat they would disclose to patients or lamiiies only
M e n they had involvement with psychiatrists. This involvement
included elther having the psychiatrists present when individuals were
inlonned or ensuring that doctors were in agreement with individuals
being loid. Wilhout spcificaliy k i n g asked, 32%ol the saial rmrksrs
qualifiedW they would require input from psychiatrists before they
revealed the diagnosis of schizophrenia lo patients and 27% stated they
would need input before they revealed lhis diagnosis to patlent2
families. It is noteworthy that on the whole social workers and
psychiatrists rrevealed the diagnosis of borderline pnonaiity disorder
less oflen to both pstients and their families than schizophrenia. Finally, it
should be noted that not all patlents and families were belng Informedof
the diagnoses listed.
P;ychialrids and social workers raised a number of issues related
to their decislm as to whefher or not to dkclose the diagnosis of
schizophrenia and described great variability in their disclosure
khaviors. in response to questions on Me circumstances they
encountered, their perceptions of the issues pertaining to disclosure, and
the variability of their disobsure pradicss. the two groups described
factors which influenceddecisions to disclose or to ensure dixlosure
did not ocour.

Factors Psychiatrists Perceivedas Influencing their Disclosure Praotices
Psychiatrists explained that their disclosure practices to
schirirphrenic patients and their famiiies were influencedby numerous
variables which included: psychiatrists' conceptions of schizophrenia.
their role, their opinions on the subject of informing patients, their
perceptions of patients and families, the challenges faced and
circumstances associated wlh disclosure of this dlagnosfs.

Physiciansand psychiatric specialists are the professionals within
Newfoundlandwho usually diagnose schizophrenia in patients. An
understanding of how psychiatrists conceived the disorder of
schizophreniawould hopefully add clarity to the issues surrounding
disclosure of this diagnosis. Psychiatrists' conwtions d schizophrenia.
including the criterla they used to diagnose the disorder, along with the
degree of diagnostic certainly, and their views of the progmois d
schizophrenia influencedtheir disclosure practices.
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Psychiatrists professed beliefs in dinerent etiologies of
schizophrenia. A portion of psychiaMsts(42%) spcificaiiy saw the
main etiology of this illness as having an organic basis. Even mom
psychiatrists mentioned an organic basis along with other causes. The

lollowing table pnsents what the psyohiatrisisin Newfoundlardsaw as
ihe main stlologies ol schizophrenia.

Table 5

Etloiwylies

Percentageof psychlatrisls

n

Blochemicai
Multiple Etiologlesa
~nsureb
Genetic & Environmental
Biologlcai
Biochemical b Environmental
Biological 8 Biochemical
Biological & Environmental
Genetic
~~p

~

aThe multiple etiologies listed Included the following: genetic.
biochemical, biological,psychosocial,social climate, and tile events.

b~hoswone tlnh (19%)who advanoed that the main eliologl was
unknown at the same time hypcthesized multiple causes as etiologically
Imoortant. nameiv. biochemicalabnormalities, biological abnormalities,

. .
p
Psychiatrists' conceptions of schizophrenia and now the iliness is
diagnosed appear to be interrelated. The psychiatrists used various
criteria and classificationsystems to diagnose this psychotic illness.
Some psychiatrists used strict criteria while olhers utilized a broader
concept of the illness. The classification systems used were those of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manus' of Mental Disorders. Third Edition
(DSM 111) (42%) and the InternationalClassification of Diseases. Ninth
Revision (ICD 9) (6%). Criteria used included: a combination of
Schneidefs First Rank Symptoms andlor Bieuieh criteria as well as
various other symptoms and criteria (35%). the use of Schneidsh First
Rank Symptoms alone (6%) , and the use of Bieuier's Criteria alone
( 6 0 4 . ~Variation existed not only in the different criteria or ciassification
systems utilized, but also in the number of symptoms requiredfor the
diagnosis of schizophrenia to be made, wlh one psychiatristslating
($he could make the diagnosis with a single symptom.
Psychiatrists mainly saw schizophrenia as having an organic
basis, meaning that it occurs as a result of biological, bimhemical, and
genetic lactors.

The majoe$ of pychiatrists (65%) revealed that they would not
disclose the diagnosis of schkophreniato patients unless they were

sure of the diagnosis, while the olldr 35% would in some cases reveal
to patients that they were considering schizophreniaas their diagnosis
despite diagnostic uncertainty.
In uncerlainty of the diagnosis of schizophrenia,psychiatrists who
did not reveal to patients their consideration of schizophrenia as a
differentialdiagnosis withheld because there were concerns about
inducing unnecessary anxiety; it was not seen as lhcrapeutic to disclose
given the unoertainty:patients were too sick to Inform initislly when the
diagnosis was uncertain; and when patients had recovered sunicisntly
some degree of certainty about the diagnosis had accrued. One
psychiatrist elaborated his point with an analogy: "It would be llke saying
to a patient who comes in wnh a headache that they [sic] have a brain
tumor. WRh anyone who has a hsadwhe that is the diierential
diagnosis".
Those psychiatrists who P0mel;mas told patients their differential
diagnoses did so when patients asked for the possible diagnoses, when
patients were capable of accepting the information. when they were
revealing the plan of therapy and they felt that the bialogical factors and
medicationWere important, and as a part of the pmeels of zeroing in or
negotiating the diagnosis with patients. A few psychiatrists commented
that when they gave patients the differential diagnosis of schizophrenia.
they also infwmed them of the uncertainty of the label. In general,

psychiatrists required diagnostic certainly beforethey could disclose the
diagnosis of schizophrenia.
Disclosureappeared to be related to the number of previous
hospital admissions. Approximately half (45%) of the psychiatrists stated
that they were lntiuenced by the number of hospital admissions of
patients in revealing the diagnosis of schizcc .;enia.

These practitioners

believed that they would be less likely to reveal patients' dlagnms on
their first hospital admissions because they would be ier certain of the
diagnosis than w%hpatients who had more than one admission. Sixteen
percent stated that they were nM Influencedby a paucity of hospital
admissions as long as they were certain of patients' diagnoses ot
schizophrenia.
Some diversily of disclosure practices existed in relationto the

number of hospital admissions, for example, a psychiatrist claimed @)he
might even wait until sear several hospitaladmissions before (=)he
revealed the dlagnosis while another respondent indicated Is)he might
have revealed the diagnosis aner patientswere dischargedfrom their
first hospital admissions. A few psychiatrists g:lve further examples: it Is
possible that patients may have only one epmode of schizophrenia or
may not :rave a relapse tor a lenglhy p r b d of tlme and those
possibilities made a tew psychiatrists reiunant to reveal the diagnosis on
Patients' first admissions. One psychiatrist stated that one must be
"cautious about the application of diagnostic criteria with a single

episode"; another advanced that (s)he wwid not bs influencedby the
number of hospital admissions because (s)he is "negotiating the
diagnosis" with patients the first day (s)he sees them and "ail patients
are negotiable in some ways".
The number of hospital admissions appears very much linked to
the psychlatrists'certaintyof patlenh' diagroses and to revealingof the
label schizoohrenia.

ErwlOxk
Newfoundland psychiatrists' opinions varied regarding what
constiiutesa good prognosis for patients who suffer from schizophrenia.
Psychiatrists' conceptionsof the prognosis of schizophreniainfluenced
their revealing of the diagnosis. in comments made throughout the
inte~iews,a few psychiatrists saw those with the Illness as having little
hope. Some commentedthat schizophrenia was viewed as the "cancer
of mental illness". The;e were a few psychlabists In this study who
maintained that those individuals wlh a good pmgrosis would not be
labeled schizophrenic. A few pl .?loners mentioned that paNents could
have a good pmgnosis and never have another episode of
schizophrenia.
While patient prognosis was a factor affectinga portion of the
psychiatrists in their disclosure practices, it affected them differently.
Eleven (35%) ol the psychiatristsstated that their v l w of schizophrenic

patients' prognoses wouid influencetheir disclosure behaviors. Of those
clinicians Infiuenoed. 7 (23% of population) would be more likely lo
reveal to lhose patients who had a good prognosis and 4 (13% of
population) would be mwe likely to disclose to patients with a poor
prognosis. Those psychiatristswho were more likely to disclose to g w d
pmgnosis patients gave as reasons that the poorprognosis patients
would not be well enwgh to inform and they would not be able to
provide these individuals with the same degree of explanation. Those
who would disclose to poor prognosis patients did so in order that
patients muld use available rssources as pan of their rehabilitation and
because these patients requiredmore education, having more
symptoms over Hme. In addition there was a chance with those pdents
who had a good prognosis that the illness would not recur or would not
ultimately be diagnosed as schlzophrsnia.

The settings in whkh psychiatristsworked and the functions they
pellormed influencedtheir disclosure behaviour. Psychiatrists treated
schizophrenic patients in ail phases of their illnesses. They had contact
with these patients in a variety of setting in hospitals, in emergenoy
servlcss, in their offices, in oulpatient clinics, in geriatric services, in
nursing homes, in consultation, on medical and surglcd units and all
other areas of general hospit4s, as st.ort or long term meidents of the

local psychiatric hospital, in community-based programs such as
community care, on the torenslc unit, in police-hoidlng facilitles, in rural
area clinics, and when they covered other psychiatrists' pactices or
clinics. In addition, some treated childhood or adolescent schizophrenics.
Variation In the role of psychiahists with schizophrenic patients
depended on the seHing(s). For example, providing treatment for an
outpatient in a private practice was different from providingtreatment for
long-term patients in a psychiatric hosplal. Because of the the limlations
01time, psychiatrists were not specifically asked, as were the social
workers, lo recount their perceptionsof their roles wilh schizophrenic
patients; the informationin this section was gleaned from the interviews
wlh the psychiatrists. Psychiatrists would not engage in all the activities
mentioned below with every patient and family nor would some engage
in certain actlvitieo to the same extent as their psychiatriccolleagues.
\

Psychiatrists in describing their mies made specific reference to
their disclosure practices of the diagnosis of schizophrenia. They
mentioned providing schizophrenic patients with neumleptic
medications, rehabilitation, hospitalization, follow-up, and supportive
pychotherapy.a and family intewentionsto reduce dress for the patient.
They made reference to functioning as leaden on a multidisciplinary
team. Team involvement also Included wnducting joint interviews with
social workers and other team members where they disclwed the
diagnosis to patients and their tamiiles. A few psyohiatrisls mentioned

their role included deveioping policies o n their teams on how issues like
disclosure should be handled.
Some psychiatrists stated that they assess schizophrenic patients
for disclos~reby determining If these patients are ready to deal with the
diagnosis, the extent of their psychotic symptoms, their l e v ~ofl
fundioning, their psychological sophistication, and their ability b
understand and to have insight. They also considered the patients'
personalities, their compliance with medications, the prognoses of their
illnesses, and whether or not they wanted to know the diagnosis. 01
those psychiatrists who told patientstheir diagnoses, some mentioned
judging the liming of when to disclose based on their assessments of
patients and tamiliss. Some psychiatristsalso dealt with patients' and
families' misconceptions a b u t the illness and were involved in an
ongoing educational process with them. Psychiatristsdid not elaborate
on what they did in terms of education due to the time limitations.
However, some indicated that in educating patients they compare the
:isorder to other physical illnssse; such as aiabetes and hypertension:
others discussed signs and symptoms with patients. A few menlionod
the importance ot presentingthe diagnosis in a positlve tight as well as
informing patients of the risks associatedwith their ilinesses. The
importance of establishing a therapeutic relationship and increasing
patients' trust prior to informing them was emphasized by some
clinicians. Wore patients were told of the diagnosis of schizophrenia.

the psychiatrists had usually treated their symptoms: furihermom. 65% of
psychiatrists stated that they would not reveal the diagnosis to patients
unless they were ceriain of the diagnosis. The 42% who used DSM ill
criteria for diagnosis of this disorder needed to obsewe or recognizethe
presence of pmdmmai, active. andlor residual symptoms for six months.
During this tima period, psychiatrists had lo treat pauents' symptoms
and educate them with the information about which they were certain.
Thirty-fiveper cent of the psychiatrists sometimes told patients they were
considering the diagnosis ol schizophrenia even before there was
certainty.
Dealing with the issue of disclosure of the diagnosis of
schizophreniawas only one oi a multitudeof tasks psychiatrists needed
lo perform with schizophrenicpatients and their families.

w t f i s t s ' O~inionsRelated lo Disclosure of the Diaonosis ol

Schi2oohrenia
Psychiatrists gave difleront opinions regarding disclosure: whelher
or not schizophrenic patients should be informedof their diagnoses and

whether or not they wuld be adequately informed about the illness
without specific knowledge of the diagnosis.
A majority d psychiatrisb (58%) wntended that patients should be
told while 23% of the respondents placed condiiions upon revealing b

schizophrenic patients. One fiHh of psychiatrists (19%) generally
believed that these patients shouid not be told their diagnoses.
Those psychiatrists who generally believedthat schizophrenic
patients should be told their diagnoses gave various reasons, the most
frequent being lhat they had a right lo know and that they needed to
know in order lo deal best with the iliness, its treatment, and the impact
the illness would have on their lives. One quote summarizes some
psychiatrists' views:
Pmple nave a r ghl lo know what the doclof fees the problem (5.
The r knownng s necessary for ~psych~alr~stslto
nave a good
re allonrnp wnh In8 patent. I think t is a maner of timing F rst tne
o agnoros of sch zopnrenla deveops over 1me it takeo time tor
doctors 10 08 sure Once lhat har nappened I Oon'l thmn there is
any oenef t for tne pat snt not lo mow. I[patmenlsldon't
bndersland tne doagnorls tney eon7 unaersland tne trealment or
* n o r *nat lo expect (n Ine t.,re.
Another psychiatrist commented: "It is important that the patients
know their diagnoses and trealment so they can read more about it and
talk to other people who have the diagnosis and in that way they know
they are not the only ones with il". Two psychiatristsalso made the p i n t
that they did not distinguish between psychiatric illnesses and physical
illnesses.
Those psychiatric respondents who placed conditions on
informing patients did so for similar reasons. They contended that
patients should bs considered individually when deciding whether or not
to disclose. They also mentioned patient6 levels of intelligence and

their abilities to understand as being imporlanl factors to assess. One

psychiatrist cautioned that "it is possible that some patients may use bhe
label of schizophrenia] to excuse behavior that they had some mntroi
over". Another pychiabist stated that (slhe tells patients by strering that
their illness "used to be called 'schizophrenia".
One of t
b reasons given by certain psychiatrists as to why mey
preferredto "soft peddle" the word schizophrenia includedthat it can be

.

a 'pejorative" "uselerr", misunderstoodword which creates numerous
problems for patients, including problems with employment and
educational opportunities. One psychiatrist said @)hewould not inform
patients since there were limited programs available In St. John's.
Newfoundland to help them and "people say you should always inform
patients but the fact is that it is a conditionin which life events can be
terribly meaningfulfor patients and make things a lot worse; :' is
imprtant to try and get across what the fuiure holds".
The question "Can patients be adequately Informed about their
illness of schizophrenia without knowledge of the diagmsis?" was
asked of psychiatrists. The majority of respondents 71%(22) believed
patients could be adequately informedabout their illnesses without
knowing their diagnoses while 29% maintainedthat they wuid not be
adequately informed.

01 those who held that patients wuid be adequately infamed
without knowledge of the diagnosis. 55% (17) of the total populationof

psychiatristsinsistedthat adequate knowledgecould be achieved
through explanations about symptomology and what the illness would
entail. Comnlents were made that "the diagnosis is not as Imp&ant as
the meaning 01 the diagnosis' and "[schizophrenia] is a purely descriptive
label so you can do without the Isbel". However,ll% (5) contended that
qot informingpatients couM be problematic One pyohiatrist stated: "I
suppose yw could [adequately inform them] it yw educate them on the
symptoms and give them a lot of gibberish

... but it you went along with

that I think you would end up in more trouble than If you informedthem".
The 29% of the respondentswho believedthat patients could not
be adequately informed without knowing their diagnoses maintained

that patients would not recognize Me "grave nature" of their illnesses if
they dd not know their diagnoses.
Interestingly, while 58% of the psychiatrists unconditionally
cYmed that patients should be told their diagnoses, the vast majoriv
(71%) believed that one could adequately inform patients of h e
diagnosis of schizophrenia without using the actual label. S m e
psychiatristswho were in favour of disbsure slill believed it was
possiblefor patients to be adequately informedwithout giving them the
label.

The psychiatrists' perceptions ot various patient characteristics
such as: gender, age, level of functioning, level d education, pqchotio
symptoms, ability fw providing informedarnsent, personality
characteristics, and desire to know the diagnosis were examined. Their
perceptions of family characteristlcasuch as family history of mental
Illness and families' desires to know the diagnosis were also elicited.
Other relevant siluations included patients' misconceptionsabout
schizophrenia and patienh' indications that they desired to know their
diagnoses.

&e Patient's Q&
None of the psychiatrists interviewed felt they would be influenced
by the gender of pati~ntsIn reveaiing the diagnosis.

. ,
Age was reported as influencing psychiatrists' practice of
disclosure to schizophrenic patients in dmerent ways. In general those
psychiatrists who stated they were influenced by the factor of age (39%)
were reluctant to reveal ta affliciedadoiescents but began to disclose to
patients at eighteen to Wenty years of age. They stated that it would be
difficult to separate a druginduced psychosis tmm schizophreniaand
that il would take longer to be celtain of the diagnosis in those patients in

their early and late teens. A few psychiatrists were reluotant to disclose
to younger patients because the label of schizophrenia could allect their
education, employment, and sen-peroeptlon. Another expressed a
greater ilkellhood of revealing to older patients In a forceful manner
when the condition had persisted for some time.

The major@ of psychiatrists reported not being Influencedby
patients' levels of education but about one third (39%) suggested that
the edmtional level of the patients influenced their disclosure of the
diagnosis of schhophrenia. These psychiatrists were more likely to
reveal to patients who had progressed further in the educational system
than tothose who had not. Patientswith higher education were seen as
being better able to understand and individual psychiatrists mentioned
that these Individuals would have greater psychologicalsophistication.
be more likely to understand the jargon, and more capable of developing
insight. A few psychiatrists gave examples of sltituations in which better&mated patients mlght be more inclined to request and guess their

diagnoses. or promote d l s ~ ~ s ~ brelated
n s to diagnosis.
Clinicians who were not affected by the educational level ol their
patlentsdeLlared that as long as the patient wan able to understand or
had the intellectualcapablllty, educationel level was not an influential
factor. The educational level influenced these psychiatrists only in the

manner in which disclosure was handled and the Bmlng of the
disclosure.

Most ot the psychiatrists (84%) reported that they were iniluenced
in their decisions to reveal the dlagmsis based on the level of
functioning of patients. A few elaborated that it was not helpful to
disclose to the lowest functioning gmy, ot patients which Included those
who were chmnlcally disabled schizophrenics, those who were also
mentally retarded, and those who failed to recover fmm their psychoses.
One-quarterof the psychiatrists (25.8%) mentionedthat patients'
functioning specifically affected the timing of their disclosure, not
whether or not they would reveal; in other words, they tended to wail until
patients' functioning improved.

A low level of patient functioning was slated to be a factor by most
of the psychi6trists in not revealing the diagnoses to patients.
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Practically a11 (94%) of the psychiatrb intewiewees reported that
the presence of psychotic symptoms in anlicted individuals Influenced
them to withhold the diagmis of schizophreniafrom patients. Ot the
two psychiatrists who were not afleeted, one (whose practice was to not

reveal) commentedthat active psychotic symptoms would not inlluence

hisher revealing practice since one "would sU!l not give the patients the
word lo hide behind".
PsychiatriDts influenced by the presence of psychotic symptoms
stated that they altered the timing of disclosure in that they wol~ldwait for
the psychotic sympbms to subside. One emphasized that lhe patients'
psychotic symptoms can be quite disturbing to them and stated "At that
stage il is my primarygoalto treat the psychosis and I am not celtain that
at that stage one would get involved in a lengthy discussion about the
possible diagnosis.' Some psychiatrists mentionedthat it was a waste of
their tims and they would wait until patients had been stabilized. The
views were best summarbed by one psychiatrist: "It is a nenerai Ni0 to
not try and explain thlngs to someone who is psychotic'.

Approximately half (48%) ol the psychiatrists stated that whether
patients were capable of providing Informedconsent or not affected their
revealingpractices. Patients' abilities to understand based on their
functionallevels and the extent of mair psychotic symptoms, including
delusions and paranoia, determined whemer they were able to fulfil the
requirementsfor informed consent. These respondents were influenced

m not revealthe diagnosesto patienls who could not understand.

One

psychiatrist who was not influencedby the factor of informed consent

stated that by the time @)hewas ready to disclose the diagnosis.
patients would be capble of understanding.

Half (52%) of the clinicians reportedthat personalily l y p s of
patients guided their disclosure. These psychiatrists would enher cat
reveal lo oertain personality types or would lengthen the process of
revealing to them. The personality types mentioned included patients
with histrionii personalities (for these individuals might bemme
"completely involved in the word"), patientswho might act aggressively.
belligerent pallants, impulsive patients (who might exhibit suicidal
behavior), and paranold patients (who might include psychiatrists in
their delusions of persecution).
One psychiatrist gave theexample of a young man who suffered
from schizophrenia and was able to function adequately with medication
but, bscause of a personality disorder he was inesponslble and would
abuse dngs. This psychiatrist fsR compelled to reveal the diagnosis to
this patient and similar patients in the hopes of educating them to avoid
abussble substances which would deleteriously affect their illnessas.
A few of the respandents who were nol influenced by patients'
personalities as a factor In revealingsaid that it would only aflect their
approach to the presentation of the dlagnmis to patients. The factor of

personalily appeared to aned how, whether, and when the psychiatrists
revealed the dlagnosls.

The factor of patienls having positive family histories of mental
illness enabled some psychiatrists to more readily disclose and others
not lo disclose the diagnosis. Half of the psychiatrists (48.4%) reported
being influencedby a positive family history of mental illness: about halt
again of these would be more likely to disclose while the other halt would
bs less likely l o reveai the diagnosis. Those who were Influencedto be
more Inclined to reveal were so forthe following reasons: they were more
convinced of the diagnosis because of the pwilive family histay, they
were able to use ?he experienceof L e family mernber(s) to aid their
explanations, and, because of the assumed genetic loading, a few
psychiatrists felt that patients should know more about the illness
because of the higher risk ol passing it on to their children. Finally, a few
psychiatrists mted that some patients with ill relatives were asking at an
earlier stage for their diagnoses. presumably being more aware of the
word "schizophrenia".
Those who mentionedthat a positive family history swayed them
no( to disclose or slowed them down in the pmcess d their disclosure
gave examples to explain their positions. A few psychiatristswere
reluctam to disclose if family members had reacted adversaly to the

knowledge of h a diagnmls. Others were very caulious in their
disclosure if patients had relatives who spanl years in a mental hosp'hl
and died there. These few psychiatrists pointed out the difference
beiwasn "then and now"and requested more information about the

family member(s)and the elfedsthat th%knowledge of the diagnosis had
on these individuals.

The majority of the psychiatric interviewees claimedthey were not
aflectad in their disclosure practices by patients' misconceptionsabout
the illness. One quarter (25.8%) were influenced when Individuals had
misconceptions about schizophrenia. Some of the laner psychiatrists
elaborated on their reasons. One would disclose the diagnosis promptly
in order to carrecl patiems' misconceptions. Another practitioner would
not disclose if patients were aflected by a sense of strong stigma as a
result of their misconceptions.
The general consensus of those not affected by patients'
mismnc~ptionswas that more time would have to be spent with patients
in educating them. In order to correct these misunderstandings, a few
psychiatrists delayed the revealing of the diagnosis. One elaborated
that (@heollen asked patients what schizophrenia meant thus allowing
for a subsequent exploration of any mismnceptions. @)he further stated

that "by asking about the illness one is already committed to revealing
the dlagnosis".

Iialt (48%) of the psychiatrist respondents alleged that families of
schizophrenic patients wanted to know the actual diagnosis and 39% of
prfchiatris9 stated that patients also desimd this information.
Psychiatrists who believed that patiends and families wanted to
&nowthe diagnosis proposed that in general everyone wants to know
what is wrong with them or their family membrs and that people look
upon docton to provide them with a diagnosis. A psychiatrist said :
I don't think the conddon [sch zophrenlal s ddlerent from other
mndttons, whelher 1.s cancer. heart a sease, or dlabeter I m~nh
tnere am some m o o s wno do not wan1 lo know a lot ot detall
about their condition and there am some that do. I dontthink
there is that much that is particular to schizophrenia.

Most (81%) 01 the psychiatrists stated they did not have patients
indicatingverbally or behaviody that they did not want to know their
diagnosis. Some expoundedon this further by sayingthat their
approach emouraged openness, that they felt most pople were curious

lo know, and they had experienced patients wanting to know as much as
possible. One psychiatrist commentedthat:
Ifeel most people that have a significant illness,whether it is
psychiatric or medical, by the time they mme to treatment, this has
had an impact on their life to the point where they realize thsre is a
signiffcant problem. So I don't fael that when you tell a person or

when you discuss an illness that thls comes to somebody as a
total shock.
The 19% of psychiatrists who had encounteredpatients indicalng
elthsr verbally or nonverballythat they did not want to know about their
illnesses gave explanation. Some respondents advanced that they
observed paients on an intuitive level as not wanting to know by their
not asking, their lack of curiosity In k-ing,

thelr adamantly denying

bizarre behaviors described by families and stan, thelr asklng for the
diagnosis and, when told, 'conveniently" forgetting the label, thdr being
frightened by the term. and their ignoring opportunities to ask the
psychiatrists about the Illness. One individual elaborated that:

W

We do not present the details of thelr Iness as
hey am reading
mate, a1 imm a boom I have nsver dme that, so I have not faced a
s l,airon wnere romecody n o ~ l d
say 'I want m know Mthrng ' It lo
a Logsmen tnat we nave to make [as to] wnether they w d l o
appreciate know ng or not, we do no! ask whalher tney want to
know t o r not Decadse n mv own be leis. ~ndaaonos s lstcl leave
a lot of doubt in them so thacl don't want to presGnt them as
dogmatic statements lo my patients.
Another psychiatrist claimed that some patienls prefer to refer to
their diagnosis afler they have been told as 'my depiession", or
"my n e w u s condition" which gave the impression that lhey were
denying thelr illness somewhat even though they were often compliant
with treatment
The following interesting point was made by one interviewee:
You don't get pressed for the diagnosis. It is amazing how you can
treat these people for many yeas wnh the understandingthat they

have to come and get their medicetions and get their help but very
to a diagnosis.
seldom do they put y w on the +as
Another pertinent remark was made: "It depends on the
knowledge of the community. A I
of people do not have a clue about H
so they are not warning to know because they don7 know [anything about
schizophrenia]. lfind that if it is somethingthat is known about
then they want to know".

Them were miscellana~usfactors which more than one of the
respondents identified as having an enect on their revealing of the
diagnosis;these included the degree of social stigma patients
encountered,the length of patients' hospitalizations, patients'
wmpliance wsh treatment, and patlents'abilitiesfor insight.
Factors which individual psychiatrists identified as playing a mle
in their decisions regarding disciosure of the diagnosis are as follows:
the psychological sophistication and perceptiveness of patients.
resources for rehabilitation such as "Friends of Schizophrenics" being
required, their being required to reveal the diagnosis by law, such as In
forensic cases, and patients being a danger to fhemsekss and others
and needing to be told their diagnoses.
One psychiitdst expressed reluctance to diagnose and
subsequently to reveal the suspeoteddiagnosis when the patients

required citizenship or had plans to travel. Another psychiatrist stated
that:
Sometimes there is a latotwessure from the famliv that this
penon .s not genmg any bettsr and you intorm
to get people
OHy o u backs lnat lhis person has ochlzophrenia' t's chronic and
tnal's a i I can 00. You areexasperaledat 1ne patent not genng
any 'Jsner goving the family and yourself a very dfllcuil ttme, and
10 re #evethe pressdreon yo~rssI.~ O JSB
L
the term
s~hizophrenta,an0 tnis r when you Say 'No, ne's not aenina anv

eThe psychiatrist population studied faced challenges in several
areas surrounding the issue of disclosure to schizophrenicsunder their
care. These challenges included problems In Me process of disolosure.
requests from families not lo disclose the diagnosis to alfected members.
ethical dilemmas, situations where disciosure would be
countetlherapeub, and the necessity that different techniques be utillzed
in tmating and educating patients as a consequence of how disolosure is
handled. This section begins with the problems that psychiatrists
mentioned in reference to question 11 (See psychiatrists instrument.
Appndix 8 ) and will subsequently report on what the researcher
believes may be challengesfor some psychiafrists.

i

Most psyohiatriats(74%) had had problems associated with
revealing the diagnostis labs1 of sdlimphreniato patients andlor their
families. The other 26%(8)had not encountered any major pmblems
16% (2) had faced no problems but had not disclosed]. The dHficulties
mast frequently mnfmnted are listed in Table 6.

Table 8

Percentage of respondents

n

Patients andlor families were not
able to accept the diagnosis

19%

6

Patients andlor families had
mismnceptionsabout schizophrenia

1%

6

Patients and familier had anxieties
and fears about the diagnosis

Problems

19%

6

Patients and family members had adverse
reactions to the revealing 01 the diagnosis 13%

4

13%

4

Uncertainty about schizophrenia

hMore than one response was given by some intewiewees.

Wimln me pmwss of dlagnoalng, lreanng, and educanng patients
abovt their illnesses, wme psychiatrishfound misconceptions abovt
schizophreniapmblemallc. The vast rnalorily of psychiatrists mentioned
encountering misconceptions from patients and the? families. These
inciudeo the view 01 schlrophrenks as potentialmass murderers, as
suffering from split personalities (Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde), as vloiem,
paranoid. aggressive, or as svflering from a universallySever8 chmnlc
illness. Appmximately half of the psychiatrists specifically alluded lo
allotlingtime for educating individuals in order to aid In clearing up
misconceptions.
According to respondents, the fears and anxbties about this

diagnosis can be associated not only with what R msans for
IchiiGQhrenic patients but also with what it migM mean for the families
themselves In terms of interacting with afflicted individuals and whefher
or not they will also become ill.
One psychiatrist divulged that @)heworried about whether Ihe

knowledge of the diagnosis would 'destroy" patients, whether they were
able Lo c o p wilh knowing or able to understand the information, and
whemer they would be frigMened by what @)he[the psychiatrist

-

respondent]termed sensationalislib journalism. Another clinician
recounted:
The major problem I have is wilh pscg'-who are paranold in the
lay sense of me word...sometirnes it Is diilcuit to maintain a
rappodwith someone if they are suspicious, and Iyou tell them

and you rnncentrale on the fad8 that they have these delusions
and falsabeliefs, you could run the risk dthem boltingfrom
therapy or leaving.
in addition, one practitioner had encountered paHenb who would
visit numerous bclors after the diagnosis had been disclosed.
The adverse reactions psychiatristsfaced included panic and
aggressive behaviors.
The psychiatrist respondents laced the problem d uncellaintywith
regards to not belng sure ol :'la label, not "knowing what schizophrenia
[really] is', and not being able to give a prognosis to the illness. How
psychiatrists handled this uncertainty is reported on In the present
chapter under "Psychiatrists' Conception of Schizophrenia".
When asked which pmblems they encountered in the prooess of
revealing the diagnosis, most of the psychiatrisls cnmplained of thosa
which were spoilioaliy associated with patients and their tamilies when
they were in the process of being told the diagnosis.

The researcher asumed that a potential challenge psychiatrists
faced (whichthey did not mention as a problem in me process of
revealing the diagnosis) occurred when they received requests fmm
tamilies not lo disclooe the diagnosis to the ill family members. When thls
was investigated, the majority of psychiatrisls (74%) had not had this
request made of them while 26% had. Most ol those who had received

the above request handled it by anempUngto explain to family members
the Importance of padenb' knowing their diagmses. A few ol t h w
psychiatrists augmentedthls explanationwith statements to the ellect that
the patient was their main concern and, if they were to deliberately lie to
the patient, then this muld damage the therapuNc relatbnship with the
patient. Others fen that if would not be a case of respecting the families'

-

wishes since psychiatrists were mom InterestedIn their assessmentsof
patients' feelings and perceptions towards knowing their diagnoses.

Only one of the psychiatric practioners reported facing an ethical

dilemma in the revealing ol the diagnosis to patients. 'Because we
[psychiatristY do not have hard facts surrounding making the diagnosis
and our pmgnosis is onen wrong and subject to rwlsbn, il Is dinicult to
know how much to tell so we don't unnecessarilyharm R e patient."
A few psychiatrists were perplexed by related quandries. A
p8yChiatris: asserted that them were no eVllcal dilemmas in revealing the
diagnosis to patientsbut that Rere were dilemmas faced in revealing
the diagnmis to families when patients did not want their tamllies lo
h a w intormstion about the Illness. Another psychiatrist confronted an
ethical dilemma in the writing d medical certilkates M universltims and
employers because individuals receiving them would often know far less
then families and patients about sohbophrenia.

Afew of these interviewws reportednet facing ethical dilemmas.
One explained that patients could still be cautioned and'intormedabout
the risks related to varbus aspects of their lives wiihout the psychiatrists
using the word schizophrenia,for example, the possiMllty of having a
child with similar mental health problems: another insisted that there
were no ethical dibmmas involved sincs patients should know the
diagnosis.

Some of the psyohiatristddisclosure practices with the diagnosis
of schizophrenia were iniluenced by the potential for disclosure to be

muntertherapeutio. Approximatelyhaw (45%) of the psychiab.ists
described pertinent countertherapeutic situations. One such situation
mentioned was a panicky termination of treatment when patients were
not able to accept their diagnoses. Receiving the diagMsis may have
been a oHicuit burden for some patients thereby placing unnsatssary
strain Upon them. Other countertherepeub scenarbs given were as
follows: when patients adopted negative anitudes about what they
Were capable of doing or used me diagnosis to avoid taking
responsibility for their actions; when Individuals had m i e d g e of
tragedies or extensive suitering occurring to similarly afflicted family
members. Psychiatristsalso daimedthat S they revealed to patients who

were paramid and had an externalized view of their problems too early,
without establishing a relationship, they would risk being included in
patients' delusions. A few psychiatrists responded that if patients were
L:J the diagnosis at the wrong time, tor example, when acutely

psychotic, or if the illness was painted in a negative IigM, then these
circumstancas could be muntertherapeuticfor patients.

patients who were

More than half of the psychip.trists (55%) reporled that different
techniques were not required with regards to treatmsnt and education
when schizophrenic patients did not know the diagnosis. Nineteen per
cent believed different techniques wem required; a further 6% claimed
that different techniqueswem necessitated only in the area of patient
education. The remaining 19%of respondents were unable to comment
on this question because they regularlydisclosed.
M the 55% (17) of psychiatrists who blieved that different
techniques were not required tor unaware patienls. 48% (15 of total)
interviwees believedthey would do the same irrespective of whethsr or
not they used the word 'schizophrenia'. The other 0% (2 of total) pointed
out that ii was not the disclosum or nondisclosurewhich calledfor
dinerent techniques but other factors such as treatmen refra&riness

and patients' view of their problems as external to themselves, for
example, in the presence of persecutoryfeelings.
Those dinicians who believed that dilterent techniques were
requiredwhen patients did not know their diagnoses gave their
rationales. One declared that diierent techniques were necessary at
various stages of 'negotiaUng" with patients about their illnesses. Another
stated that @]heused the 'kid gloves amroach" in hying to elicit
symptoms in the eady stages of assessing and treating patients when the
diagnosis was nd discussed as opposed to the later stages of treatment.

Variabilily existed among psychiatrists in their proclivitiestowards
disclosure of the diagnosis of schizophrenia. This variabilHy was noted
in many areas and included the psychiatrisb' general practiced
diiciosura, their consunationof other disciplines with regards to this area.
their utilization of euphem15ms tor schizophrenia, the documentation or
communication as to whether w not disolosure had occurred, and the
treatment psychiatrists uBlized with schizophrenic patients.

Whun certain of the diagnosis. 74% of the psychiatrists generally

disclosedto schizophrenic patients and 77% generally disclosed to
families. in general, therefore, not ail d this populationrevealed to

patlenb and thelrfamiiies: some generally disclosed to an patients all of
the time (2%).

some lo a potion of the patbnts (56%),some spcifically

when patients asked (tG%), and some did not disclose or tried to amid
revealing the diagnosis (6%).

Psychiatristsin general did not frequently MnsuN other disciplines
regarding disclosure of the diagnosis of schizophrenia lo patients or their
families. Sixty five per cent (20) of psychiatristsindicatedthat they had
not consultedother disciplines. Consultation of other physicians was
specincaliy mentionedby three of these twenty psychiatrists.

cse who

had discussed revealing the diagnosis with other dlscipitnes made up
35% of the pcpulation; disciplines mentioned included: nursing, social

work, and the entire multidisciplinary toam.
!Iis pwsiMe that the degree ot mnsultalmby psychiatrists of

other disciplines in dealing with this speciflc area may be spuriously
high because, if a psychiatrist had wnsulted another professionalon

-

even one occasion, the psychiatristscould have answered affirmatively

to this question.

When speaking about the disorder schizophrenia, the psychiatrists

used various terms or euphemisms. Slightly over half (58%) of the

psychiatrists claimed that t h y used other twms for schizophrenia whlb
42% reportedthat they did not. There were numomus substnut8terms
or phrases mentioned which included: "newous Illness". "nervous

breakdown", 'bad nerves" (used in gathering information for the family
hisbry). "unduly anxious'. "psychosis". "psychotic breakdown". "Psychotic
illness'. "acute psychotio episode'. "schizoaffectivepsychosis".
'schizophrenic reaction'. "recurrent psychotic disorder". "severe
depression". "panic disorder", "manic depression". "chemical imbalance".
"paranoiddisorder. "emotlonal disturbance" ,"serious mental illness",
and "Newfoundlandadaptation syndrome". One psychiatrist elaborated
that "nsrwus breakdown" was a lay term that was used frequently in
Newfoundland, aiUlough it did not differentiatepsychotic Illnesses from
the affectivedisordsrs. To substiMe for the word 'schizophrenia'.
psychiatrlsk used explanations of the concept of schizophrenia, ik
symptoms, or causes as well as analogies. Same of the analogies used
ineluded comparisonswith physical illnesses such as diabetes or
hypertension, and the following metaphors: "Look, your boat Is mcky: ih
no use puning up your sail or trying to protect yourself doing this or that.
Just sit tight as long as you can and let the storm dl8 out", and The
water is muddy, but once the spring Is over the wabr wlil be clean again".
Psychiatrisk handled the u s e d euphemismsdifferently:some
acquired a feeling about patients betore deciding which labels to use;
others used more general terms such as "mental illness" when dealing

with patients and relativeswhom they did not know well: a few
psychiatristsresolledto aiternate'expressions when they were not
certain about the diagnosis: dii others used euphemismseven when
they were cdrtsin. Some psychiatrists used euphemisms alongside the
term 'sehirophrenia'; others used them to substitute for this term.
The IoiiDwingtable reveals psychiatrists' beliefs as to whether
patients prefer other terms to the word schizophrenia.M those who used
euphemisms the majority believed patients preferredthem. Those
respondents who held that schiiophrenio patients preferredsynonyms to
their actual diagnosis did so bemuse they believed patients were more
familiar and comfortable with the tens. One psychiatrist asserted that
'schizophrenia' seemed to mean madness and had connotations of
inourability which one did not want to reinforce in patients. Another
inte~leweeexpressed an interesting point of view in stating that the use
o( the term 'schizophrenia' with patients may not always mean useful

informationwould be receivedfrom various organizations set up to help
schizophrenics and their famillea.

Table 7

Psychiatrists' beliefs

Percentage of psychiatrists

n

Patients prefer euphemisms

42%

13

Undecided

10%

3

Patients did not prefer euphemisms

6%

2

m.This quesnon was asked only of the 58% (18) ol psychiatristswho
used euphemismsfor schizophrenia.

When schizophrenic individuals were hospitalized, psychiatrists
were required to documem treatment plans, any progress made, and
changes in treatment regimens. The vast malorlty of the psychiatrists
had never documentedwhy, in certain instances. they had not wanted
the diagnosis of schizophreniarevealed to patients or families. Only
13% (4) of the psychiatrists had on one or more occasions written on the

medical chart why they had not wanted the diagnosis revealed. Their
rationale in these hstances included that it was a meaffi of inbnnlng
Stan that certain patients had handled the knowledge of the diagnosb
poorly in the past, I
was dwmentation that patients had not given
permission to reveal the diagnosis to their families, or it was an indication
of psychiatrists' lack of certainty about the diagnosis.

There are numemus treatmsnts and combinations of treatments
available for patients suffering from sdizophreia One way m acquire a
glimpse of the psychiatrists'practica was to examine thelr opinlons as to
the best treatment they can over their patients in Newfoundland. Almost
all (87%) psychiatrists mentioned in their explanations of this 'besl
treatment" the importance 01 neumleptic (antipsychotic) medications.
Three-quarters (74% ) mentioned rehabillation or some asp& of
rehabiiitation.g Psychotherapy or supportive psychotherapy was

mentionedby 52% of the psychiatrists as playing an integral mle in the
pmvision ot treatment for their afflicted patients. To reduce the stress for
patients, family interventionswere mentioned by 19% of the
respandents.f 0 01 the total number of psychiatrists, approximately one
third (35%) mentioned the use of all three of neuroleptic medications.
gome aspect o l rehabilitation,and psychotherapy In their descriptions of
the best treatment that they muid Dffer their schizophrenic patients in
Newfoundland.
Although variability existed wilhin their handling of issues related
to disclosure of the diagnosis of schizophrenia to patients, most
Newfoundlandpsychiatrists had done the following: most had not written
on the medical charis the reasons why they had not revealed the
diagnosis, the majority generally revealed the diagnosis of schizophrenia
lo some patients, the majority did not wnsuit omer disciplines as to
whether w not patiants should be told theh diagmes, most
respondents mentioned the best treatment as involving neumleptic
medications, rehabiliation, andlor supportive psyohotherapy, and over
halt of the pSychiaMStSused other terms tor Schizophrenia.

Factm Social Workers Perceived as Influencingtheir Diilosure
Pradices
Partly because social workers did not generally diagnose
schizophwnia, their roles ditfered from those of psychiatrists as will be
reflected in the organization ol this section. The researcher therefore
focused mow on aociai workers' behaviors and pmbiems when
psychiatrists had not disclosed; sociai workers were not asked the criteria
they used to diagnose schizophreniasince in general they were not
peltormingthis function. Sacial workers' conceptions of the illness. their
etiological views of the disorder, and their opinions d its pmgnosls
remain valuable areas far further research. The influences no social
Workers' practices regarding disclosure of the diagmsis of
Schizophrenia that were studied were the organization of agencies, the
workers' perceptions of their mie with schizophrenic patientsand
families, their opinions with regards to dlscbsure, their perceptionsof
these patients and families, and the challenges these sociai workers
encounter In relation to the area of disclosure.

YYPdrer
The organization of the agency influenced the process of how
disclosure of the diagnosis was handled. The roles of sociai workers
varied depending upon where the soclai workers were assigned, the

mandates of lhe social work departmentswithin hoapilals, how worken
were organized to serve their patients, the clientele served, the
geographic pmxirnlly of patients and their families to the hospitals, the
availability and proximity of resources, the psychiaMcclinical teams'
manners of operation, social workers' relationshipd with the teams end
pychialrlsb, and the clinical teams' percptions of the roles of the
social workers Hence, social w o w mle was as much defined by other
professionaisat the workplace as it was by smiai workers
pmfessionally and individually.
Workers In this study were assigned lo inpatient psychiatric units
which sewed acutely and chronically ill patlents, mentally retafded
Individuals with wexisting psychiatric problems, and the p s y c h ~ r l a t r i c
and forensic populations. They were also involved with outpatients.
supervised boarding home operators, and those patlents who resided in
the community care selling. A few social work respondents qualified that
their roles could vary depending on the functional levels of the patients,
the typs d schizophrenia f m whi* their patients sutfered, the wishes
o l the family, the needs ct the patients, and the nature of the referrals
requested.
One d social workers'pn'mary mles in hospiials was dixharge

planning (Adelson, Leader,i98O: Davidson,l978, cited in Abramson,
1981). Tlme constraintsfor workers whose main mle was disoharge
Planning may have limited their capacities lo lows on patients' illnesses

and associated problems wim ail cases. Major effort was needed to
expsdientiy assist in the discharging 01 patients into apprwriate
envlmnments. The social workers interviewed had patiems wilh chmnic
schizophrenia on their caseloads and the numbers of patients with this
diagnosis wilh whom they had wntact varied from worker to worker.
Some chmnic schizcphrenic patients had been labelled in the distant
past and, lthese pagents were not informed, workers o w n questioned
the value end purpose in revealingthe diagnosis t o them. One
inteNieWeestated that many ptients in the selling where (s)he worked
had intellectual deficits as well as their iiinesses; this contingency would
create a signlicant challenge in that workers wouid have to assess
pzlients' abillies t o understand. Conversely, another worker cad!ilned
against adhering t o the rationalkation that these patients should not tx,
told their diagnoses becauseof perceived intellectualdeficits.
Some patients had already been informed of their diagnoses
because they had been in and out of hospitals and the mental heahh
system for a long time. Workers could then tmus more on rehabilitation
with these inpatients or outpalisnts and thus the illness and its
ramlficetions wouid become one d the issues to be discusred.
According t o some of the workers in this study, social wohers
were onen the team members who had the most contact with families.
A few social workers stated that some hospitals had the policy
that, if the diagrosis was going lo a communily agency, physicians'

permission (or. in one setting, a physician's w-signature) was required.
in ihese senings the idea would be reinforced thal diagmses were
physicians' "propew and should be released only by them.

Just as the organizationof the agency had an influence on the
way social workers handled disclosure, so did the aocial workers'
perceptionsof their d e s with patients and families. They saw their roles
as extending from the more encompassing to the performing of specific
concrete tasks. The roles social wo*ers mentioned are summarized in
TaMe 8.

v
The workers' role of linking schizophrenic patients with resources
was easily categorized into assisiiw them in findlng suiiable living
facilities and rehabilnationprograms. The types oi linkage with
rehabilitation included rvferring patients to trainiw programs, assisting
them back into the w o k force, anddeveloping strucblredday regimens
formem.

Table 8

Percentage of social wofiekers

n

Unkage with resources

64%

14

PsychotherapeuticInterventions

59%

13

Patient education

50%

11

Assessment

32%

7

Roles

Psychotherapeuticinterventions were menlioned by over half of
the Social workers with appmximately one quarter emphasizing Ule
utilization of fonns ol support. The types 01support for schizophrenk
patients included helping them thmughout their hosplallzations.
assisting them in coping irnh not knwing their diagno~eswhen doctors
are reluctant to teil (for example, during first admissions), enabling

individuals to feel comfortable with their famillas and In dealing with
family expectations, and advocating on the pauents' behalf when
families are not suppoWve. The importance of developing a solid
support system and making sure supports were in place to prevent
rl3lapse was mentioned.
Means of attemptingto assist these pafients to adjust thmugh
counseling included assisting them to lead a normal life, helping them
function to the bed of their abilities without being in an institution,
restoring meaning back info their lives, integratingthem into the
community, assisting them with Mure plans, and helping them adjust to
their diagnoses and illnesses. The forms of theraputic interventions
mentioned by worhers included: crisis imervention, family therapy,
SupporNve counseling, and therapy aimed at impmving insight Into their
Iilnbsses.

Educationor some form of education directed towards
schizophrenicpatients with regards to the illness was referodto by hall of
the workers. Areas where sociai workers saw patients as needing
education included the illness belt and its Implications, significant
bshavior changes and means of deailng with them, and the time to seek
treatment. Patientsalso have to be taught how lo iive with the illness,
how to understand what is happening, how to iive independently, and
how to accept that medication is required. One worker felt that social

-

workers could also. as pa11of their role, recommend that other

professions teach patients about schizophrenia.

Assessment Or components at assessmentwere included in the

descriptions of their roles by approximately one third of the popliation of
sociai workers. The components mentionedcan be broken down into
three areaa. First, there is the social work viewpoint of the circumstances
01 patients and theirfamilies prior to admissions, an investigationof
triggering factors for episodes and an evaluation of patients' insights into
their illness 1I.Second, there is the patients' knowledge of their
diagnoses, the degree of acceptance of their diagnoses, and thdr
compliance with medications. The third component involves factors that
impact on the paUenh sodaily: the presence of family supports, the

patients' needs in relation to community living, the availability of
setvbes, and the strengths and weaknesses within the sociai
environment. One worker stated that she explores and diierentiates
"...between the illness pmcess and the impacld the illness on the sociai
environmentor patient [and] how the sociai envimnment impacts on the
illness".
These assessments enabled sociai workers to make
recommendationsfor treatment plans for these patients and to assist with
discharge planning. A related mle that emerged was that of reporting
the above information to psychiatrists andlcr treatment teams so that
there is an understandingof the impiicationslor patients, and so that
patients were not discharged wiihwt thought given to their environments.
The role of sociai workers with schizophrenics was extensive and
education was a significant component specifically mentioned by one
half of the social work respondents. Particularly related to disclosure
were the following: assisting patients in coping with the uncertainty of
their diagnoses, assessing their lcnowiedge of their illnesses, educating
them about the iiiness and its implic;ltons,

supportive munseiing aimed

at Insight, helping them to adjust to the iliness, and integrating them into
the community.

SmW&&ers' PecrThe percentage breakdown of the mles that social workers mentioned

carrying out with families ol schirophrenic~
can be seen in Table 9 with
subsequent slaboraton of the Mmponenls of these roles in the text Glat
follows.

Roles

Percenlage of social workers

n

Therapeutic interventions

86%

19

Family education

68%

15

Linkage with resources

36%

8

inte~entionsinto the family

18%

4

A4sessment

9%

2

-

Therapeutic interventions ilsted Were aimed at providing support

and adjustment especially tor famiiies. Suppoltive interventions included
dealing with families' teeiings--sspecisliy those of guilt, and helping
famiiies to provide nurturing and supportive envimnments, interventions
for the purpose of adjustment included aiding families in adjustingto the
iiiness, assisting them in heiping to improve afflictedmembers' levels of
funciioning, heiping them cope when they do not know the diagnosis.
dealing with their expectations, and mediating when mntiict occurs.
One worker stated that the role of social work with famiiies is to "offer a
supporfive arena or forum for them to talk about some of the difficulties.
the hardships, the frustrations, and just to ventilate some of those
mncerns". One worker acknowledgedthe importance of working with
famiiies and helping them in understandingthe inness so as to not reject
their ill family members.

Education of families of schizophrenics inwived the following:
helpingthem to obtain an understandingd the illness, destroying any
of their myths about schizophrenia,and teaching lhem to notice early
signs ol behaviorchange pointing towards the possibility of relapse.

Linkage wlth resources comprised assisting the families with
placements for their family members, educatingfamilies on the sewices
avallabie tor mem in the community (such as "Friends 01
Schizophrenics'), and ensuring adequate supports are in place for
famiiies, and gathering outside reading materiais.

Family therapy was utilized to assist these families in
rearranging and readjusting uitlmately to help the pattent.

Aswsmml
Aspects of assessment mentioned included: determining whether
famiiies should know the diagnosis and exploringfor family pmbiems.
There was overlap between assessments ot patients and families since
part of the assessment of patients includes an assessment of their
famiiies.
The s p i t l c mles which appar to be related to social workers'
practice 01 disclosure of the diagnosis to famiiies encompassed such
respo'~sibiiMesas the social workers' assessing whether the families

The specllc mles which appear ta be related to social workers'

practice of disclosure of Me diagnosis to families encompassedsuch
respmsibilities as the social workers' assessing whether the families
should know, destmylng their myths, helping them to understandthe
patients' iilnesses, and teaching them to notice the signs of relapse.
Further assistance entailed giving familis reading material, dealing with
their feelings of guilt, and assisting them in making the necessary
adjustments so that supportlve environmentscan be provided for
patients.
Reasons given for disclosure to ail or pradlcaily ail patients are
outlined below in Table 10.

Table l o

Reawns

Percentage of
Social worken

n

Assists patient rehabliHatlon
and coping abilities

50%

11

Patient has right to know

36%

8

Knowledgeassists treatment effectiveness

23%

5

Knowledge not detrimental

18%

4

Social work roles affected with
uninformed patients

18%

4

Reduces blame for patients and families

18%

4

Honesty improves communications

14%

3

-The
total number of responses apwars to exceed 100% bscaure
some individuals gave more than one reason.

Responses given by only one or two individuals who favoured
disclosure involved the idea that disclosure wouid change societal
attitude, make the illness more acceptable, and take away its mydique.
Other responses included the notion that kmwir@lessens patients' and
families' miswnceptions, and the claim that revealing "makes one's job
easier because there is no longer a secret in which families and workers
have to organize aro~nd:
Ailhough sociai workers were generally in favour of disclosure
some provided qualiiers as to when this should occur. One proviso
adhered to by 9% of the workers was that diagnostic certainty be
present before disclosure occurs; (it Is possiblethat more sociai workers
wouid have claimed that diagnostic certainty was necessary if asked this
qvestion directly). Almost one third (32%) of sociai workers emphasized
the importance of considering "where the client is at" in making a
decision about disclosure, which encampassedan awareness of the
stage 01 the Illness. the patients' intellectual abilifiss, and their abilities to
understand and handle the diagnosis.
Social workers gave their views as to whether patients should
have knowledge of their diagnoses and most explained affirmative
responseswith their arguments that having kmwiedge about the
diagnosis assisted patients' treatment regimen in some manner.

Another aspct of smial workers' opilians on dlsclosun related M
whether they believed patients could be adequately informed about their
111nesses without knowing the label "schlmphrania". See Tablell.

Opinions

Percentageof social worken

n

Do not require knowledge 01 diagnosis
to be adequately informed

45%

10

Required knowledge 01 diagnosls
lo be adequately Informed

36%

8

Non-committal ("It would be dlfllculY)

14%

3

"Don?know'

5%

1

The intervtewess (45%) who believed patients Muld be
adequately Informedwithout knowledgeof their diagnastic labs1 llsted
the following reasons: a iabsl is not always as important to th%patient as
is an elaborationof symptoms and an explanation of what can be
expected: patients understandwhat Is happeningto them whether or
not they have a label applied to what they are expriencing; patients can
be adequately informed from the point of view of treatment without
knowledge of the diagnosis.
Those 38% who believed patients could not be adequately
iMormed without disclosure gave the following clarifications: symptoms
do not make sense on their own, patients would not bs able to ask
appropriatequestions or read further on the subject, patients would tend
to minimizetheir diflicunies it they did not know, and it is diflicult to be

specific without using diagnoses. One clinician expressed that patients
and their families muld discuss the illness with friends and relatives who
might say 'that sounds like schizophrenia";as a resuit, the patients would
form mismnceptions about the illness. Another respondent summed up
himer answer with the simile: "It 1s like having a puzzle with a missing
piece".
Two social woken contendedthat it would be arduous to inform
patients adequately without revealing the label. One gave an
informativemmment that not revealingtc anliotsd patientscwld resun
in hidden agendas, make patients mistrustful, and cause deterioration in

theraputle reiationshlps. The other fell that patients would not be able to
maintain themselves in a healthy balance without knowledge ot their
diagnoses and stated: "if you have diabetes you would be told what the
warning symptoms were for hypoglycemia;you would know what the
proper diet was [and] that you would have to take insulin".
Although 45% of soctal work respondents believed that patients
could be adequately Informed about their schizophrenic illnesses without
knowledge of their diagnoses, all were in agreement with the diagnosis
being disclosed. Social workers mainly gave reasons in favor of
disclosure of the diagnosis and very few reasons why disclosure should
"01 OCCUL

The reasons underlying social workers' imewentions In terms of
dlsclosvre or nondisolosum relate in pa* to their perceptions ot those
with whom Uley were involved in counseling.

--

Table 12 shows soclal wotken' perceptions of unknowing
schizophrenic patients' deslras to leam their diagnoses.

Table 12

Qiwwss
View of social workers

Percentageof social worken

n

Want to know
Depends on patients
DO not want to know

aOns social worker specfieally stated that all patients want to know their
diagnoses.

The explanations given by the social workers who believed
patients wanted to know inoiuded curiosly, finding some resolutionto
pain through knowing, and their increasing recognition of patients'
rlghts lo know. One clinician's illustrated hislher point.
I do feel that people n general are becomong mare aware
COnlLmere of tne health care system and over the past few
years 've noticed more assenrsness on h e part of tne patlent$
and families in wanting more information andixpeding io get it.

..

Those 18% who indicated that most patients did not want to know

gave the reason that patients were content to live with what inlormation
they had and that knowing would not mean very much to them.
Social Workers' PerceDtionr of Families'Desires Know Patient&

Bikaapess
The practice of disclosure of the diagnosis of schizophrenia by
social workers must aim be influenced by the fact that half believedthat
patients want to know their diagnoses and 86% of social workers
maintained t!lat most famiiies desire to know the diagnoses of their ill
members. Han of the soeial worken perceived that, even 8 lamiiies did
not ask for diagnoses, they still wanted to know and 36% heldthat it is
indlviduailzedand that most wish t o know even thoughthey do not ask
in total. theretore. 86% believedmost lamilies want to know
schizophrenic patlenh'diagnoses. One worker was contrasted in that
(s)he claimed families would want to know only il they spciflcaliy ask.

(Non-applicablensponses were received from 9% of the social workers
hcause all of their families knew). The responses which elaborated
social workers' positions varied. Those from workers who were inclined
10 s~pposethat families want to loww even when lhey do no1ask
concluded lhat "families are olten more interestedto know than
[patients]", that professionals pick up clues in interview that families
want to know, that.sorne [families] want to ask but are intimidatedby the
whole system". and that some families think that they Should be thankful
that (farnilieslare gening these services". Some resondents also said
that families say 'don't put pressureon [professionals]" and I f it is
importantLo tell @mtessionals]will'.
An interestingremark qualified the perception of one social worker

who believed that it depended on families as to whether or not they
wanted to know the diagnosis:
This Is a pieceof the art of social work. I suppose... trying to
understandif it is 'I can1 bear to kmw" versus "you are the exmrt
n here and I am merely a low y memDer 01 h e p.bl,c an0 I have
nor ght lo as*' A lo1ol lam Ices do defer once tney come tnlo
ho9plai as lney do tee1 they nave no r ghk

Some social workers encountered pmblems when patients were
unaware of their diagnoses of schizophrenia. During the interviewsthey
recountedvarious pmblems that this researcher perceived as challenges
in their work with patients unawaruof their diagnoses. These challenges

included such things as enmuntmlng paUents who lack lcnowledge of
melr diagnoses, having difliculty determining whether patienta actually
know their diagnoses, dealing wHh patients' misconceptions about the
illness, encnunterlng passive patients, having to make decisions
regarding disclosure, dealing with unceltaln diagnoses, managing
patients who have their diagnoses revealed inadveflantly,enwuntering
scenarios whure revealing the diagmsis wuld be potentially
countertherapeutic, and confronting ethical considerations. Requests
from family members not to disclose the diagnosis to paWents and lrom
patients for their diagnoses were also challenges for social workers.
Being required to utilize diffsrent merapeutic interventionsandlor special
skills in treating aMicted patients who do not know the diagnosis and the
potential of having the social work interventionaltered were some
challengesto the social worker role.

Numerous problems that Newfoundland Pocial workers who work
in psychiatrystated they wntended with when patients were unaware of
their diagnoses of schizophreniawere revealed by the majority 01 the
population (77%). Non-applicable responseswere received from 14% of
this populetbn and 9% speclfled no spedal problems in dealing wlh

these patients.
Table 13 lists the most frequent special problems identified by
respondents when patients do not have knowledgs of the diagnosis with
subsequent elaborations in the text.

Table 13

ProMams

Percentageof social workers

n

Assisting patients lo deal with lhe
impllcations imposed by schizophrenia

45%

10

Limitations on openness

41%

9

Therapeutic relationship affected

36%

8

Preparing patients for
comrnuniiy resources

23%

5

M.b The responses do not add up to 100% because individualsgave
more than one response.

achiloohrenia.
When patients lack knowledgeof their diagnoses, w i a l workers
believe they have difficultly in getting there patients to deal wiih the
implications imposedby Me illness. Non.mmptianoa to treatment and

-

foilow.up results bscaus8 patients often do not know why they should
follow their treatment.

The reasons behind some social workers' feeling less open with
their patients were that they were not convinced they could answer ail of
the patients'questions, that they fen restridionson the extent of
education they muid provide, and that they, as sacid workers, were
forced to contend with their fseiing of rot being Yotally honest" with
patienb.

Examples of how the therapeutic reiationship was allected are
illustrated by the following quotes and points: "It is difficult to contract in
an efl8ctive manner if [patients] don? have ail the information". that
patients were basiw thelr plannlng on different therapeutic
assumptions, and that "there is always distance in the relationship and
somethingthat Is missing [in the reiationshipwith the patient]".

A worker noted difficulty when patients do not know their
diagnoses in preparing them for attendance in pmgrams or discharges
inn the communlly: these individuals do not adequately know why they
should not discuss their delusions or act In certain inappropriateways
whlle attending pmgrams. One encial worker recounted:
It obv~ouslyposes a lot of d H cultier: W h y shoutonl I[the patlent1
go O B C ~home ana resume the ole lnat I ha0 oetore?'. 'Wny shoub
I take my p IS?'. Wny should I go tothe doclor?'.'Why can't I lfve
60 that ho.se?',
an0 'Wny can't I just be like everyardy else?'
Somel mer t s' 'You llne soclal *or*er] are preventmg me from
be ng lfke ererybDdy ere'. so I [the social worker) becoms a plece
01 an enemy to be gnorea and to os dleregaraeo,to erated wnlle
IDat.bl.tSi are traooeo r nere and then tomonen as fast as
possibte'when they are out.
This quote highlights many of the special problems social workers
encounterwhen dealing with patients who do not know or accept their
diagnoses of schizophrenia. Their lack of undestandiw and insight
creates a desire to terminate the therapeutic relalionshipsupan
discharge since they do not know why they need to foliow the treatment
regimensof hospitalizationand medication. It is apparent that the
patients and social workers are maklng plans bawd on dinerent
assumptions since patients do not understand their illnesses.

Requestsfmm family members not to release the diagnosis to
schizophrenic patiems were received by 9% of the social workers.
whereas 68% had not enmuntered these requests and 18% were
uncertainit they had met wRh such requests. (An omission wurred
where one worker was not asksd this question.) An exampleof this sort
of request made by a family member to one of the respondents was
paraphrased is follows. 'it Is fine tor us to know but Ithink he will
deteriorate even tunher if he knows'. One worker examined very
carefully the reasons for famlli~swanting to hold back information from
patients themselves to see 1this was the families' way of being more
powerfulthan patients and of '[righting] the balance; after all the patients
had been more powerful in the family during the period [in which] they
were gelling sick". Requests of this nature were seen by the researcher
as being potentially problematic.

Soaal workers encounteredpassive patients who do not w a r

to sense that they have the right to asklor their diagnoses or to questlon
their therapies. The passiviiy of these patients and family members was
memioned as problematic by 18% d t h e intervlewees. m e workers
qualiiied "passive" as meaning that patients either do not sense that they
had the right l o ask for their diagnoses or do not know their rights. One

elaborated that. If patlenls do not think that here is such athlng as a
diagnosis lor themselves, they would not think to ask. Another
communicated that the poychiafrist is onen viewed as "W"and
accordingly patisnfs do not question any interventions and go along with
any of the suggestionsfor treatment.

Difficulty determining whether schizophrenic patients know their
diagnoses was acknowledged as a pmblem by 9% of the respondents.
Wckan sxplained that denial muld be so strong thal, even when
patients were known to have h i s knowledge, they either act unaware or
seem to be unaware. These workers therefore found it problematic
determining whether patients have knowledgeof their diagnoses since
they often appear to lack knowledge.

Uncertainty of diagnosis in psycholio Individualscreated problems
for two (9%) of the saciai work mspndsnts. They observed patients'

diagnoses of schizophrenia being changed to schizoaffectivedisorder 01
manic-depressiveIllness, or otherwise being questioned.

A few social workers noted problem sltualions where knowledge

of diagnoses of sohirophreniawas acquired Inadvertently by patients'
either reading Ron their own oham hearing it discussed in conference,
or learning of ilthrough naive smid workers or other professionals.
These respondents believedthat these were mod unfortunateways for
indivlduatsto ieam their diagnoses.

A few social workers were cDgnbant of the potentialfor
countenherapeutlcsituations Ilthis diagnosis was revealed to patients
andlor families under some conditions; respondents cited three relevant
situations. One stated hat @)he"wouid have to determine if [(s)hel
wouid be helping or harming patients by infomlng them of their
diagmses 01 schizophrenia when they have been functioning .rimout
knowing for many years, and do not really conceptualize themselves as
ill". Another described Individualsgoing home from hospitals to small
communities with linle to no community supports available: (%)he
believed it would not be advantageousto reveal diagnoses to patients
when tlme is laoking and patients are not well enough to comprehend the
diagnosis. In such situations, this worker recalled querylngwhether or
not one is helping patients by glvlng them intormation which they
%annot do a heck of a lot with" as opposed to revealingto those who live
in centers with adequate suppods to work through the knowledgeot this
diagnosis. A final scenarlo d a potentially countertherapeutic situation

reportedby a worker w a r
Mlhent dealin. with hostlie. ddemandim. dissatisfied familv
bemkrs whovwwen, askmg for d8agnoGs and one gets '<gut
feel~ng'that they may be looklng tor n label t o use agalnst the
patlent, In these sltuatlons one would be cautlous In revealingthe
d~agnases

Patients are at times curious about lheir diagnoses and ask for the
information. Social workers in this study recalled no patients who
requested not to know their diagnoses. However, non.verbal reactions of
this nature wen reported by 23% of the respondents. These included:
denial of anything being wrong, blaming olher people or things.
exhibitingpassive reactions, showing no interest in knowing, and simply
not asking for diagnoses. One worker slated that (=)he has worked on
cases where disclosure to families but not their afllicted mernbm
occurs because (s)he'[reacts] to the unspokenmessagethat the client

-

does not wantto know what [the lliness] is a11 about".

Special skills were m n f i n e d as being necessary by 73%of the

soclai workers when they ded with patiento who do not knaw their
diagnoses, while 9% declared that no spsclal skills are required, and

18% gave responses which were no! relevant.

Of those 16 (73%) workers who indicatedMat special skills wwe
required, nine (41%) identifled these as 'evasiveness', "lylng"."beating
around the bush", and "unnecessary fiddle-faddle". Four workers (18%)
described the skill of enlisting physidans to tell patients as: "[using] tact",
"advocating on the patients' behall". 'negotiation", and "manipulationof
the system". Knowledge of schizophrenia was menlioned as a requisie
by fwr respandents(18% ofthe total) In order that patients be given
informationwithout their diagnoses.
One worker professedthat spciai psychotherapeutic skills were
required in working with individuals who had commined violent ads
when they did not know their dtagmsis, and dM not understand, or did
not accept their illnesses.
T h m categories of special skills were identifiedby the social work
intewiwees for dealing with patients who do not know thsir diagnoses of
schizophrenia. These were having special knowledge, errcouraging

--

physicians b disclose the diagnosis d schizophrenia to patients, and
impalting intormatwn to paiients wnhout identiing the diagnosis.

The majwily of social workers (77%) mremgnized that their
interventiwns are allected when schbophrenic patients are not imparted
knowledgeof their diagnoses while 14% blieved that havinx patients

unaware d the diagnosis has practicailyno eflect on their interventions.
Nine per cent of the respondents had patients who ail knew their
diagnoses.
The 77% of workers who alleged that sociai work interventions
are aHected mentioned educational and psychotherapeuticactivities
which were allecled as foiiows. (listed in order of most to least frequently
mentioned): an aitersd approach is necessary ("you get the same job
done but diHerently");dierent and more careful wordlng and more
elaborate explanations to patients are required: and Increasedtime is
needed for additional efforts expended in assisting patients In
understanding what Is occurring in their lives. Snne of these sociai

Workers determined that they are not able to intervene at ail with
individuals who are uninformed. Hence, most oi the sociai work
respondents claimed that their interventionswere altered when patients
did not know their diagnoses of schizophrenia.

Without being asked, seven social workers (3256) sponlanecusiy
revealed ethical consideratbns or mentioned ethical dilemmas in
relation to disclosure. individual workers mentioned the tollowing types
of ethical ccnslderations they encountered: working with patients who do
not know their diagnoses, releasing inlormation to community agencies.

and agencies needing information when patients do nd know their
diagnoses.
Problemswere created when workers did not agree with patienls
not having their diagnoses discbssd to them and were working with
patients who did not know their diagnoses. Not revealing to patients
means that one had to be evasive with patients and this "[can be] hard lo
deal with pmtessionally and pefsonall~.This dilemma comes from
within since smiai workers are taught to be a p n with each other and to
communicateeflectiveiy; when patients ask sociai workers 16i their
diagnoses and psychiatrists are reluctant to reveal the diagnoses
difficulties result.
OHen when social workers were referdng patients to community
agencies these agencies requested informationabout the patient. The
release of inlonation, namely diagnoses and symptoms, to community
agencis was a common situation which poses a structured ethical
dilemma tor social workers. Agencies requested symptoms and
diagnoses lmm 95% of the wofkers. The other 5% staled that they were
not certain il the agencies with M i c h they have contact required the
diagnoses but the symptoms were delinitely required. The number of
agencies per c w a i worker with which there was contact and which
requested the symptoms and diagnoses ranged from afew to most. The
types of agencies listed included: suppotiie housing, pmgrams.
vocational rehabilitation programs, pmgrams which were extensions of

the health care system, structuredday programs, and some social
services' programs.12 There were regional diHerences in program
requirements. DMerent regions were represented by 18% of Me
respondents.
Without being specifically asked, a few social workers
wlunteered information on how they deal wlth or are able to get around
having to give out diagnoses and other conlidenfiai inbrmatiDn on their
patients to agencies. These workers Indicated that they require consem
from patients to release any informaBonto agencies but this does not
always mean that patients would know exaotiy what information is being
released. A worker mentioned that some of herihis patients migM not
know their diagnoses wen when the agencies are given them. Other
workers ensured that patients knew their diagnoses if this information is
to be released, while one -worker mentioned showing patients
application forms or letters on their behalf and asking I they agreed wlth
the intormatlon that is being released. Other workers claimed that thay
would not release the diagnosis uniess the attending psychiatrists agree.
while another needed the co-signatureof the physicianbefore the
diagnosis could be released. A few social workers avoided giving out
same informstion by withholding, or releasing a less stigmatized
diagnosis such as 'depression', or communicating informationvebaily
in the hopes that the information would not appear in the agencies'
records.

A few social workers discussed h e agencies' need for information
as potenlially pmblematii when sdlizophrenic patients do not know their
diagnoses. One worker expressed concern over agencies having
knowledge of patients' diagnoses when these patients do not, while
three (14%) sew the agencies' need for accurate information as a
lbgitimate one. One interviewee elaborated on a situation where
transitional supportive housing staff needed to know the extent of
patients' illnesses In order to prepare to deal with them. This worker
ensured that all of hislher patients were aware of their diagnoses slnce
the transitionalhousingstatf could not be relied upon nd to reveal
patients' diagnoses to the patients. Finally, another worker stated that it
is only fair that agencies have knowledge about patienls'diagnoses lest
they be sent patients under false pretenses.

Variation existed in social workers'behavion wih regards to
revealing diagnoses to patients, the types of involvement they required
horn psychiatrists, handling patients' questions about their diagnoses.

substitU18 terms they used for schhophreniawith patients, and how they
handled patients families' questions a b u t the diagnosis.
In relation to disclosure of h e diagnosis of schizophrenia. 41%of
the social work respondents had revealed to patients (at least once) their
diagnoses of schizophrenia while over halt (TS%)
required some

involvementfrom prychiatri* in dealing with patiem who do not k m v .
01 those who encountered them, only 27% dimtly answered questions

fmm families about patients' illnesses. Most social workers mquired
special skills when dealing with patientswho were uniformed about their
diagnoses and the majority (77%)had to alter their interventions when
dealing with these pstiem. Thus, them was variation in social workers'
behavior in the way they handled patients' and families' in terms of their
lack of information about the illness ot schizophrenia.

p
Table 14 reveals the percentage of social workers who had on at
least one occasion disclosed to patients their diagnoses of
schizophrenia.

Table 14

Responses given

Percentage of
social workers

n

Had dtsciosed

41%a

9

Had not disclosed

50%b

11

9%

2

Patients all knew their diagnoses

BArnongst those n~newm had d#sclosea,one apcBcally stated
@)he0 0 so aher d.sc~ssingit ultn the team, one aid sowith a
psycnatrtst present, an0 hvo dfsclosed aher cons~ltingthe docta.
(5%) had no reasonto disclose because (s)hewas always
successtul in gelting psychiatrists to reveal to patients.

The majority of social w o h m have not dlseiosed to patients their
diagnosis of schizophrenia.

p
Smiai workers consulted or discussed aspcts of their casework
wnh psychiatrists with over halt (55%) of the social work respondents
stating that they required some form of involvement tmm psychiatrists
when it was suspected that patients did not know their diagnoses. On the
other hand. 23Y~of the respondentsworked around patients not
knowing by discussing their illnesses in a more general manner. One
(5%) social work respondent indicated that @)he requested a
psychiatrist's intarvention after ($he had undertaken disclosure to a
patient. (Thls question was not relevant to 18% ol the respondents.)
The 55% ol sociai workers who required involvementby
psychiatrists when they encounteredpatiens who did not know first
asked the patientswhat they knew a b u t their illnesses and. if they did
not know their diagnoses, some subsequently took one or more of the
following actions: (a) suggested that patients discuss their diagnoses and
illnesses with their psychiatrists: (b)consulted psychiatrists as to how
dear the diagnoses wen, and whether they felt these patients should
have knowledge of their diagnoses: H so, then they encouraged
psychiatrists to disclose; (c) consulted psychiatflstsand encouraged
them to disclose lo the patients in joint interviewswith themselves

present: and (d) consulted the psychiatrists to obtain lheir judgement as
to whether the patients should know and then used the infonation
obtained to make decisions as to whether or not disclosure should mcur.
Evidencethat social w o n r s inwlved psychiatrists in their
decisions to disclose was given by psychiatfiats wlth 35% Of the
psychiatrist population claiming that they had encountered Jocial
workers questioning them about disclosure of schizophrenia. The

remaining 65% had not been questioned.
The m a p t y of social work respondents (64%) repalled they had
discussed the issue of disclosure versus non.disclosure 01the diagnosis
of schiiophreniawith a psychiatrist with regards to a spcific patient's
treatment, whereas 36% had not.
Some social woners mentionedconferring with psychiatrists

when patients asked for their diagnoses; over halt (59%) 01 the workers
had received these requests and they repolled enlisting inwivement
from psychiatrists in some form. This involvement varied and is
summarizedin Tabtel5. Those who did not encounter patients who
asked for their diagnoses comprised 32% and 9% had patients who all
knew their diagnoses. As can be seen, only one social worker would
initially disclose and then get the psychiatrists to follow-up the disclosure.

Table 15

Action taken

PbrCWltage Of
social workers

n

Consultedpsychiatrists to see If disclosure
had occurred then either:
I) arranged for psychIaIrists,
to see patients alone or]olntiy,
ii) decided if they should
reveal themselves, or
ill) arranged for an appropriate
potessional to reveal to pstlent

2736

6

Redirected patient lo psyohlatlist

27%

6

Revealed the diagnosis then arranged
for pychlatrlsts to give
medical intormatlon

Halt of the social workers (55%) used a variety of terms other than
"schizophrenia"when talking with xhizophmnlc patients; the following
terms were mentioned: "bad nerves", "nerves". "depression". "mental
illness", 'your condition", "your circumstances in life", and "your illness".
Social workers also made reference to the symptoms of schizophrenia
rather than using the achlal label: some examples given were: 'mood
swings'. 'strange thinking', 'k-,trig voices', and 'diflicuny with your
thoughts'. Respondentsalso said they used terms that the clients had
prevlouriiy used to describe thelr Illnessesor tens that they knew the
doctors would use or had used. Some smlal workers used a vadety of
dinerent terms for schizophreniawith patients.
01 the 55% (12) of smial vjorkera who used other terms. 32% (7)
stated that patients preferred them. 14% (3) believed that it was
contingent on the patients, and 9% (2)of workers did not know. Those
who held that patierits prsferredeuphemisms based these answers on
the notion that patients understoodthe terms better. One individual
indicated that there was less o l a stigma and fear response w l h these
terms and analogized this as follows: "it you tslk to someone a b u t
tumors, malignancies, and g d h s....il sounds a lot better than canee?.
Those who presumed that it depended upon the patients as to whether or
not they were partial to the euphemisms for 'schizophrenia' gave the
following rationale: thaw who had a lower educational level seemed fo

prefer these tens; some lndivlduals wanted to know and idenHfy with a
particular "band of mental illness';

patients' anltudes towards illness

would influence whether or not they were more receptive to the
euphemisms: whether or not patients had accepted their conditions
affected melr receptivity lo various tens: finally. those Individualswho
were not coplng well opted for other tens.

The sociai workers under study dealt with families dilferemiy
especially when approached regarding ill family members' diagnoses.
Two thlrds (68%) laced these questionsfrom families. One third of the
sociai workers (3%) did not have to mntend with these queries because

23% of the respondents had not encounteredfamilies asking and '3%
dealt with families who already knew the diagnosis.
m e actions taken by the sixly.eight per cent of soclai workers who
encountered families asWng for diagnoses can be seen In Table 16.
AS is evldent in the table 41% of the sociai wcfhere also requiredthat
other professionals be involved when families of patients asked them
about the diagnosis of schizophrenia.

Percentage of
social workers

n

Discussed in general terms but referred
families to psychiatristsfor
information about diagnoses

27%

6

Revealeddiagnoses to families
with patients' permission

27%

6

Consultedteam andlor psychiatrists
bebm proceeding with disclosure

14%

3

Action taken

Social worken' disclosure practices vary and not ail social
workers have revealed the diagnosis to patients andlor their families.

Disclosure: Whose Role?

Both pmfessionshad views on whose role ilwas to disclose. How
Newfoundlandpsychiatrists viewed sociai work's mie in terms of
disdosure had implications for me praotice of soda1 work, for the practice
01 pychiatry, and, uitirnately, the treatment of patients and families.
Similar implications resulted from social workers' views of me
psychiatrists' role in this area. This swtbn examines the views of each
profession in terms of how each saw the ofher with respect to disclosure
of the diagnosis of schizophren!a.

Psychiatrists were asked their views on the toitowlng: what is the
importanceof the social work mi0 in educating patients andlor familles.
how sociai workers should handle questions from patients and their
families about the diagnosis of schkophrenia, what they as psychiablsts
would do in situations where social workers revealed the diagnosis to
patients without it being initially discussed with themselves, and whose
mie they bsiieved it was to disclose this diagnosis lo patients and their
families.

Psychiatristsviewed the educathn ol patients and their families
about the illness 01 schizophrenia by social workers as an important pan
of treatment. Table 17 reveals their views in this area.

Table 17

Social workem' provision

Views 01 psychiatrists

of education lo

NO
conditions

n

on education

Conditions

n

Patients

81 9b

25

19%

6

Families

90%

28

10%

3

The 81% who placed no conditions on social workers'
involvement in educating patients gave the following eiaboratlons:
education was seen as an ongoing process and those trained to do so
should be involved: It would be more appropriate tor social worken to be
the primary educators in cases where they had the closer aliiances wiM
patients; psychiatristrespondents also mentioned that other members of
the health care team could also bs involved in educating patients about
this illness.
Psychiatrists contended that sociai workers have an impomnt
role in educating patiems' families about the illness of schizophreniabut
there was varlalion among psychiatristsin their views as to how t h t
educalionai mie ought to be performed. One intewiewee said:
i lhlnk [soc al worrenj do have a great role to play probably more
than tne prych~atnst.tn educalfng Ins tamnlles oecaJse they
have tne oDWnun toss to wor* ulln tne lam#IeS more to see them
in the hom;'situations. I think it is imperative, especially in chronic
schizophrenic patients, that sociai workers play a major role [in
this area].
SO

Another practitioner commented that "[education] is a very nahlrai pad

-

of their work with famiiies in any field the whole psychosocial
implicationsd there iiinesses', and another went on lo say. "...people
are more apt lo question a sociai worker; they may find it easier to talk [to
a social worker] than a psyohlatrisl". A few psychiatristsexpressedthe

hope that sociai workers couid provide 'an even bigger role wlth famiiies
than they are now providing". Some psychiatristsacknowledgedthat

education is very impollant in thal families historieaily have been blamed
by various etiilogic theories of schizophrenia and social workers should

be educating families about the present research so as to mmwe much
of the blame families have been feeling.
Nineteen per cent of psyehlatrists placed mnditions on social
workers educating patients. They maintained that social workers must
recognize their limits in the realm of educating patients, and that they
must educate only those patients who have been informed about their
diagnoses. They also Indicated that social workers who educate patients
should be chosen more on their personal qualificationsrathsr than their
professional qualiications,and that the unit and team must have
structure to deal with such roles. One psychiatrist upheldthe view that
the physician Is the one primarily responsibletor patient education for
($)he is the professional who maintains the patient in remission and
prescribes medications.
Ten per cent d the psychiatristssel down certain mndirions
regarding social workers educating families. For example, social
workers should supplement psychiatrists' education after families are
Informed of the diagnosis. Also, social workers should be
knowledgeable about the cunenl views of the organic nature of the
disorder so that they are not in conflict with the psychiatric profession.
One specified that (.)he

prefer that social workers, In educating tamilies,

amid If possible using the label schizophrenia, this preferenceonce

again high lights a variation in practice. All of the psychiatrists wmended
that soolal workers have a mle to play :n educatingpatients and their
families about schizophrenia.
to Social p
.
.

(The psychiatrists discussed only those scenarios where the
diagnosis was not in question.)
Psychiatrists mentionedCur possible wunes ol action they
would take in dealing with social workers who told patients their
diagnosis 01 schizophrenia without It previously having been discussed.
(See Table 18.)

Table 18

Actions taken

Speak with the social worker
alono about disclosure

Percentageof
psychiatrists

58%

1

Talk with patient and family to
discuss what was understood
and to give their opinions

16%

5

Take no action

16%

5

Talk Initiallyto patient and then
s p a k with social worker about
the disclosure

10%

3

Sua!c& the social v&emh%
Psychiatrists who indicated that lhey spoke privately whh social
workers who had engaged in disciosure did so for the following reasons:
a) (23%) investigatedwhy the worker told the patient, with one
going solar as to say that. aller (@hefound out why the social Worker
took such an action. @)hewould reprimand the soda1worker; b) (10%)
relayed to the social worker that the diagnosis should be revealed only
by the physician, with two psychiatrists declaring that they wouid convey
to social workers that they should toilow a mullidisclpiinary appmach
when issues of disclosureWere to be discussed: c) (6%) attempted to
establish a policy with the social worker as to how these issues should
be handled; and d) (6%) assessed the social workeh abilby to reveal to

patients and whelher in a given situation il was appropriate to disclose.
One psychiatrist stated @)hewouid caution the social worker about the
potential prcblems one migM face when a patient Is Informdof this
diagnosis: "Look, go easy with n . you may find they tend to hide behind
that Babel] and cast it b a a into your teeth".

Those psychiatristswho would have discussed with the patient
their views on the illness while assessing the Brie* of the disclosure on
himher would then appmach the social worker to either: a) tell the
social worker that the w e n t did not know hisher diagnosis; b) ask the

m i a l worher to consult first before revealing to patients what their
diagnosis is: or c) discuss their appmach to ensure that they and the
social worker had the same appmach and views about the illness of
schizophrenia. (Percentageswere not reported because the responses
were from one or two psychiatrists).

l&mQAh
One of the respondentswho sssentiaiiy took no adion declared. 'If

it occurred I wouid Yiremyself'

... it would be a sign that the psychiatrist

could not really communicatewith the social worker" although @)hewent
on to say that "it is everyone's responsibility on the team to make sure
they are informed about the patient",
It was interesting that less than half of the psychiatrist population
(42%) mentionedthat they wouid be upset if they encountereda social

worker who told s patient h i a e r diagnosis of schizophreniawthout It
previously having been discussed.
Ths actions Newfoundlandpsychiatristswould take il they
encountered patients who had been told their diagnoses by social
workers varied greatly.

PsychiatrWs mommended that vm'ous approaches be utiilzed
by social workem when dealing with patients and lamilieswho have
questions about the diagnosis. (See Table 19. )

Table 19

Percentage
ol psychiatrists

n

Forthrightness

32%

10

Refer individuals back to
psychiatrists or mnrult
psychiatrists

32%

10

Work closely wilh the
muitidisciplinanl team

23%

7

Other responses

13%

4

Recommendations of psychialrirts

FOrthrshtnelle
Those psychiatrists who believedsocial workers should be
IorthrIgM in supplying patients and families with the diagnosis of
schimphrenla elaborated on their responses as follows: they would
caution social workers to only relay the diagnosis when it had been
determined: they would advise Mciai workera not to reveal to patients
who are floridly psychotic or delusional: and they would remind them
that mere was no absolute certairlty in the diagnosis of schizophrenia.
One psychiatrist suggested that, it thew was any doubt as to whether or
not patients would benefit from the information, then social workers
shwld reter them back to their psychiatrists. Another commented that
the social worker should be frankonly it (%)hehas enough information.
Another further suggested being forthright but in doing so avoiding the
label Ipossible.

A ponion of psychiatrlstinterviewees suggested that social
workers consun with them or refer the individuals back to their
psychiatristsby saying "This 1an Issue you should discuss with your
doctor". Those psyEhiatristswho recommended the mntaot with me
psychiatrists believedthat social workers muid still discuss the illness
In general terms with those asking tor the diagnosis.

One psychiatrlst went so far as to auggest an anticlpatbnmat

patients and families would ask questions d this nature and
recommended discvsing these isues in advanced seelng them. A few
clinicians mentioned the possiblii~of a joint interview with the
psychiatristand sooiai w&er to disclose to patients and families.

One W h of Me psychiatrists suggested that social workers should
work closely with their rnuitidisci@inaryteams so that patients' diagnoses
and the isue of dlsclosummuld be discussed. As a consequence ol
this dose involvement the social worker would know how to approach
the matter d patienfs' and families' questions about the diagnosis. Some
psychiatristsgave full reign to sodal w o h r s working on teams to
discuss the diagnosis a s long as they were "working wnhin the
philosophy of the group'.

Some psychiathts also included sooiai

workers in the proc..ss of making of the diagnosis.
One psychiatrist cautioned:
I think sooiaiworkeenshould be able lo exolein Jomeof the broad
persPBC11vesWhen n comes d c r n to medtcallons sde sHects.
and chemaa rnbalance then tnst snou d oe en lotne doclor
That ts oecsuse 11someone s no* t ~ l l yaware ot tne general run of
side enens and they open CPS [Compsno am of Pnarmaceuticas
and Speclall esl an0 qdote rode enects. 1%" that COL d #nIedem
w In treatment Ith nr socai wohers snodlo oe aware of Ire
current perspectivesot schizophrenia because they are going to
be asked [them] so they [had] better know [them].
Hence, social workers may be able to assist with disclosure but

psychiatric involvement is critical.
Another ol Me physicians stated:
If the [psychiatric] unit is working well, ths social d e r should be
following policies mat should be jointly agreed upon. If il isn't
working well and the social worker has the knowledge and
expertise, then [helshe] should go ahead and deal with
[disclosure] and I don't necessarily think it is just the business of
the psychiatrists. Ithink it is an area where there is groundwork to
be laid in a lot d arsas here. There are a lot ol problem areas...
Social workers who know about the preventative work, which is
more than just telling peopie--it is actually running groups and
things like this-should authoritatively challenge the psychiatrists
and make sure the work geie dons.
This psychiatristrecommendedworking closely with the team it it is
functioning eflectlvely and, when it is not, ensuringlhat disclosureto the
patient occurs.

A miscellaneouscategory of psychiatrist responsesto the
dilemma ol how social workers ought to handle questions included the
Interesting notion that social workers "%;I a positive line" with palienls
and families because this individual believed that there would be
patients who tor years would not really understand what was wrong with
them. Others suggested stalling until the team could discu% the maner Or
discussing the illness but avoidingMe word.

In t e n s of whose role it is to w e a l psychiatric diagnoses to
patients and their iamiiies. Newfoundlandpsychiatrists i n general viewed
the revealing of the categories of mank depression, unipolar
depression, borderline personality disorder, schizophrenia, and organic
brain syndrome as their role. Afly.five percent 01 respondents fell that
social workers could reveal these diagnoses to patients andlor families in
certain situations. One fiUh (19%) felt the diagnoses should be revealed
only by psychiatrists, another one flflh (19%) had no strong preference.
while 6% gave other responses.
Of the 55% of psychiat~istswho felt social workers wuld reved

these diagnoses, a variety of mnditions and qualiling statements were
placsd upon this which were as follows: social workers should first
discuss this issue with psychiatrists before pmceedlng. social workers
could disciose the diagnosis in situdons where it was practical tor them
to do SO, disclosure of the diagnosis to patients is the role of the

physician but social workers could share the dutles of revealingto
families. and, finally, one psychiatristmaintained that social worken
muld reveal to families of indivlduaiswith what ($he viewed as
'straightforward illnesses" such as manic depression, unipolar
depression, and organb brahpyndrome.
The one filth of psychiatrist respondentswho maintained that the
diagnoses should be revealed only by their pmfeasion gave different

reasons tor thalr comments, the most informativeof whbh follow: One
held mat il social workers began revealingdiagnoses r h e n all
professionalswould be u p for grabs", another contended that social
workers did not have sufficient psychiatric and medical education to
comment on diagnoses, and another suggested famlly conferences
conducted by both psychiatrists and social workers where diagnoses
would be disclosed.
The one finh of psychiatrlsts who voiced no strong preference as
l o who reveals these diagnoses saw me most appmpriate perpon to
disclose as the person In a position to do so lor pracncal reasons rather
than just on pmfesslonaiqualifications.What were deemed as practical
reasons included: having the closest or most therapeutic relationship
with patients andlor families, being present when it was appropriate that
the Individuals be Informed, and having appmpriate personal
characlerislicsand necessary knowledge to reveal. It was believed mat
the individual who revealed me diagnosis should bedecided after me
multidisciplinary team discussed the case. These psychiatrists
mentioned mat often social workers were the most appmpriate persons
to reveal diagnoses to families. One psychiatrist professed that
'someilmes if Ihave vely iftie involvementwilh the patlents... it would be
countertherapeutic if Iwalked into the ward and said Well, you have
schizophrenia'

'.

Another psychiatrisicommented:

I don? care who does me work as long as it gets done and gets

done well. Itnink .Isocial w o r n Are atng to work i n mental
health teams Ihsn lhey am golng to c a q a proporton of the
patenls and tney should ~e compelent m oeal u#Ihthls bnd of
In ng I am no: e be.lever .n soclal workers navtng a panlr.8ar mae.
hoa h may oe that the rocla workers happen to r.n the tamily
6.ppOrl program or the psychaeo~ealronaiprogram tor lamml$es.
#n
xhecn case lhey 00 ,I, o d I don'th n* tnat s a special soc a worr
task. Tne ma n th ng .stnat we make EJW [tne task of drsdos~re]
gels (1018 Act~aI. n the etnoal g ~ i d eles
nsalth practice.
ths IS sometnong tnal comes out very cear that {OL aeveop a
SEN CB lnal meets the needs of IPa pal ems and you hlre and train
the peope on me servnce accorctng to nnat needs to be aei vered.

*

For this psychiatrist the importance lay in ensuring the wmpletbn of the
task of disclosure rather than in the prolession that canied it out.
in geneal, psychiatristsviewed the role of disclosing the
diagnosis to patients and their families as belonging l o themselves.
althoughover half of the psychiatrists noted that in certain situations it
may be appropriate for social workers lo reveal. Psychiatrists' agreement
with social workers revealing to patienis and families in some situations
does not preclude the fact that various acflons could be taken if social
workers reveal without first consulting the psychiatristsor team. Even
though some psychiatrists would only agree with social workers
revealing the diagnosis in special situations, there was complete
agreement among Newfoundland psychiatriststhat scolal workers have
an important mle to play in educating patients and families about
schizophreniaand the vast majority also contended that social workers
unconditionallyhave a mle to perform in educating schizophrenic
patients. Psychiatrists also recommended dimrent ways of social

worken' handling questions about diagnoses from patients and their
families.
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Social workers' views d the psychiatrists' role in disclosure of the
diagnosis of schizophrenia were discussed in terms of whose mie they
believed disclosure to be and their predictions of psychiatrists' reactions
if they, as sociai workers, revealed diagnoses first.

M m e n ' Views of Who Should Disclose PsvchiThe majority (82%) of sociai workers preferred that psychiatrists
reveal the diagnoses of schizophrenia, manic depression, unipolar
depression, borderline personalitydisorder, and organic brain syndrome
to patients and their families. Those who preferredotherwise comprised
18%.
Numerous reasons were given by those sociai worken who
preferred that psychiatrists reveal ths diagnosis rather than themselves.
The most frequsnt responsss were that it is their area of expertise and
whoever formuiates the diagnosis ha8 the responsibility to disclose to
those who should know the diagnosis.
To illuminatewhy they belibved psychiatristswere more qualified
based on their expertise to reveal the diagnosis, these sociai worken
raised the following points: msmben of the psychiatric pmfesrion were

better preparedlo "debate" diagnoses with patients and their families;
psychiatrists'expertise allowed them to give a more thorough
explanationof the medical components of the illness: and a few sociai

i

work respondents expressed the notion that famiiies had mom
confidence in the psychiatrists'opinians and expertise.
Hall of the 18%who did not prefer that pychiairists disclose the
above diagnoses asserted that the revealingshould not be done in
isolationbut by the penon who has the most mntad with patients and
families. The remaining workers maintained that disclosure would be
most effectivelyhandled conjointly with psychiatdsts and xlciai workers.
When disclosure was handled in this manner, these workers contended
that the psychosocialdynamics which result from the illness can be
confmnted by both pmfessionais.
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to Patients and -F
Although the quesUon was not raised with the social workers.

some interviewees made wnlments about the reactionthey would
exped to receive from psychiatristsilthey disclosed the diagnosis of
schizophreniato patients and their families wlhout it previously having
been discussed. One wcial work respondent mentioned herlhis concern
ol a reaction fmm psychiatristsil@)hedid disclose to patients. A few
workers expressed the importanceol consulting psychiatristson maners

of disclosure since it is prafesslanat wurtesy lo do so. Another worker

advanced the idea that il one reveals to patients their diagnoses 'behind
the psychiatrists' bad" then one deS8NeS to be disciplined.
The vasl majority of social workera preferredthat psychitrisb
revealedto patients the diagnosis of schizophrenia as well as the other
tour diagnostic disorders previously discussed. The main reason some
social workers favoured psychiatrists revealingthe diagnoses was that it
was the psychiatrists' area of expertise and responsibility. A few workers

asserfedthat psychiatristsshould not disclose the diagnoses in isolation
but rather in conjuncfion with Individuals with whom patients have the
longest relationships.

DISCUSSION

While the conclusions and generalizations of this study apply only
to the study population, they do have implioationsfor social work
practice. The researcher began this study because of an interest in why
some patients are not being informed about their diagnoses.this posing
a dilemma for practicing social wcfkers. The researcher believes that
patients have a right to end ideally should know their diagmses, that it
facilitates patient autonomy, two way oommunication,and frankness and
honesty between clinicians and patients. The study documents that given
the nature of schizophrenia, the issues of disclosure of diagnosis ere
very complex.
Focusing solely on disclosureof the word, schizophrenia,to
patients and their families is one dimonsiun of the problem 01 gening
patients actively involved in their tvdatment and enhancing their
auiommy. Specifically focusing on the label in this study the researcher
has learned that the educationof pellents and l'-ir tamllies about the
illness schizophrenia is an interactive process involving helpers.
patients, the illness, the environment, el cetera. What lhis study examines
is a "slice" of this process. Although the researcherwas aware af this
InleraCtIve pmcess H became even more dsarthat this issue is only one
very small aspect of the educationprocess to enhancs patients'
autonomy and to further rehabilitation.
With some patienb the actual telling of the word 'schizophrenia'

may happen very early and the bulk of the Education will follow this
revelation, whereas with Dther patients there may be a long preparatory
~ ~ O C B Sbefore
S
the

word 'schizophrenia' is disclosed. It may not be

accurate l o state that some psychiatrists are not clucating patients
because disclosure does not occur. Psychiatrists are spending time and
energy using other words to educate them. It seems probablethat some
psychiatrists may be doing a bener job of educating patlenb about their
schizophrenic iilnesses without using the word 'schimphrenia'lhan
someof those psychiatristswha disclose the word. However, thwe
psychiatristswho disclose the word 'schizophrenia' often pave the way
for other professionals to follow-up without havingto make their own
decisions surrounding disclosure.
The very fact that some psychiatristsmay do a better job than
others without using the word 'schizophrenia' In their educatbn of
patients does not detract from the already stated argumentsthat patients
have the right to know their diagnoses and that, if patients know, the
oppolfunity for more autonomous action allowing a more aclive and
Bffective role in their treatment can take place. This researcher would
like to stress that there are othsr issues and factors which may need to be
considered and dealt with before, during, and aner the disclosure. The
pfimary focus of this research, however, is on the factors that lead up to
the decisions to disclose. There may be patients where facton are such
that disclosureshould never occur. It is the researcher's belief, howetsr.
that the numbers of patlents who should never know their diagnoses are

psychiatrists are not always using the word 'aohizophrenia'and the
ressons for this, and il compares the psychiatrists' and sociai workers'
opinions on the subject and their dinerent ways of handling the issues.

Not All Patients are Being informed
Not ail patients and their families have been informed about the
diagnosis of sohizophrenia(and about other psychiatric diagnoses).
Comparison of psychiatrists' disclosure of the five diagnoses with those
01 social workers shows that psychiatrists consistently reveal more of

other diagnoses with patients and famiiies than do social workers.
Psychiatristsrepod revealing to patients who sutler from manic
depression and unipolar depression more than schizophrenia and
suggest that this is because these illnesses often appear to be more
treatable and are not seen in such Meak terms. Greens Gantt (1987) find
m their study that 43.7% ot psychiatrists always tell schizwhrenia
families of the diagnosis whereas; 70.9% always tell the diagnosis of
manic depression to families, and 69.6% always tell the diagnosis of
unipolar depression to families. Is it possible that social worken reveal
to families the diagnosis 01 schizophreniamore olten than they do to
families who have memben with manic depressive and unlpolar
depressive illnesses because psychiatrists am more willing to disclooe to
families the diagnosis of manic depression and unipolar depression and
are less willing to disclose to families ol schizophrenics?
Psychiatrists and sociai worken reveal to patients and patients'

families the diagnoses ol borderlineprsonaiity d i o m r theleast of any
of the diagnostic categories. A few psychiatristsgive similar reasons for
withholding the diagnosis of borderllns personality disorder as they do
for schizophrenia, and they are that the labels of sohlmphrenia and
borderlineperronalHy disorder are mo complicated to explain, that there
is linln value in telling patients the labels, that more possivetens cwld
be used to describe the disorders, and that there is a lack ol consensus
wiih regard to both the disorders. In not revealing the dlagnosss to
patients and their families these pychiatrists could be exercisingthe
physicians' therapeutic privilege to disclose or not based on how
dis~losurewill best benefit patients.
A general difference between social workere' and psychiatrists'

disclosure practices is that social workers disclosed lo families to a
greater extent than they reveal to patients tor all the diagnostic
categories, whereas psychiatristsfocused more of their anentionr on
patients. it was interestingto note that more social workers mention
maklng arrangementsfor themselves to be present when the
psychiatrists disclose to the families (27%) versus when patients (18%)

are informed. This finding is consistent with social workers' prceptions
offheir roles. Even though social worbrs disclose to more families than
they would patients, of those 168%) who encounter questions from
families about patients' schizophrenic illnesses, only 27% dilrctly
provide the diagnosss. Socid workers are either gelling psychiatristsor
others to reveal to patients andlor their families or are havingto work with

some patients andlor families who are uninformed.
Filly-liveper cent of social workers lake steps towards disoiosum
ol the diagnosis of schizophrenia,even when patients do not ask directly
lor the informationand, therefore. ihey must view the patienYs
knowledge of the diagnosis as important. One worker's approach is
wormy of note: lhis worker sumo up what ($he does; (s)he asks patients
what they think is wrong wiih them and when they have answered @)he
'reinforces the pieces of their perceptionsthat are comct". (S)he
concludes interviews by making arrangements for psychiatrists to see
patients lo discuss diagnoses.
Green & Gann's (1987) and Gann & Green's (198511986)studies.
found that not ail psychiatrists and socid workers are revealing to
schizophrenicpatiens and their families. Similarly. Gann and Green
(198511988) found that social ,workers report revealing the diagnosis to
patients and their families less often than psychiatn'sts. Any further
comparisons between these studies and the present one would not be
meaningfulbecause of the fact they deal wlth dfferent populations.
Andenn. Relss & Hogarty (1986) 1150 observe that many different
professionals "work with schizcphrenic patients for many years, yet.

.

tragically never say the word [schizophrenia] aloud in the presence of
the patient' (Anderson,Reiss & Hogarty.1986, p. 82).

Conceputualiration of Schizophrenia

On the whole the psychiatristsin this study view the etiology of
schizophrenia as having an organic basis. Their conceptions of the
etiology of schizophreniaare sim.iar to the research findings that
'bioiogical science is close to proving empirically that schizophrenia is a
neuropathoiogicaldisease process" (Taylor, 1987, p.115), a biological
disease.
Because our understandino of schizoDhrenia is chanaina so
qbrh.y, pnysk an3 trango .n oecaaes past, tor exakp-0, may be
completely unaware of new nformation. They may st. i oe In nang
tn terlrs of wnat lnev were taLont. at Ine tme they were tramea
such as psychoaniiytic theor'ks snd family inte~actiontheories"
(Torrey, 1983. p.73).

...

Even though factual information about schizophreniais growing.
there is a vast amount which is still unknown and this may anect
psychlalrists'disclosure practices. With the growing intonnation on
Schizophreniaprofessionalsneed lo put eflorl Into staying abreast of the
informationin the field
The shill to the organic viewpoint of schizophreniamight Influence
psychiatrisfr to disclose to families the diagnoses because psychiatrists
should no longer believe they were blaming families for their patients'
illnesses. Having an organic view is consistent wilh the knowledge base
behind the psychoeducationaiapproach (Anderson, Reiss. 6. Hogaw,
1986).
B a s d on the fact that the psychiatrists mainly have a biological

view and they predominately use medication, one could assume that
when they mention psychotherapyfor the treatment of schizophreniathat
the majority are referring to supportive psychotherapysince insight
psychotherapy for schizophrenia has been found to be unpmdudive and
possibly even harmfull (Tormy. 1983). Supportivepsychotherapy is of
great assistance to patients suffering fmm schizophrenia: some
constituents of supportive psychotherapyam the provisionof a warm.
trusting reationship, guidance, assistance wiih concrete matters.
community supportive resources,et cetera. A range of mental health
professionalsprovide this type of psychotherapy(Toney. 1983).
Due to limitations an time and focus, the social workers were not
asked to recount their etiologicalviews 01 this disorder. In retmsped this
question would have be useful10 the study of this area and should be
asked of social workers in further msearch since sociai workers need to
have a v i w of schizophreniasimilar lo that of psychiatrists so they do
not confuse the patient. If sociaiworkers believe that schizophrenia is
the result of a disturbed family system then treatment chaos could ensue.

Several criteria and classificationsystems are in use to diagnose
schizophrenia. The most frequently used diagnostic tool is the
classificelion system DSM 111; 4% 01 Newfoundlandpsychiatrists use this
system. Junek (1983) has found 42% of Canadian psychiatrists choose
DSM ill as a system for future use. Given Ule variability of criteria in use.

the paucily of sdenliic knowledge, and that lack of diagnostic tests for
schizophrenia(Anderson. Rsiss 8 Hogariy. 1986). one can understand
why it is dimcult lo be certain of the diagnosis. Therefore, when
psychiatrists refsr to the disorder, those who utilize diflerent uiteria are
referring to both broader and narrower definitions of schizophrenia.
Kaplan 8 Sadock (1981) state that psyohiatristsmust be satisfied wlh the
possibility d over-diagnosing schizophreniawhen the crPeria are broad
and underdiagnosingthe disorder when the the criteria are more
stringent. It is possible that those psychiatrists who believe they use
broad criteria may be reluctant to disclose because they may assume
they are over.diagnosing the disdrder.
&cia1 workers have nc: been asked to recount their views about
the oriteria they use to diagnose schizophreniafor, In general, social
workers are not diagnosing schirophrenia. The nature of the criteria
which psychiatrists use for diagnosing schirophrenia influences social
work practice, tor the criteria anect the number of the patients with the
label of schizophrenia and the severily of illness of the population also
with the label schizophrenia, hence ths social workers' view of the
oveall prognosis of schlzophrenia.

v
Some psychiatristsrequire another criterionwhich is diagnostic
certainty. Overall, most psychiatrists (65%) slate they would require
diagnostic certainty before revealing the diagnosis of schizophrenia to

patients. Fookes (1983) states that he likes lo to certain d the diagnosis
before discussing it with individuals. Almost half (45%) of psychiatrists
mention they would be less likely to reveal the diagnosis on the patient's
first admission. The number of patients' hospital admissions does not
influence 16% of psychiatrists .s long as they are certain of the
diagnoses. Atklnson (1985) observes psychiatrists wanting to wait until
the patient has the second episode with their illness before revealing the
diagnosis. A total of 9% of social workers spontaneously sfate that
diagnostic certainty is necessary before patients are informed and
perhaps more would make this qualification if the question is asked
directly of them. Torrey (1983) suggests that schizophrenia is a serious
diagnosis end should not be applied indiscriminately to anyone with
schizophrenic symptoms (Toney.1983, p.47). Torrey is cautioning
professionals to not rev84 the diagnosis unless certain. One worker also
mentions that It is important to put the whole notion ofthe diagnosis in a
light where the patient and family realize that it is not "carved in stone", in
view of the dispute wer what schizophrenia really is. Anderson. Reiss 6
Hogarty (1988) discuss the variaC,iity in the diagnosing of patients, for
they found that 10% of patients' schizophrenic diagnoses changed.
What complicates the area of disclosure is that a few psychiatrists
within this study believe that there may be more than m e illness
classilled under the label schizophrenia, which pmbabiy means they do
not believe that they or their profession have a clear conception of the
Illness. Hays (1984) maintains that schizcphrenia ceases to be an elitity

in its own rigM and that if more investigations are done there would be
numerous iilnesses that psychiatrists could find which are now
collectively called sohizophnnia. The National Institute of Mental Health
maintains that there could be a dozen disorders now lumped under the
classificationof schizophrenia (Walsh.1985). The illness is still shrouded
in mystery since there are very few facts known about schizophreniaand
what is not known about schirophreia enten into the arena of theories
(Torrey. 1983). A psychiatrist who thinks along these lines, that there are
more than one illness subsumed under the label schizophrenia.
mentions to patients and their families that "the illness used to be called
schizophrenia".
The 42% of psychiatrists who are Ming DSM Illcfieria would not
be certain or able to make the diagnosis until the symptoms of
schizophrenia are present lor six months. Hence, the factor of the
patlent's first admission influences the diagnv:zg of the illness and
ips0 facto, the practice ot,revealing the diagmses.
Hence, some psychiatristsand social workers require diagnostio
certainty. When the di;gnosis

is uncertain, supporting patients and their

familirs through the pmcess until the diagmsis can be ascertained
becomes important. Psychiatdsts, social workers, and other members ot
the health care field can provide support to the patients and their families
until the diagnoses is certain. A dilterent form of support may very well
bs required for patients and families who are told the diagmsis of
schizophrenia when the diagnosis is uncertain, Venus those who are

given a mom global label like mental illness w psychotic illness

emaw&
There are dinerent view of the pmgmsis of schizophrenia
among the psychiatristsinterviewed. Same view the pmgnosis of
schizophrenia in a more optimistic light than others. The view of the
prcgnosis of schizophreniainfluencesonly 35% of psychiatriststo reveal
to patients;of those influenced, one third revealed lo poor prognosis
patients their diagnosis and two thirds revealed to good prognosis
patients their diagnosis. One psychiatrist elaborates on hidher view of
how disclosure is affected by the psychiatrists' view of the patient's
pmgnosis:
Whether one tells patients that they are schizophrenicor not
deoends on whether one feel SchizoDhreniais and that has been
arg-ed over Ine years an0 when i was oo.ng my resdency there
were olfferenl k~ndsof rcn zophrsn a 01
. there were csrtam y
scn zophren cs uno uare te I to nave a good prognos s an0 n
wnom the i nsss was very ac~te~ L II ROU c sen18 down Wnlie !t
ma) recur, tnere would not be the krnd of persona If deter oralon
tnat lends to occur ~nother scnrzophnncs it yor lee1lnar a ol of
sch zopnrencs are IAe lhat tnen you arH gong to be more mclned
to 'a '?em beca~seyou are not lei ng tnem lney navs cancer t
on tne other nanc yo, lhmk Inat sci- zopnren a 8s a ong-term
cnron c o'inesr w th progress ue rnenla oeter orat~anvrnnch s
more I r e Idea lhal s carnlng oack an no* i t - nk yo, are prooabiy
90 n? 10 be 'ass nncl ned lo le them oecsdse you are le ~ n g
them
ihsyhave cancer and you have to try to keep ihsm optimistk about
their own prognosis...
The comparison by a few psychiatrists d schizophrenia to cancer.
as a group of physlcai illnesses sustains the caretakers' image of
hopelessness, the 'pmnouncing of a psychoicgicaideath sentence" for

schimphrenicpmlems (Green, 1984, p. 76).
The vlew of Torrey (1983) and Walsh (1985) disagrws with those
psychiatrists in this shrdy who view schizophrenicsas having IiMe hope
or those who made the statement that patients with a good prognosis
would not be diagnosed as schizophrenic. According to Toney (1983)
many schizophrenicscan regain ail or almost all of their mental abilaies
and lead a normal life. Waish (1985) and Bland (1984) state that 25% of
schizophrenicsremver completeiy, never to have symptoms again.
A more pessimistic vlew of schizophreniais mentioned in DSM 111:

"A complete return to premorbid tunctloning is unusual-so rare, in fact.
that some clinicians would question the diagnosis. However there Is
always the possibility of full remission or recovery although its frequency
is unknown" (DSM 111.1980, p. 185).
Thus, the pmgrosis of schizophreniaan&

whbh patients are

told, with wme psychiatrists revealing to poor prognosis patients their
diagnosis and others telling good prognosis patients. One could
speculate that psychiatrists' pessimistic view af schiiophrenia could
awed treatments that patients recelve, not only from psychiatrists but also
the M of the team. The view 01 both the prognosisd schizophrenia and
patients wim schizophreniacould funher complicate the treatmem
SchimphreniffireceiVe and the whole area of disclosure and
"disclosing'. in further research social workers should be asked to state
their views about the prognoses of schlzocksnla which likely affect their
disclosure practices.

Opinions Related to Disclosure
The vast majority of psychiatrists and appmximately hail of the
social wolkers believe that patients could be adequately Informed about
schizophrenia without disclosure of the actual label.

Believing patlents

=an be adequatdy informed in this way could possibly lnnuence
disclosure. Social workers' beliefs about what Is required to make
patlen!~adequately informed possibly IMuence whether or not they
reveal diagnoses and If they consun psychiatrists regarding this malter.
While a': %cia1 workers support revealing to patlents, one fifth of
psychiatrists do not. Most social workers (91%) are unequivocal in their
support of revealingto patients of their diagnoses compared wllh 58% of
psychiatrists. NewfoundlandpsychiatrisC opinions vary as to whether
patients should be informed of their diagnosis of schizophrenia.
paralleling what is evident in the available literature. Although most
social workers are in favour of discosure, it Is evident that psychiatrists
are not revealing to patientstheir diagmses of schizophrenia as onen
as social workers would believe necessary. Conflict could arise when
social workers and psychlatrists discuss plans lor disclorure for their
patients. Individual social workers expressed stmng argumentsfor
telling patients: of course, one could be ot the opinion Mat patients
should be told M still not disclose as a consequenceof other tacton.
Psychiatrists and social workers give different reasons tor their
decisions to reveal to their schizophrenic patients. A reason pmpounded

by social workers is mat revealing cd the dlagnosls to patients and their
families has the polentlallor lessening patlems' and familbe'
mismnceplions and absolving blame. Toney (1983) mentions that
understandingthe illness "demystiResmI.
When families are educated.
they no n d experience the sence of blame and shame that they do when
they believe that they may have caused the lflness. Emdy (1980) did
find health care pmfessionals who teared an increase in patients'
anxlety ilthey revealed the diagnosis, as mere might be a decrease In
the ensctlveness d treatment (cited in Schorr 8 Rodin, 1982). But Bmdy
(1980) did discover that revealing to patients in general does not lead to
mom anxiety than not revealingto patients (cked in Schon & Rodin.
1982)

. The uncertainty of not knowing may lead to greater angulsh in

the end than knowing the diagnosis. Another justillcationsocial workers
and psychiatrists give for disclosure is that patienk have a right to know
thelr diagnoses; one worker alsn comments that Informedconsent should
exist l o the same extent as it does with a physicalillness. What this
implies Is that the mentally Ill should have the same rights to information
89 the physically ill. The fact that the therapeutic relationshipcould be
threatened if schizophrenic patients do not know their diagnoses is
discussedby a few workers.

Percepion of Patients and Families
Owr one hal(55%) ot the social workers assert that most or all
patients would like to know their diagnoses. A mmparisionwith the

psychiatrists' o p i n h is not possible since psychiatrists responses are
not complete: over one third and p~ssiblymom of the psychiatrists do
believe patients want to know. Houston 8 Pasanen (1972): Mclntosh
(1 974); Suchman (1972). did find that. overall. patients want to be

informed about thelr illness (cited in Schorr 8 Rodin. 1982). The
empirical questlon remains. "Are patients who wish to know, told?"
Some o l the social workers suggested that patients andbr their
families either do not believe they have the right to know their diagnoses
or are intimidated by the physictan andlor the system. A few social
workers specifically acknowledged that passive patients do not bslisve
they have the right to ask, and some palienta do not question
professionals treatment decisions. In addition, 32% of the social workers
report that patients have never asked them for their diagnoses. One
worker also maintains that patients view their doctors as "God". These
social worken'views are in keepingwith what Schorr 8 Rodin (1982)
maintain: that when indlvlduais encounter psychiatric pmblems, their
abilities to make their own autonomous decisions and govern their lives
are threatened. Within the traditionalview of the physicianpatient
relationship, the patient surrenders his control to the physician and
bemmes 'passive" and "dependent". Rodin 8 Janis in I979 (cited in
Schorr 8 Rodin. 1982) explain that physicians [and possibly other
health care clinicians] have a sense of power over the patient with the
very nature of thelr training, skill, and expertise related to the patiellrr
dlflicuities. It is not surprising that patients and their families all too onen

do not question their psychiatrists' decisions and suggetllons.
A small percentage of psychiatrists (6%) disclose the diagnosis
only when patients ask for their diagnoses (with 10% of the total group
generally telling when patients ask). Another 13% of the psychiatrists
wait for families to ask for the diagnoses. Psychiatrists, social workers.

and heaiih professionals can not always assume that patients who do not
ask for their diagnoses do not want to know their diagnoses. Assuming
patientsand their families will ask when they want to know is too
simpiistlc a view of human behaviour and could result in a large number
of patients not getting their diagnoses revealed to them.

The Challenges Psychiatrists and Social Workers Encounter Related to
Disciosure of the Diagnoses of Schizophrenia
Dilferences and simiiales have been apparent between the
pmblems the two study groups encounter oonceming the disclosure of
the diagnosis of schizophrenia. Psychiatrists mention pmblems in
relation m their perceived mi8 in making the diagnosis of schizophrenia
and in providing patients with the diagnoses. Ths is in keeping with the
majority view of psyohiatrists and wcial workers that psychiatrists ought
to be tho On85 who, under most circumstames, disclose diagnoses to
patientsand even to families. Social workers mention problems
aSY)ClatBd with their m18s as discharge planners, patient advocates.
rehabilitationassistants, and with their therapeu(i0 relationships with
schizophrenic clients. if social workers are to disclose the diagnosis more

frequently, they migM encounler problems similar to lhose laced by the
p5ychiatristsin this area.

A challenge tor social workers is determining it patients already

h o w their diagnoses and the degree ot understandingthey have about
thelr illness. The repom from psychiatrists and social workers on the
range of patient understandinggo from full understandingto none.
Overall, social workers and psychiatrists have similar criteria as to what
constR~tesan understanding01 the illness: however, lhe criteria at social
workers' are less technical and possibly more realistic than those ol
psychiatrists. Nlne per cent of the social work respondsntsr e w e d
dilficulty determiningwhnther or not patients knew their diagnoses. It Is
conceivable that cenair paranoid schizophrenic or other schizophrenic
patients would percalve that the symptoms they expsrienceare real
rather than their being the resum of their illness. Social workers reported
lhat half of the patients on their overall caseload h e w their diagnoses 01
Schizophrenia and halt of these understoodwhat the diagnoses meant.

Based on the number of patients that do undedand their illnesses and
the n a l m of lheir symptoms (such as suspiciousness,disorders of
thlnking and attenlion, concrete thinking, haliucinations and delusions.)
one muid speculate lhat assisting more patients to achieve an
understandingwould be diflicult. Same would have great diificulty
comprehendingtheir illness because of the strenglh of their paranoid

symptoms, delusional balleta, and thinking disorders. Workers pmfess
that many schizophrenicsdo not have much insight into their illnesses.
Some psychiatrists in this study, parallelingthe results ot Green 8 Gann
(1987), malnlain that some patients lack ths ablli* to understand the term
schizophrenia and thht disclosure of the diagnosis would only further
discourage them.
On the other hand, as one worker mentions, ctlnicians can fall into
the trap of rationalizingthelr not telling patients on the basis that the
patients are incapable of understanding. Assuming that these patients
would not understand, or would have a lessened ability to develop
Insight, could resuit in workers being less wncemed for these
IndivId~aIsto be informed. Patients' mles in their treatments could thus
potentially be attenuated, reducing their capaolies tor autonomous
action.
A few social workers (18%) state that some patients appear
content with not knowing the spscifics of thelr diagnoses and report that
patients would discuss their illnesses using terms such as "bad nerves"
or "nervous breakdown'. Workers may be reluctant to wnfront these
pients thsrnssbes or to arrange tor Mher professionalsto reveal to
them patients their diagnmes because they appear to be content In not
knowing.
According to Bok (1978) patientswith cancer can be informed of
their diagnoses but can present as it dlscloaure has not occurred. Bok's
(1978) review of the literature uncovers Mat betweenl5%to 25%of the

time terminal patients will show a lack of awareness at being told
diagnoses even when though they am repeatedly seeking the
information and are being informed. This possibilii of patients' being
informedand yet presenting as if they do not know again adds to the
complexity of the disclosure with schizophrenic patients.

~IUQSB
for Nan- Qk&m
Approximately the same proportion of Joclal rmrkers (27%) as
psychiatrists(19%) contend that they encounter patients' non-verbal
expressions of not wanting to know their dlagnoses. These non-verbal
respons~sthat Socil workers and psychiatrists see from patients are
similar and include denial of the illness and reluctance to ask diagnoses.
Psychiatrists (26%) and soeial workers (9%) encounter requests fmrn
famMes to not reveal the diagnosis to patients. These famllles would
need to have been apprised of the diagnosis to be able to make this
request. It is possible that the beliefs of these psychiatrists and social
workers as to whether patients wanted to know their diagnosis or not
could have been Influenced by encantering patients who indicated that
they did not want to know their diagnoms.

What has been gleaned from this study is that schizophrenia is
mom complex and difficultfor these clinicians to discuss with aflecled
individuals than, for example, depression. The symptoms are not as clear

cut, less is k n m a b u t schimphrenia, and palien(s'ffihizophrenic
symptoms to a great extent impair their ability lo understandtheir own
illmsses. Aiso ilis possibly more d'licvll to empathizewilh the psychotic
experience than wilh depression. There certainly are palients with severe
depression who would also have tmuMe undefstanding because ol
psychomotor retardation, depressive cognitions, andlor delusions that
they are experiencing. On the ofher hand, most individua!s can
understand depressionfor, even though they may rml have experienced
a depression of clinicalseverity, they have usually experienceda

depressed mwd. It may be dmicuit for mod people, including mental
health professionals,to really idently with a psychotic illness. " How can
we sympathize with a mad man or mad woman' (Toney. 1983, p. 6).
These features of a psychotic illness make it fairly unique when it comes
to disclosure.

A significant pmblem is the mlswnceptions of patients and their

families about the illness dschizophrenia. Only a few social workers
mention dealing with patients' and families' misconoeplions,but possibly
more social workers would report on these misconceplions if they had
been asked a direct question as were the psychiatristo. Both nudy
groups have perceived similar miswnoeptlom about the illness ot
schizoprenla on the part of patients and their families. Psychiatrists
believe that they need to deal wilh these misconceptionsin the pmcess

of revealing to panems and their families. The mlswncsplion that

schizophrenia is a split personality Is according to Tomty (1983). a
"widespread but erroneous belief" (Tomty, p.2).

Dinham's research

illustrateshow residents tmm Newfoundlandoutports do not trust IhoDe
defined as mentally ill because 'you never kmw what they might do'
(Dinham. 1972). Dinham shows how individuals prefer lo be identified
as having other disabilities such as "bad nerves" thus avoiding the
mental illness label since some other people vlew the mentally ill as
being "dangerous".

p
While half ot the psychiatrists encounter situations whlch make
telling the pallents their diagnoses countertherepeutic, one psychiatrist in
this study argues that the discussion of the patient's illness and the
interpretationof the patient's problems am never wuntertheraputlc. An
analogy is used to expreps the point:
If I aot cancer todav and Ihave secondaries all wer and Iwanl to
d8sintwIe my ueanh, or Iwanl to lake my tfmeon and irave.
througn the world and see beautot~ltnmgs.. Ioonl want a
~ n v clan
s lo r0D me 01 lnat sx monlns at llte SY telmo me 'there IS
hoihing wrong wilh you'.
Idon't believethai sclii&phrenics are
such a peculiar groupof p o p l e [that this wanting to know would
not apply to them also].

....

This psychiatrist is suggesting that the patient's right to the truth should
outweigh the phyaician's right ID
exercise Ule thereupedlc principle
when (s)he thinks ll Is in the patient's best interest. Kondziela (1983)

recommendsthat psychiatristsflnd out whethsr or notthe patients m i d
deal w h their diagnoses in mnstructiveor dedrudive ways. If the
patient is unable to view himself as having a chronic mntal illness then
Kondzielasuggests the usn of euphemisms f a schhophrenla.
A psychiatrist reports that melimes patients adopt a negative
view of their capabilities when they are informedthat they suWw from
schizophrenia.
A few psychiatrists mentionsituations where the revealing of
diagnoses of schizophreniato patients and their empbyen could ruin
the patients' careen. Shackle (1985) speaks about the double-edged
sword where understanding evolves from dis?losure, but the disclosum
is acwmpanied by a stigmatizationthroughout the rest of Ihe patient's
life. Once a person is labeled a schizophrenic, the label is almost
impossible to remove (Walsh. 1985).
Three potential countertheraputic situations are reportnd by
social worhen and possibly more would have been d'xussed B social
vmrkers had been asked a direct questions on the subject.
Disclosure mquires clinical skill to enable patients and their
families to confront their fears abovt the illness, change their
misconceptions, accept the diagnoses, and develop insight. A few
social workers mention having to prepare for anger and resistance to ths
diagmis and that patientsneed a great deal of reassurance that Mere is
treatment for their symptoms.
Dealing w h adverse reactions as a result of the patients being

infOmled about the dlagnoses wulres dlnlcai expedlse. Advelw
reactions occurring hequenny to an IndMdual clinician could alter
disclosure practices.
Disclosure Is possibly a dlfllcult task for social workers because
they do not have the knowledge n m s a r y lo a m r all the patients'
and families' queotions. Some handle not being able to answer all the
questions by suggesting to patients and their families that t h y consult
the psychistrlsts.
A f w Newioundland psychiatrists (13%) spontaneasly mention

that a diniculty they encounter Is the lack of resources In the community
10 treat their patients who suffer fmm schizophrenia. As a result they
claim they are the wale providers of educationto schizophrenic patients
and their families, which Is a dffllcult and tlmezonsumlngtask that might
deter these psychiatrists from revealing the dlagnoses and ennabling
them to optimally educate patients and their families. This concem of and
challenge to psychiatrists may be heightened because some social
workers are also looking to psychiatrists for direction as to how t h y
should handle their patients and families.

A few psychiatrists repor(ethical dilemmas related to issues of
d;sclosum of diagnosis with their schizophrenic patients and a slightly
greater propodionof soclal workers mpod ethical quandries.
Psychiatrists mention ethkal dilemmas relating more to how much to

disclose to patients, families, and employers. Social workers, on the
other hand, relate feeiing the need to be hones.. and to transmit
Inlormationto community agencies taking Into considerationthe
associated ramifications.These ethical concerns of each pmfesional
gmup are In keeping with their perceptlons of their respective roles.
The majority of the psychiatrists do not acknowledge that there are
any ethical dilemmas which influencethem, because they believe that
patients should know their diagnoses. One psychiatrist does, however.
mention the situation of not knowing how much to dlsclose to the patient
SO

as not lo unnecessarily harm the patient (the physiolenk mde of

primum "on nocere: above ail do no harm). Kudler brings this
pyehiatrisrs dilemma to light when he states that:
!#hiis moral practithners endoroe the truth, a policy of
unconditional truth-tellina is sometimes in direct conflict with
inother basic value In m-edlclne: do no harm. What are the
implicationsof discussing the diagnosis7 There may be situations
In which the patient would be profoundly d i s t u w by being given
h e diagnosis. Are we obliged to tell the truth even If it means
harming the patient? Is not telling the diajr?oa!sfile same as
lvin07 It seems imnorlant not to confuse truth-tellinawith theraov.
' .
i e ~ h the
g truth is'not a panacea. (Klldler,t984, p.732).
Some social workers mention ethical quandaries usually involving
when they have b withhold or be evaslve about diagnoses. Agendes
asking lor the diagnoses on patients when patients do n d knew their
diagnoses is a dilemma for some sodd workers.
A social workeh not approving of a paIieMs not knowingthe

r'iagnosls Involves the pull between the mwal plnclples underlying a

social worker's personal beiiets on the one hand and duties on the other
(Kentsmith. Miya, & Saiiaday,lOBB). The moral principle in this situation
is the patient's right lo have information pertaining to hidher diagnosis
and the 'duly'of pewrming the function ot a social worker on a team
and living with team decisions.
it is noteworthy that a few social workers reporledon the ethical
problem of community agencies requesting symptoms and diagnoses of
patients when these patients do not know their dtagnoses. A few workers
rentlon methods that they use to oiffiumventagencies' requerts tor
information, but these oflen appear to add additional ethicd problems
for the workers, including misinforming agencies, using less stigmatized
labels, communicating information to agencies verbally, or asking
patients tor consent to release informationbut not informingthem of the
specifics 01 what is being released. it is quite possible that some
physicians am not aware of the number of agencies that have records of
the diagnoses they have made on patlents. for it is social workers who
are giving out this informationto agencies requiring it.
One worker reports that sometimes Wo halved applicationforms
are sent out to agencies by social workers and psychiatrists, and that it
is possiblethat psychiatrids may, unbeknownst to wciai worken, put
down less stigmatized diagnoses than the diagnosis of schizophrenia.
for example, psyChOtic iilnegs. The agencies would then get two diierer!t
diagnoses, whieh muid result in problems.

Disclosure Practices
Appmximateiy one third of social workers mentionthat one of the
golden prindplesd social work is to "start where one's client is at" and
this is a usefultenel in the process of disclosing. "For every patient.
sensnivlly to hls defenses, and working within his readiness to know will
guide the physician as to what to tell or what n d to tell' (Paris 8 Adams.
1979. p. 584). Ar, obvious example of the appiicabiiilyof this guideline
would be the inadvisability of discussing the diagnosis of schizophrenia
with a patient who is actively psychotic. This is the only factor which
psychiatrisbin this study agree on. Also, a patient shouM not be told
when he is ac:~tetypsychotic and when he is expriencing persecutory
delusions in which he believes everyone is out to h a m him. Appleton
(1972) believes that telling a paranoid patient that what helshe is
experiencing is unreal can distance the patient from the very person who
can be of help. One worker suggests allowing the patient to adjust to
being mentally ill before disclosing the labei of schizophrenia to himlher.
What ($)he is advising is a lengthening of the process. A worker
suggests speaking to the patient in language which helshe could
understandand wlh terms that helshe is familiar with or had used.
Some workers suggest referringto the labei schizophrenia only a few
times so as to n d dwell on the labei. Others mention giving the patient
informationover a number of sessions, reviem'ng what has already
beenWld, and giving hidher constant reassurance. A patient oflen
needs to hear and relearn thlngs many times. "It certainly is not helpful

to call someone schizophrenic and leave It at that" (Bebbington &
Kuiprs. 1982. p. dP.

Also. as individuals hear their diagnoses or

symptoms again, they see them in the light of new knowledge and
experiences which add lo their understandingand the relevancy of the
material presented. Some psychiatrists may believe they have disclosed
the diagnoses to patients by doing it once, where as. in fact, patients
may not retain the informationbecause they are t m sick or not ready to
hear the information.

in hospitals there are only a few means to convey to other
professionals exactly what patients do know about their illness and if
need be, why they should not know their diagnoses. These routes of
communioation include: writing the plan in relatior *disclosure in the
medical chart, diecuslng this issue of disclosing in the team
conference, or discussing the plan or work done individually with various
pmfessionab. The finding that psychiatrists are generally not writing on
the medimi chart as a means of communicatingtheir plan or work done
with regards lo disclosure could meanthat some psychiatrists are not
communicating that patients are not aware d their diagnoses, or that

they are conveying this informationonly ve*ally.
A psychiatrist's communication of disclosure has relevance for
social workers. A social worker might not understand what the patient
has been told or why the patient has not been told hislher diagnosis. On

the omer hand, il a socialworker is assigned lo only a few psychiatrists,
then @)he might learn haw these psychYrists and Me team handle this
isue, and me team and psyehiaMstsmight m e r s e l y learn the social
workeh preferencefor dealing with this issue: thus, writing on the
medicalcha? the plan of action may not be as aitical.
Social workers were not asked how lhey convey their plans or
practices of disclosure of the diagnosis of schizophrenia, but it is evldent
that the social workers do mmmuniate wlth the psychiatrists. A total of
59% of workers revealed that they required psychiatric input when

paticits asked about their diagnoses and 55% of the social worken
involve the psychiatrists when dealing with patientswho do not know
their diagnoses. Also. 35% of psychiatrists repolt social workers
questioning them about their discfosure pactices involvingparticular
patients. It would be useful in further research to dismver the specific
means social workers use to mmmunicats infmation about disclosure
with psychiatristsand otherteam members.
When psychiatrists do n d mnvey to social workers and the team
their plan for disclosure, other disciplines are left unlntormed and having
to deal with the lack of infonation and communicationin this area. A$ a

consequence these clinicians can make any of a number of choices:
ask schizophrenic patients what they know about their illnesses, speak
wlh various mileagues to see what patients do in fact know, ultimately
elher avoid the use of the t e n andlor make a decision with regards to
disclosure.

Cllnbians use different terms for schizophrenia. Approximately
hdf of both professional groups use other terms for schizophrenia
although more social workers use terms which are actually descriptions
Of Symptoms that the patients are exprlenclng, such as: "mw4 swings"
and "d'fficu$ with your moughts"; psychiatrists tend to use terms which
are clinical psychiatric labels such as "recunent psychotic disorder", and
'acute psychotic episode". A few members of both of the gmups do.
however, use the cclloquialterm of "bad nerves'.
Among thwe psychiatristsand social workers who use other terms
for schizophrenia, 42.% (of the total population) of psychiatristsas
compared to 32% of social workers claim patients prefer these terms

.

From Dinham's study (1972), one migM assume that some patients
would prefer the term 'bad nerves' or 'nerves ' because "It is mwe
desirable to be identifiedas having 'nerves'... those with 'nerves' are less
dangerous, have a bener chance ol recovery, can be treated wllhin the
Mmmuniw more successfully, and are less likely to be physically and
socially isolated- than to be identiled as mentally ill." (Dinham. 1972.
p.54). Dlnham's arguments may strengthen the opinions 01the clinicians
who believe that some patients may prefer to hear euphemisms for
schizophrenia. In fact, some social workers repon Uiat patienb prefer
euphemismsto schizophrenia because there is less of a stigma and they
are less fear(ul of the euphemisms. Some psychiatrists also believe

patients are more comfortableand familiar with euphemisms.

Jones put fornard an interesting argument that disclosure would
make the illness mom acceptable, thus taking away b mystique
("Confronting Myths",lB86, p.2). He believes that It is impartant to
disdose to patients when thsy ask for the information,claiming that using
the word schimphrenia is the "first step towards destigmslizingthe
illness". Jones explains that when he replaces the word schizophrenia
with words such as chronic psychosis he feels he Is stigmatizing his
patieMs. the very thing he had criticized the public for doing
("Confronting Mqihs".t986).
One psychiatristclaims that using the wwd schizophreniawnh a
patient does not always mean that the patient would get useful
intormatlonfrom various organizations set up to help schizophrenics and
their tamilles.
There is very linle payoff in telling [patients] they have
schiro~hrenia. Now there is a bia oauofl in tellina a mmon "You
are a biabstic". You can say: '~du'hdvediabete;, hire's some
good literatvmon it. it describes your condition,there are a lot of
people out there like you who have to take insulin injecibns every
day.: You can delegate that to diabetic education here. There's
not a big payofl in telling [patients] that they're schizophmnic...
The debate continues as to whether or not the term sohizophreniaor
euphemisms should be used.

DhrmQS
The majority of social workers (73%) claim that special skills am

required in dealing with pstients who are uninformed aboul their
diagnostic label, whereas one finh of psychiatristsmaintain that different
tffihniques am required when they treat and educate patients who lack
spffiific knowledge about their diagnoses.t3 Psychiatrists who claim
that dfflerent techniques are not required seem to imply that all that is
different for patients is knowing the actmi label of schizophrenia.
Different techniques are required because of patients' differing abilities
tor insight, differemes in levels of intellect, and diierences in thelr being
actively ~ ~ h o t i c .
One psychiatrist, who does not believe in disclosingthe word
schizophreniato patients, uses a different approachto educate dinerent
patients because the illness muid take dilfemnt forms. This psychiatrist
states:
i am relying on me as the educator instead of handing them a
b w k or oamohiet. Since the disorder varies so wideiv from Derson
to parson i am lrylng to eo~catethem on an !nd~id.ai, one.to.one
oas t on what tneor d soroer 1s and lrnat la gooa for fnem So i
haie to [formulate] an l n o v d ~ a[educat on] pacrage lor every
relatve an0 tor every patent as opposed lo be ng able to say. "Gp
to dlabe1.c eadcal on and nere is the standard package for yo^'.
have to Iota y notv8duaitzeevery pattents' [eorcallon].

.

it appears that some psychiatristsare using varied approaches
With different patients and over time with the same patient.
On the othher hand, some social workers report that special skills
and alterations to their interventions are necessary when patients do not

know their diagnoses. it is obviously problematicfor the social worker
who feels that (s)he would not be able to intewenve if patients do not

know thelr diagnoses. These spsdal skllls include scheming on ths

workers. part in order to enlist pychiattists' Ernperation in revealing
disgnoses to patients when sooial workers a n required to impart
informationwithovt revealing the diagnoses. Thew siluaHons can create
elhical problems lor those individuals inwlved.
With some patiems H may be more d "What Is the p i n t In telling
t h m when It is just a word" and they have gone on so long withwt
knowing, as a few psychiatrists and social workers have stated.
However. what leads up lo and follows the disdosure of the word may
be Important for some, it not all, patients. How mmfortable the
psychiatrists and ~ociaiworkers am in revealing the diagnoses is c.r
important factor. Some psychlatrists seem comfortablein revealing
dlagnoses including schizophrenia, while other psychiatrists appear not
lo be. Some would not disclose because they claim the patient would

not be able to understandthe diagnosis, while other psychiatrists
mention they believe they muld gear the explaration to the patlent's
level.

Psychiatrists' and Social Workers' Roles
A oomparison of the psychiatristo'and social workere' roles with
schizophrenic patients and thdr families reveals swne diierences in
their approaches and also some significant overlap in relation to the area
of disclosure of the diagnoses. Overlap is apparent In the following
areas: assessingof patients and their family siwatbns, disclosing the

actual diagnosis, educating and correcting miawnceptionsabout the
illness. providing supportive psychotherapy. pmvidiog intewentlons
aimed at reducing stress tor the lamily and the patient, supplying
resourn information, and being involved In rehabilitalion. Variation
does exist wilhln and between both pmfessionsIn these roles.
Psychialrists' and social workers' assessmenlool patients and
their families influence lheir disclosure practices. Assessment is an
important role for both professions. The educational bases d the two
professionalgroups is differentand yield differing typs of assessments.
Psychiatrists' and social wo*ers' assessments are based on indicators
which may not always be objective, such as: what is the extent of the
information patients have about their illnesses,whether patients know
their diagnoses, whether patients wish lo know lhelr diagnoses, whether
patients can undsrstand their diagnoses, and how patlents and family
members are coping wiih what they know and the actual illness
beheviour. These subjective aspects of the assessment leave mom for
error. For example, k appears that some psychiatrists use Me
educational achievementsof patients as Indicatorsof ability to
wmphrehend, along with other patient characteristics. Educational
achievements of individuals are not necessarilygood measures of
intelligence or the abilii to comprehend abstract concepts. The
educational achievementsof patients also relate to other factors such as
the functlonai level ol the patient. Thus, these clinicians draw m their
training, experience, and clinical skills b make their assessments.

Undoubtedly, there are times when these pmfessionals would be wrong
in some aspen of their assessments, but one would hops that in an
ongoing therepeutii relationshipwith patients, they would be ab4e to
w n e a ermr(s) a d change ihe treatment plan(@acwrdingiy.

An important role for psychiatrists and social wo*ers is the
education of patients and their families about schizophrenia. The
purpose of social work is to assist patients and their families to expand
their coping abilities and educationis one means to this ends (Caputi.
1982). Education is a significant part of social workers' adivBes. Their

elaborations of the various mles that they pemrm with schizophrenic
patients show that their involvement in this capacity can be extens(ve.
Half of the social workers specificallymention that they pmvide education
to patients. The social workers in this study highlight that they can
bewme involved with patients at various stages of their illnesses: fmm
the time individualsare first identifiedas being ill to the stage of
chronicity. At each stage of the illness importance wuld be placed on
educative functions. Schizophreniaanects the cognitive functioning of
the patient and clouds and complicates the whole piclure of patient
education. Also, the stress these patients experience in their
envimnnients creates additional anxiety and further impairs their
cqnitive abilities (HaHield. Spanoii L Zippie. 1987).
In general, psychlatrlsts'mles appear to center on their patients

although some do indicatethat they pri-adically work wlh lamilies.
Psychiatristswere n d asked to comment o n the Impomma of their
educational role with patients and families except with reference to m i a i
workers providing this service.
According to some of the social workers, one important
ramification of patient's not knowing their diagnoses is that it limits ths
types of educationai and therapeutic oppodunities. Thus, uninformed
patients may be less able to avail themselves ot complde sewices and
not know why or completely understand interventions which are made on
their behalf. Also, patients may not be completely infoned ol the
importance of their ongoing complianceM their treatment and of the risks
ImoCed with the various psychiatric medications.
Some social workers claim that knowledge improves rehabilitation
and patients'overali ability to c o p . that the effectiveness of treatment is
enhanced wlh patients having more knowledgeof thsir illness and that
knowledge allows patients lo take more of an active palt in their
treatment. Stone (1979. cited in Dinimia 8 Dimaneo,t?82)discovers
that mot allowing patients to have a more active role in their treatment
Wuld lead to resistanceto treatment. Svardstad in 1976 (cited in
Dinicola8 Dimaneo) finds that, if the physician "refusedto share"
information with the patlent, then the patient respnded with resistance.
thus obviously reduoing the effectiveness of the treatment. Some
psychiatrists in Green 6, Gann's study (1987) find that the more
information patients have about their illness, the greater the compliance

with treatment. 'Greater moperstion in turn makes it possiMe to reduce
msdidons after the a c m symptoms have subsided in an anempt to
prevent the development 01 tardive dyskineria" (Green & Gann.1987, p.
667). Bebbingbn LL Kuipers (1982) maintain that revealing not only
assists patientsto be compliantwith treatments b d simplllies
counselling.
Anderson. Reiss, & Hogarty (1986) and that fi schizopnrenlc
patients know their diagnoses. they then can talk to others and know they
are not abne. in their psychoeducationalmodel Anderson. Reiss 8
Hogarty (1986) maintain that patients within a gmup for schizophrenics
derive beneti because they are with people whh similar pmbiems
enabling them to receivesuppart. Also "therecognition of not being
alone in having unusual thoughts and experiences often decreases
feelings of embarrassment and loneliness" (Anderson, Reiss. 8
Hogarhl.1986, p. 213). it thesesourcesare coned. then talking to others
appears to improve the treatment. Some psychiatrists In Green 8 Gantt's
study (1987) who disclose to the patients their diagnosis are optimistic
that families who know the diagnoses would become members of
suppoi groups.

Some psychiatrists and sociai workers prceive that the social
workr9r mie indudes having more involvementthan psychiatristswith
families. Of the social workers, 68% mention providing patients' families

with education about schizophreniaas a paR of their roles. Oneworker
states that working wilh families I s a key role for social wrk for It
dmerentiates us from other disdplines in that we bnd to be the
profession within the health oare system Mat has the most lo do wilh
families". Lister (1080) claims lhat social workers are hequently
identifiedas the protesslonalson the health care team that deals with
families.
On the other hand, a few workers mentlm that thsy would prefsr
that psychiatriststake more d a role In educatingfamilies about
schizophrenia. Some psychiatrists also mention the Impdance of
social workers and psychiatrists educating patients and famlbes.
Clinicians' roles with families are important and, with the proper
intewentions, patients muld either be spared relapsesor experience
increased time between relapses. Clinicians, In educating patients and
families, relieve the families' guilt, reduce stress for patllrnts and families.
and deal with the spclflcproblems of IMng with a chronic illness. This
requires much patience, skill, understanding, and upb.date inlormation
about current etiologioresearch and treatment approaches (Taylor.
1987). Information about the needs of patients and families who have to
mrltend with the lllnesss, and knowledge of avaliaMe community
re~3urces. Furthermore, understanding relevant material Is in IlseH
insuBcient. What Is required is understanding it in such a manner as to
be able lo present the materlal to tarnilles and patients in a coherent and
helpful fashion. It requires effort to understand the materlal but a greater
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reported in the literatureby authws like Dr. E. FullerTomy (1983) and
Anderson, Reiss, and Hogam (1986). Anderson, Reiss and HwaW
(1986) state that "most families claim that not knowing about the illness is
worse than any Informationthey have received no matter how grim the
data about the course and prngnosls may be" (Anderson. Relss 8
Hogatiy.1986, p.73). Gantt 8 Gresn believe that to equip families wlth
the necessary knowledge and skill and to give them the best
opportunitiesto adapt to the patients' illnesses and associatedstresson
requires a "thoroughdlscusion of the diagnosis" (Gantt 8 Green.1986, p.
101). One can best deal wlth the families' guilt in relation to believing
they caused the illness by explaining schizophrenia as a biological
Illness and one no longer viewed as an lllness caused by the families or
by schizophrsnogenic mothers. Clinicians who believe that families

would bs better ofl il they knew the diagnosis would probably be more

-

likely to arrange for families to know or would reved to them
themselves.

All of the psychiatrists and most of soclal workers (82%) agree
that disclosureof diagnoses to patients rests with the psychiatrists.
However, some psychiatrists (55%) maintain social workers can reveal
the diagrmses to patients and their familles in situations where this is
practical. In Gantt and Green's study (198511986) 59% d the
psychiatrists have no objection to patlents being informed by othor

pmfessionaB. Some psychiatrists are comfortablewith social workers
revealing the diagnoses of schizophrenia in specifled situations while
othw psychiatristsare mt. A few social workers assert that they do not
have SuRiclent knowledge to disclose the diagnosls; 1 also might be
possiMe that they do not have suHicient knowledge to educate patients
and their families about the illness.
It appears that social workers in general rely on the acceptance
and support of physicians and psychiatrists in performing their mles. The
input soclal workers request from psychiatrists regarding disclosure may
ensum that patients and their families receive the opportunity tor
increased autonomy in their decision making. Social workers may also
be fuiliiling their mi8 of assisting patients and families to aceess Me
services of physicians. The quality of life model as put forth by Caputi
(1982) has the social worker enhancing the care oHered by the health

care team and has the soci?' worker conveying medical and
psyctnsocial information and identifying problem areas in
communication.
Another reason social workers involve psychiatrists with regards to
disclosure might be that social workers are concerned a b u t Me
reactions they might receive from psychiatrists; w l y a small number of
social workers comment lhat they would receive a negative reaction fmm
the psychlafriststhey work with H they did dische diagnoses to patients
without consulling the PsyChiatfiStO. However, if a direct question is
asked of social workers a b u t whether they have concerns about

psychiatrists'reacthns If they reveal diagnoses la patients and families
it is conceivable that more m i a i workers migM report having these
wncerns.
Less than half of the psychiatrists(42%) spontanlnusly report that
they would be angry B they discover a social worker discioslngthe
diagnosis of schizophrenia to a patient without inmlving them. One
psychiatristfeels that if (s)he enwunters a social worker who has told an
acutely deluded patient hislher diagnosis, then @)hewould assume that
the social worker knows very IiHie about schizophrenia, and would tell
the patient to get a new social worher. This reaction is understandable
given that the psychiatrist has a responsibity to the patient and is liable
lor the treament which the patient receives. Each profession is also
accountable to patients and families for their actions. Given the
psychiatrists'responslbllity, it is not unrealidc lor them to expect la be
informedof the treatment being onered by other professions and for them
to want to retain control over how disclosure is to be carried out. The
posnlon paper written for Canadian psychiatrists states that ofher mental
health disciplines need to keep psychiatristsintoned d the patienrs
treatment and progress. Psychiatrists also requlre that a consistent
appmach is taken with the patient (el Guebaly. 1984) and a discussion
of the approach allows for consistenoy.
What has become apparent from this study is that who tells should
depBnd on how the functions of the team are divided and coordinated
since there are mle overlaps on mentalhealth teams. A few psychiatrists

mention that policies mutd be put in place as to how the team should
functionwith rsgards to disclosure. One hopes that how those functions
would be divided w u l d be based on the team members' respective
professlonai and personal capabillles, as a muple of psychiatristsand
social workers suggest. The one important criteriorb for sultabili to the
task of disclosure involves the establishment of a trusting relationship
with the patient and also with the family when disclosure is being
considered. Another important criterion is how the patient and family
perceive the person revealing the diagnosis. For example, is b bener for
these individuals to hear the diagnosis from someone whom they see as
an "expef or is it preferablethat they hear It from someone whom they
see as being less threatening, like a social worker or nurse. Other
important factors accrue to whoever does do the revealing: the individual
should have thB required knowledge to disclose, suftlcient empathy and
skill to reveal, enough time to follow up disclosure or arrange for follow

-

up to take piace, and the necessary ability to deal with any repercussions
resulting from disclosure. Roberts (1985) states that the use of teams
should not just ensure "the appropriate place In the sun for various
profssslonals" ( RobeM, 1985. p. 149). For some patients the Issues DI
disclosure may not seem as relevant or complex, for example,if a patient
does rot have persecutory delusions. Again, the majority DI social
workers and psychiatrists in this study claim that it Is the pychiatrisfs
role to dlsctose Me word Schizophrenia to the patient, but this does not
exclude other trusted people at certain times from being appropriate to

reveal Or being present when the psychiatrist disci~ses. The initlai
reveaier b r a patient could be a family member, a soclai worker.
psychiatrist, psychologist, nurse, or any qualifiedprofessional or
combination thered, which can be defined by the team. Sometimes
patients ask for their diagnoses when the psychiatrists are not available
to them; and it is conceivablethat more than one person on the team or
in the famiiy could be designated to disclose.

Cor~sensus
Consensus does exist within the Newfoundlandprofessions of
psychiatry and social work In a few specific areas in relation to
disclosure. Psychiatrists in general view the revealing of the diagnoses
of schizophrenia as their mle. Psychiatrists perceive social workers as
having a role to play In educating schizophrenic patients and their
families about the illness of schizophrenia. Psychiatrists agree in their
etiologic conception of the illness d schizophrenia as being organically
based. Also, wnsensus exists in that psychiatrists are not influenced by
the patients' genders in revealing the diagnosis of schizophrenia.
There is consensus among social workers that s m e patients
should be intoned of their diagnoses of schizophrenia.
It is interesting to note that consensus exists m o n g social workers
that some patients should know the diagnoses of schizophreniawhereas
s exis! among psychiatrists. Hence, one
this same consensus d ~ e not
suspects that more social workers would be dissatistled with the state of

alfalrs that not all patients am informed of thelr diagnoses of
schizophrenia.
Psychiatrists and Mcial workers continually need to look at the
pmcess of "disclosing" which includes disclosure of the word
schizophrenia. Thelr disclosing practices need to be evaluated
continually in the IigM of the total picture of the patients and their famllles,
the resources available, the manpower available to help educate the
people affected, the appraach utiiized..whether it Is a munidlscciplinary
or interdisciplinary team approach or individual effon and their mles
within the team, their own psychiatric work experiencs, thelr evolving
values, their life experiences, the breakthroughs In ressarch on the
Illness and theories about the illness, et cetera. The pmcess of tine
tuning how end when patients are told is not something that individuals
decide upon once and tor all because, as they gain more experience as
clinicians they might develop a heightened sensitivity to the Issues of
disclosure and how to reveal. This heightened sensitivity could result in
a reexaminationof the whole area. One's appmach to doing therapy
does change with one's kkrwledge, one's experience and one's
theoretical prspective. Hence, this researcher is in agreement with
Kondzieia (1983) who is against any rigid rules with regards to
disclosure since each case has to be examined Individually as to when
and how and if disclosure will occur. It Is also this researcher'sbelief that
almost all patlentsshould know, and pocdbly more patients should know
than the psychiatrists and soclal workers are telling. For some patients I

is definitelya matter of when is the most appropriate time to disclose lo
them.
Recommendations
The major recommendations of this study are summarized as
IOIIOWE

1. 'Disclosing" should be kept mnstantly In mind as a goal ol

therapy and one should remember that an impoltant piece of 'discioslng'
is disciosure.
2. Based on the current knowledge about schizophrenia, the

psychoeducalional approach is a viable method for psychiatrists and
social w r k e n as well as other mental health professionalsl o use wlh
patients and their families.
m e Newtoundland social workers and psychiatrists in this study
are attempting lo teach patients and families about the illness of
schizophrenia and a psychoeducational approach could be easily
adapted to their present approach if it is not already used. The
generating of information, including the disclosure of diagnosis of
schbophrenia, is essenthii In the psychoeducalional approach
(Anderson. Reiss (L Hogarty. 1986). The olinbians' view of the illness

also needs lo be similar to the one espoused by this appmach.
The psychoeducstional approach is developed out of studies of
expressed emotions. Vaughn & Len and others demonslrate that "high
levels of emotional tension" cause patients to relapse at a greater rate

than those patients who ere discharged into hwn89 where lewer
emotional tensions exist (Grantt 8 Green,1985/1886). Thus, the w a l of
the psychoeducationalefproach is to laver the high levels of expressed
emotions in the family (Hawield. warnil 8 Zlpple. 1987). Anderson,
Reiss and Hogarty (1986) ouuine some of the necessary requirements
for education and therapy with schizophrenic patients and their families.
Some psychiatrists in Green 8 GantYs study (1987) maintain that
"psychosdu~ationshould arm the patient and the family with as much
knowledge and understandingas possible, since it is demonstrated that
information about mental illness enables families to gain a feeling of
mastery that lessens feelings of anger, helplessness, isolation and
stigmatization (Green 8 Gantt.1987, p.667). Adams 8 Paris (1979) find
that revealing the actual diagnosis lessens the family's sense of guilt.
Some of the clinicians in this study are using components of Me
psychoeducational appmach, including helping families pmvlde a
nurturing and suppatiwe environment and assisting famlliea in
impmving patients' funclioning. Some psychlatrish make specltic
reference to minimizingthe high emotionality in the family. A wmment
fmm one worker is that (s)he perceives that families sqecifiodly have an
easier lime than patients in dealing with the knowledgeof the
diagnoses. Dealing wRh the families always has implications for
patients as well since stress in patients' living situations is dated to a
poor prognosis and one 01 the important shessors is emotional tenshn
wiihin the family.

The education that soda1 workekers and psychlatrists are giving to
patients and thelr famllies can possiMy be more extanrive if more
patients are Informed about thelr diagnoses. and more pmfesslonals are
educated about the psychoeducationalapproach and the elfeck of
schizophrenia on patients and their famllies. The goal of the
psychoeducational approach b to reduce the relapse rate for patients.
One can conceptualize the potential benefits of having more than one
proferrl~naleducating patiends and their families in a coordinated
fashion.
3. The Issues of disclosure and disclosingmust be examined in

relation to prsonnel since what may be appropriate In one selting In
terms of wh, should reveal, how they should reveal, and when they
should reveal, may not work in another setting.
4. If soclal workers wish to play more active mles In disclosure of

the diagnosis to patients or thelr families, of Ipsychiatrists wish them to
do this, then the soelal workers need to have sufficient knowledge of the
illness. For example, they should have knowledge of symptoms, signs,
treatment, and current theories of dlology. Since social workers' mles,
as well as other team members' roles, are reciprooally inlluencsdby the
other team members. it Is Important that social workers desiring a mom
aotive role in disclosing and disclosure demonstrate oompelence and
willingness

.

5. Wih numerous pople involved, assumptions should not be
made as to what informationvarious pmfesslonaisgive out. It k useful
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1.

These statistics should not be assumedto reflect accurate

prevalence rates because sorne patientswould have had mom than one
admission in the same year and others would not have been
hospitallred every year.

2.

The total number of schizophrenic patients (1466) that the 31

psychiatrists perceived treating In a one year periodwas derived from
their combined estimations. This figure was almost three times the
documented number (580) of schizophrenic patients discharged fmm
hospitals in Newfoundland and Labrador in the period between April 1.
1983 to March 31.1984. Some of the difference between these figures
could be amountedfor because the psychiatrists withln this study may
have included In their estimates patlentsfrom their clinics and from their
office practices as weii as their hospitalized patients. Some of the
numbers withln this estimated total could represent duplicdons since
sorne psyohiatricpatients move fmm docfor to donor, hospital to
hospital; on the other hand, nM ail patients would be hospitalizedin a

given year. Psychiatrist$ figures were muoh smaller than mose obtained
by extrapolation from StatisticsCanada: If in June 1986 there were
568,349 people in Newfoundlandand if one percent of the population
have schizophrenfa (Torray, 1983) then 5683.5 people should have
schizophrenia in Newfoundland at that time; of Course not ail patients

would have conlacl wlth paychiatrisbfor numerous reasons.

3.

This was not an armrate tigure since it 'mas derlvedtmm social

worked estimates of thelr careloads but It suggeststhat only a minority
of those patlents who knew thelr dlagnoses, understood their dlagnoses.

4.

Inquiries were made about the diagnosis "Obsessive Compulsive",

but because of the lack of clariflcallonin the Interviews as to whether this
refersd to the Obseslve Compulsive disorder or Obsessive Compulsive
personality, these data am omitted.

5.

Those who did not qualify may have fen that is was not necessary

to state the obvious or there may be a few psychlatlstswho do not feet
that they need the consent of the patients to revealthe dlagnosesto the
family.

6.

Not all psychiatrists elaboratedon their reasons for not revealing

the diagnosis of bordeflne penonaiity disorder.

7.

One psychlatrlst was lnadvenently not asked what

crlterlalclassHicationsystem @)heutilized.

8.

A few mentioned 'paychotherapr but it is inferred that they meant

supportive psychotherapy: Insight-orientedpsychotherapy has been

generalhl fen to be Ineffective or detfimentalwith schizophrenic patients
by the vast majority of psychie:rfsts.

9.

Beyondthe more global referencesto rehabiliation such as

Correcting the soda1 climate and soda1 rehabilitation, the specific
mmponents that were mentioned included: supportive housing, work
therapy. supportive groups, psychiatricday care programs, psychiatric
drop-in centers, and special clubs promoting friendship.

10.

Spedflo family interventionsmentloned were: family therapy,

educating families about the illness, mlnimlzatlon of the high emotionality
in the family.

11.

What the researcher assumed the workers meant by insight war,

whether Or not patients realized they were ill andthat the symptomsthey
were experiercing ware related to their Illnesses.

12.

These examples dld not imply that all the programs within each

category listed abovn requirethe symptoms and diagnoses.

13.

The dilference in terms (special skills and dltlerem techniques) or

the alerations In psychiatrists and sooial workers appmaches can be
accounted for by the use of terms in the interviewing Inslrument.

Curiosky reigned in the 1850's at the Medlcai Research Council
Social Psyohiatrlc Unh In London, England, to find out why =me
schizophrenic patients who, when discharged from hospitalto reside wlh
their families (spouses, parents, et cetera), did worse than those patients
Who lived on their own. Researchers set out to answer this question
(Brown, Cawairs, andTopping 1858; Brown. 1985: cited in Minlz,
Liberman, Miklowhz and Minlz.1887). The earlier works by Brown
echoed the skepticism about the view of schizophrenia as being
predominantly caused by a palholagicalfamily system. This research
revealedthat the degree of expressedemotion In families is associated
with an ensuing relapse in the patient's condnion in the following year
(Kanter. Lamb, and Loeper.l887). The degree of expressed emotion
was qualified as being high or low. This association is a atatisUally
significam relationship and does not suggesl that the level of expressed
emotion (EE) in the family caused the relapse (Hatfield, Spanoil &
Zipple.1987: Anderson. Reiss 8 Hogarly,l886). Anhough there has been
a propensity in mental heallh workers l o assume from these flndlngs that
the family caused the patient's relapse. the expressed emotion in the
famlly and the patient's relapse Is possibly a consequence of other
factors (Hatfield. Spanlot,& Zlpple, 1987).
The theory on EE operates fmm the view that the schizophrenic

patients have biokgkai and mgnltlve deflclts which r e w l in their being
sensitive to soci~nvlronmentalstresses (Mink, tiberman, Miklowih, and
Mlntz. 1987). The stress these patients feel from the environment creates
anxiety which further gels in the way of their mgnitive functioning
(Hatfield. Spanoil, & Zipple, 1987). These deficits lnterlere with the
manner in which these patients process stimuli. They have some
ditlicukies screening large amounts of environmental input. mese
deficits make them susceptibleto psychosis when overwhelmed by not
being able to process all the ingoing stimuli. This view h in line wlh the
"Diathesis-sl.?ss model" (Drake & Oscher.1987) whbh is a
Mopsychomial model of schizophrenia (Ksnter. Lamb. 8 Loeper, 1987).
The CamberuellFamily interview was developed as a method tor
reliably determining the tamilfs outward attitudestowards the patient
(Kanler. Lamb. L Loepr 1987). The concept EE was operationally
defined, using five scales which measuresthe family's behaviour
concerninguitlcisms, hostility, ematlonal overinvolvement,warmth, and
positive remark that the family had towards the patient. This interview
was administeredafter the patient was admined Into hospital. High
lever 01 EE on 3 (Milicism, hosti'ly, and overlnvolvement)of the 5 scales
has been shown to prognosticate relapse in the 9 months following
hospitaldischarge. (Mink. Llberman. Minklownr & Mlntz.198i).
EE isone of many factors that w u l be associated with the

patients' relapse and n is the one most researched factor ( Drake &
Oscher, 1987).

A number of r e w a d i studies now reporl consistent findings of
reiationShiD Mween EE levels and oatients' relaose (Brown.
Biriey. K Wing 1972: Vaughn K Len i976, 1981; ~ndeison.
Hogatly. 8 Reiss 1980; Liberman et ai..1980: Falioon et ai..1984.
Vaughn et al.. 1982; Falioon. Boyd, 8 McGiil, 1984). In there
studies, relapse ranged between 48 and 62 percent in high EE
famiiies and between 9 and 12 percent in low EE families.
Unlortunateiy, most of these studies had no control groups, were
based on patients from a rniaure of diagnosticgroups, and varied
in subjects' age, gender, and stages of schizophrenic illness. The
time period for follow-up of the patient varied from 9 months to 2
years (Platman. 1983. cited in Hatfieid, Spanloi, & Zipple, 1987. p.
223).

Thus. what can be seen is that high EE families have patients with
B

much higher rate of relapse.
TO better understandthe EE resuls it is imponant to examine

various studies focusing on drug and social treatment. Hogam, in 1984.
(cited In Anderson. Reiss, 8 Hogam. 1986) provideda review of studies
of chronic schizophrenic patients with numerous exacerbationn in their
illnesses and found that 80 to 100% would relapse when taken on their
drugs: an even higher percentage deteriorated on the medications as the

.

number of their previous episodes of illness increased (Anderson Reiss
8 Hogarty, IBW). Approximately 40% d patients sullering from

schizophrenia have a psychoticrelapse within the lirst year alier their
discharge. The reiapse rate at 9 months afler dischargelor groups lust
receiving psychotropic medications was 50% in Leffs (1982) study and
4436 In a study by Falioon el al. (1982) (cited in Hogarly 8
Anderson,l986).
Various researchers have examined the role of aocial therapy an

the rate of relapse of patients with schizophrenia. Hogarly. Goldberg.
Schooier, 8 Ulrich 1974 (cited in Anderson. Rdsa, 8 Hogarty. 1986)
studied a group of schizophrenics, randomly placing them W h either
soda1 therapy or no midtherapy at the time of hospital admission. Alter
two months these same subjects were randomly given either a placebo
or antipsychoticdnyls. The Bndings revealed that, of those given
medicationsonly. 46% w u l d experience another episode within t w
years. Eighty per cent of those placed on a placebo with soolai therapy
deterioratedas did 80% of thosa M o had just received a placebo. Those
who had the dmgs and soda1ttserapy relapsed to the tune of only 37%.

As can be seen, sociai therapy on its own was not useful in preventing
deterioration in the schizophrenic illnesses but, combined with
medications, helped reduce relapses even when compared wlth
medications abne (Andereon, Relss 8 Hogady. 1986). However,the
time frames are not identicelbetween these studies since the studies
examining social therapy review the relapse rates altwo years while the
EE studies examination of relapse rates vaty from 9 months to 2 years.
These resuks point to the impodance of providing social therapy to
schizophrenics, espadally with the goal in mind of redudng the high EE

levels in the family. There is accumulating sddence that psychosocial
interventionsaugment the patient's drug treatment (Hogarly and
Anderson. 1986).
The family environment can provide care or produce stress
contingent upon the ability of the family, their fund of information on

schizophrenia, and the pmfessionalservice and resources available to
them (EI-isiam.l979: cited in Mintz, Librman. Mlklwritz 8 Minlz.1987).
The sludies on EE do not leadlo any specific protocols for intervention
with families, but what have developed are a variety of
psychoeducationalapproaches which have as their goal the lowering of
high levels of expressed emotion In families to prevent pafients from
relapsing (Hatlieid. Spanoil. 8 Zipple. 1987).
There have been numerous critidsms levied at the expressed
emotion studies. Kanter, Lamb. 8 Loeper (1987) claim their criticisms
limit the significance of the findings and pose a valuable question as to
whether the EE findings m n be expialned as a result of the family's effect
on the patient or the patients effect on the family. A grave concern
expressed is that the studies on EE view those families with hlgh EE as
the culprits. as "bad", "inadequate", and a s exhibiting"undesirable
bhaviour", which only adds to the families' sense of guilt (Kanter, Lamb.

8 Loeper.1986: Mintz. Ubenan. Mikiowilz. 8 Minlz.1987). Other
Criliclsms are directed towards the mnstrud of EE which is composed
of pa* which have Ihle relatedness to each other: thus, clinical
applicability is fell to be reduced (Kanter. Lamb, 8 Loeper, 1987). The
asearoh presupposes that the family's EE level is condstent over time
but this has not been verified through study (Hatneld, Spanoil, B Zipple,
1987). The EE construct places families i n one of two categories where,
for inslance, one adUiiional c l c i s m during the CamberwellFamily
Interviewchanges the family% level (Hatfield. Spanoil. 8 Zipple, 1987).

Even with the critlclsms levied and the controversy concemlng the
sludies on expressed emotions in families and patients' relapse rates.
these sludles have shown the Impdance of combining smlal therapy
with dmg lreatmem and have assisted in developing a new method of
lnterventlon: the psychoeducational appmach to dealing wlth patients
and famllies which is harmonious with the biopsychologicalview of
schlzophrenla (Kanter. Lamb, 8 Loeper, 1987). An lmporiant componem
of the psychoeducationalapproach is the education of patlents and their
families about the illness 01 schizophrenia, which Includesdisclosure 01
the dlagnosls of schizophrenia (Anderson, Reiss & Hogany.1986).
Previously, psychotherapywas belng pmvlded with very linle information
since earlier training by psychiatrists and psychotherapists argued
against "acandid exchange of inlormationas a method of changing
tamlly patterns" even though families onen asked for information
(Anderson,Hogarly. B Relss. 1980. p. 499).
The relative& recent biological research and resuns (such as the
dopamine studies) have swayed psychiatrisls' and social workers'
beliefs away from the view of schizophrenia a s a problem in the pienl's
psychosexual development or as an outcome of the family system.
Rather than providlng a patient with "psychotherapeutictreatments for the
victims" (Taylor. 1987, p.118) and therapy for thefamiiy, mental health
workers should be providlng rehab::itation for schlzophrenlc.
Rehabilitallonis now necessaw slnce one cannol talk another out of a
physical infinny: one can only suppoll the other with information(Taylor,

1987). Glwn the present tactual and thewetical infonation one could

assume that more Intormatmnwould be shared wim patients and their
families, lffiludlng palients' diagnoses.

Appendix 0

-

Male Female
# of frnewiww-

1) Have YOU ever treated clients who sutler from schimphrenic

illnesses?

2) in the last year how many whlzophnnicclients have you seen?
(Casework relationship)

3) What do you see as y w r role in working with a schizophrenicclient?

4) What do you see as your role in working with families who have a

whizo~hrenlcmember?

5) In the last year how many of your schizophrenic clients knew their
diagnosis7
5 a) How did those who knew their diagnosis find it out?
5 b) HOWmany of these who knew their diagnoses understood

what their diagnoses meant?
5 c) How do you deflne understood?

8) In the last year how many did not know their diagnoses?

7) Have you fell that patients could be adequately informed about their

illness without knowing their diagnoses?

8) How hava you handled the situation of a client who dld not know he or
she had a diagnosis of schlmphrenla?
8 a) Did you inform the client of hisfiler diagnobis of
schizophrenia?
8 b) Did helshe not knowing pose any special problems?
8 c) Did helshe not knowing require any special skills?
8 d) How did helshe not knowing aflecl your intervention?

g) Have clients ever asked you for their diagnoses?

if yes
9 a) What did you do?

10) Have you thought that those clients who are unaware oftheit

diagnoses would want to know their diagnoses?

11) Have clients indicated verbally or othemise that they did not want to
know their diagnoses?
Yes No
11 a) How?

12) Are there terms that you US8 instead of schizophrenia?
lza)Whafarethey?
12 b) Do you feel patlenls prefer them? Why?

13) Have family members ever asked you about a client's dlagnosis?
13 a) Ifthey haw asked you, how have you handled these
situations?
13 b) Hthe lamliles did not ask, do you think they wanted to know
the dlagnosls?
Why? What do you mean?

14) Have the patient's family ever requestedthat you not reveal the
diagnosis to the patient?

15) DOyou haw an opinion as to whether schizophrenic patients should
be told their diagnosis?

16) Haw you ever disarssed the Issue of disclosure versus non.
disclosure of the diagnosis with a psychiatrist or physician wlth repard to
a spscific client%treatment? If yes16 a) How have the psychiatristsor physicians explainedtheir

Dosltion?

17) Do you intorm clients of these diagnoses? show c a d
manic depression.

yes

no

unipolar depression,

yes

no

borderline personaliw disorder,

yes

no

schizophrenia

yes

no

organic brain syndrome.

yes

no

obsessive-compulsive

yes

no

18) Do you inform the families ol these diagnoses?
manic depression.

yes

no

unipolar depression,

yes

no

borderline perwnailiy disorder,

yes

no

schhophrenia

yes

no

organic brain syndrome,

yes

no

obsessive-compulsive

yes

no

19) Would you prefer that the psychiatristrevealed these diagnosesto
patients and their families rather than revealing the diagnoses yoursell?
manic depression

yes

no

unipolar depression

yes

no

borderline personality disorder

yes

no

sohizophrenia

yes

no

organic brain syndrome

yes

no

obsessive. compulsive

yes

no

20) Do any agencies to which you refer cAents require the applicant's

symptoms and diagnosis tor acceptance into their programs?
yes

no

21) DOphysician's discharge summaries accompany your clientk
application to any community agency?
yes

no

H yes21 a) Who sends the discharge summafles?

22) How many years have you been working as a psychiatric sodal
worker with schizophrenic clients?

Male Female

t of interview1) DOyou treat schizophrenics?

2) What do you see as the main etiolagl of sohlzophrenia?

3) Have you l e t that you have diagnosed schizophrenia more, less

or the same amount, as your mlleagues?

4) What diagnostic classifications or criteria do you use In diagnosing

your schizophrenic patients?
if more that one.
4 a) Why?

5) What isthe besttreatmentthat you fed you can ofleryour
schizophrenic patients in Newfoundland?

6) How many schizophmnio patients have you treated in the past year?

7) How many of these patients knew their diagnoses?

8) How many of these patients who know their diagnoses understood

what the dlaonosas meant?
8 a) How do you define understood?

9) In general do you believe that schizophrenicpatients should be

informed of their diagnosis?
9 a) Why?

10) Have you thought that those patients and their families who were

unaware ol the dlagnosls ol sohizophreniawuld want to know the
diagnosis?

11) What problems have you had disclosing the diagnosis of
schizophreniato patienls an&or their families?

12) Have any schizophrenic patiem indicated verbally or othemlsa that

they did not want to know details about their illness and their diagnosis?
yes

n yes
12 a) How?

no

13) Have families requestedthat you not release the diagnosis 01
schizophrenia to the patlent?

If yes
13 a) How have you handled this situation?

14) Have you fen that patlents could k+ adequately informed about their
schizophrenic illness without knowing their diagnosis?

15) It you were not sure 01the diagnosis of schizophreniawould you let
the patient know that you were considering the diagnosis?

16) Are there terms that you use insteadof schizophrenia?
If yes
16 b) What are they?
16 a) DOyou feel patienl prefer them?

17) Does not telling a patient hidher diagnosis of schimphrenlacall for
your using different techniques with regardsto treating and educating the
patient about hisher illness?

18) Have you ever written on the medical chart why you would not like to
reveal the diagnosis of schizophrenia?

19) Has a social worker ever questionedyou about your disclwlng or not
disclosing the diagnosis of schizophrenia?

n yes
19 a) How have you handledthis?

20) Have you mnsuled other disciplines as to whether or not the patient
should be told hlmer diagnosis of schizophrenia?

n Yes
20 a) Whom have you wnsuled and for what reason?

21) If a social worker informeda patient of hidher diagnosis of

schizophrenia :-;tsout It previously having been discussed, what would
you do?

22) How do you think social workers should coMud themselves when
patlents and patientsfamilies come to them with questions about their
diagnosis?
22 a) What would you suggest they do?

23) DOyou feel that Social work has a role to play in educating families of
schizophrenic patients about their illness?

24) DOyou feel that social work has a role to play in educating
schizophrenic patients about their illness?

25) When deciding whether or not to reveal the diagnosis of

schizophrenia have you fen you migM be influenced by:
the patient's gender?
the patient's age?
the patlent's level of education?
the patient's level of functioning?
the patlent's personalityfactors?
the history of family mental illness?
the patient's psychotic symptoms?
a good prognosis Venus a poor prognosis?
flrsl hospital admissionversus several admissions?

the patient's popular misconceptionsabout tha illness?
that it might be countertherapeutic?
ethlcal dilemmas?
the patient's abllly to give infoned consent?

26) Am there any other factors which influence whether you reveal the

diagnosis of schizophrenia?

n yes
26 a) What am they ?

27) In general, do you informpatiems of the following diagnoses?

manic depression,

yes

no

unipolar depression.

yes

no

borderline personality disorder,

yes

no

schlzophrenla,

yes

no

organic brain syndrome,

yes

no

obsessive-wmpulsive

yes

no

28) In general, do you inform patients' families of the following
diagnoses?

manic depression,

yes

no

unipolar depression.

yes

no

borderline personality dlsorder,

yes

no

schizophrenia.

yes

no

organic brain syndrome.

yes

no

obsessive -compulsive

yes

no

29) In general would you prefer that social woaers reveal these
diagnoses to the patient and their families?

manic depression.

yes

no

unipolar depression,

yes

no

borderline wnonality disorder,

yes

no

~chizophrenia.

yes

no

organic brain syndrome.

yes

nb

obsessive- compuisive

yes

no

Appendix C

Dear
I am a candidate for the Masters of Socisl Work Degree at
Memorial University of Newfoundland. In order to hlltill the thesis
requirements for this pmgram I am proposing to undertake a study to
attempt to determine why psychiatrists and psychiatric social workers
chwse to disclose or not disoiose the diagnosis ol schizophrenia lo
patients andlor their families.
The importame of this issue is evident in the current lack of
wnsensus wnhin these pmfesslons regarding the risks and banelitsof
disclosure and nondisclosure. Whemer or not pychiatrists disclose the
diagnosis of schizophrenia has implications for social work intervention

and ultimately the patient.
It is intended that this study will: a) facilitatea better understanding
of psychiatrists' and psychiatric social workers' persp8ctives regarding
disclosure of the diagnosis of schizophrenia to patients and /or their
families, b) enhance woning relationships behv88n these two
professions,and c) ultimatelycontribute to the provisions of services to
schizophrenic patients and thelr families.
In order to do a study of this nature. cooperation will be needed
from bath professional groups. I will be Interviewing all Newfoundland
psychiatric social workers who are employed by a hospital and wllo have
either a B.S.W. andlor a M.S.W. I have prepared a qusstionnaire which
would require an Interview of approximately one h o u h duration.
All the information that will be gathered will be kept In the Strictest
mnHdence. The informationwill be reported in summarizedform so that
no individual can be identBed.

I will be contacting you by telephone to find out if you are willing to
patticipate in this study and.

H so to set up a time which will be

convenientfor you.
I am lookingforward to furiher discussing this Interesting topic with
you.
Yours sincerely,
Mary A. Smyih

Appendix D
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b

~

Date

Dear
I am a graduate student in the Masters of Social Wefk
Program at Memorial Universiiyof Newfoundland. I am doing a study
of the decisions d psychiatris*i and psychiatricsocial worken to disclose
or not to disclose the diagnosis of schizophrenia to pa"ents and/or their
families.
The importance of disclosure and nondisclosum of diagnosis as
an issue is apparent in the lack d mnswnsus wiihin the profession
regardlng the consequences and advisability of disclosure. It is expecled
that this study will: a) enhance our understanding of this subject, b)
promote bener working relationships betweenthe professions, and o)

ultimately serve to improve services to schizophrenic patients and their
famiiie8.
The success of this study is dependent on the cwperation of both
psychiatrists and psychiatric sodai workers. All psychiatrists In
Newfoundlandand all those physicians who have completed the fouryear residency program in psychiatry are included in this study as are all
psychiatrlc social workers. A ons.haif hour intervisw with each
respondent is necessary for the study and to facilitate a brief Interview it
would be desirableto have it taped.
Ail the Infonation that will be gathered will be kept In the strictest
confidence.

me infonation will be reported in summafiled form and

no

individuals will be identifiable.
I will be contacting you by telephone sholtly l o invite your
participation in this study and it possible to arrange a convenient time to
meet.
I am lwklng forward to further discussing this interestingtopic with
you.
Yours sincerely.
Mary A. Smyih

MEMORIAL UNlERSlTY OF NEWFOUNDLAh'D
St John's.NMoundland. O n d r A18 3x8
Shl *%tar

ll:..*

Dear Professional Colleague:

I am pleased to introduce Mary W t h who i s a Graduate
Student i n our Master of Social Work Degree Program, navy i s currently
involved i n a study of p s y c h i a t r i s t ' s and psychiatric s o c i a l worker's
di1~101ure practicer v i t h regard t o the diagnosis of schizophrenia.

In order t o carry out t h i s research, she w i l l need t h e
cooperation and p a r t i c i p a t i o n of respondents from both these two
professional groups.
Mary i s already conducting i n t e ~ i e v rw i t h psych!atrists and
social workers i n St. John's. She has c o q l e t e d interviews w i t h
pv~fessionals i n areas o u t r i d e St. John's. I am hopeful t h a t you w i l l
be able t o meet w i t h her w i t h i n the next month. She w i l l be contacting
you f o r an appointment. The study i s an i w o r t a n t one and merits the
IUPPOP~ and encouragemnt of the Health Professions.
The study
findings w i l l be made available t o you upon completion.
I f YOU hsre questions on any aspect of t h i s study. Mary ar I
w i l l be happy t o provide additional information.
I w be contacted a t
Memorial U n i v e r r i t v o f Newfoundland a t 737-8044. and Marv mav be
contacted a t 364-4171. Ue thank you for your cioperatidn.
YOUPSsincerely,

Dr. Frank R. Hsukinr
Dirrrtor

Appendix F

This research pmjsd will fulfill the thesis requirementfor a
Masters Degree In Social work from Memorial University of
Newfoundland. The study will expiom the disclosure practices of
psyehlatristsand psychiatric social workers pertaining to the diagnosis of
schizophrenia.This informationmight faciliate a better understanding of
each profession'c perspective on this issue and ultimately enhance their
working relationships. This informationwill be obtained through face-toface semi-structured interviews with both groups.
Ail the information that will be gathered will be kept in the strictest
confidence. The information will be reported in summarizedform so that
no individual can be Identified.
YOUare free to not answer any questions. or to not participate at
ail. if you consent you are still free to withdraw fmm the study at any time.
Any questions Ihave abwi participation have been answered and

I give my consent to participate.

(SIGNATURE)

(DATE)

